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OppiaMobile is an open source mobile learning platform specifically designed for delivering learning content, multimedia and quizzes in low-connectivity settings and primarily used for health worker training.
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CHAPTER

ONE

OVERVIEW

1.1 OppiaMobile Key Features
1.1.1 For Learners
• Access learning activities, videos and quizzes all offline on Android smartphones
• Activities designed to support face-to-face training sessions
• Earn points and badges for completing activities and courses
• Automatic notification when course updates are available
• Multilingual content is supported
• Text to speech function – so activities can be read out loud
• Search course and activity content

1.1.2 For Tutors/Trainers/Supervisors
• Designed to support existing training and teaching programmes in all professional areas
• Track the activity and progress of your students – for example which activities they have completed, quiz scores
and videos watched

1.1.3 For Course Authors
• Supports learning/training content for any professional area
• Course content can be collaboratively edited and produced in Moodle – no need for programmers to maintain
and update learning content
• Updates to courses can be automatically pushed out to users
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1.1.4 For Administrators/Project Managers
• Designed to support existing training and teaching programmes in all professional areas
• Online dashboard to get a quick and easy overview of activities
• All code for both phone client app and server is open source – so you can customize to fit your needs

1.2 OppiaMobile Platform Architecture and Workflow

1. Courses are authored in Moodle.
2. Courses are then exported to the OppiaMobile Server
3. The OppiaMobile server hosts all the courses, user accounts, media and analytics data
4. When a user installs the app and creates an account, they can download courses from the OppiaMobile server
for running offline on their device
5. When the user accesses courses and completes activities (e.g. watching videos,taking quizzes), this data is sent
back to the OppiaMobile server whenever there is an internet connection available.
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6. Implementation owners, project managers etc can view the activity (e.g. quiz results, time spent watching videos)
for their users via the OppiaMobile server dashboard.

1.3 OppiaMobile Development Roadmap
Last reviewed: Oct 2022

1.3.1 Short term (6-12 months)
• Improve multi-lingual capabilities
• Improved options for course activity updates
• Implementing the OpenBadges (https://openbadges.org/)
• Improved and expand course activity options

1.3.2 Medium term
• Improved integrations with xAPI and data collection/patient management apps
• Move to use Django Rest Framework (server)
• Move to use RoomDB (app)
• Tablet specific layout

1.3.3 Long term
• Adaptive learning content and quizzes
• Include educational games

1.4 Acknowledgements
1.4.1 Partners
The development of OppiaMobile is made possible with the support and collaboration of our partners:

1.3. OppiaMobile Development Roadmap
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1.4.2 Previous funders

1.4.3 Contributors
• Safdar Ali & Durba Gogia - Hindi translation
• Roman Blanco - Spanish translation
• Marijs Carrin - for testing and development
• Joseba - technical development, performance improvements and bug fixes
• Adrián Domínguez - technical development, performance improvements and bug fixes
• Julio Berzal - technical development, performance improvements and bug fixes
• Laila Hussain - Urdu translation
• Lebanese Alternative Learning - Arabic (Lebanese) translation and funding for drag and drop quizzes
• Last Mile Health - Funding for additional development
• David Gil de Gómez Pérez - technical development, performance improvements and bug fixes
• Lex Myers
• Kawesi Hakim
• Ziirofan
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1.4.4 Code Libraries
• Brightec - video controller
• AndroidPlot - for graphing library
• OkHttp - HTTP library
• Picasso (by SquareUp) - image caching library

1.4. Acknowledgements
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CHAPTER

TWO

GOVERNANCE

2.1 Governance
Note: This document is a work in progress.

2.1.1 Introduction
OppiaMobile is an open source mobile learning platform specifically designed for delivering learning content, multimedia and quizzes in low-broadband settings and primarily used for health worker training.
Our goals in setting up the governance structures of OppiaMobile are to ensure that:
1. There is a defined process that helps people participate in decisions regarding the OppiaMobile community and
platform. It should be clear who is responsible for any given decision, and how others might contribute to the
outcome.
2. Decisions regarding the OppiaMobile platform and community are taken in an accountable, fair and transparent
fashion.
3. Necessary decisions are actually taken, even when there is no clear consensus among the community. There is a
single path for the appeal or escalation of a decision when needed.

2.1.2 OppiaMobile Community Board
The community board is responsible for:
1. Ensuring OppiaMobile meets the needs and demands of its end-users and implementers
2. Support funding for core Oppia - eg contributing to funding applications etc
3. Overseeing support provided for implementers and end-users (eg documentation is up to date)
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Current Members

2.1.3 OppiaMobile Technical Board
The technical board is responsible for:
1. Providing strategic direction for OppiaMobile technical developments
2. Overseeing the approval process for new technical developments
3. Prioritising technical developments
4. Growing and supporting the technical development community for OppiaMobile (eg by ensuring appropriate
technical documentation etc is kept up to date)
Current Members

2.1.4 Working Groups
Specific developments may not fall neatly into being the responsibility for Community or Technical Boards, instead
requiring input and consensus from across the two boards. In this case temporary working groups would be created,
drawing on members from both boards, and perhaps external experts. These working groups would work in the same
way as the permanent boards, but temporary in nature for the lifetime of the development.
Current WGs and Members

2.1.5 Appointments and Removals
New appointments to either the Community/Technical Boards or Working Groups will be made by being proposed and
seconded by existing members, with a simple majority voting system.
All members of the Community or Technical Boards need to provide meaningful input. If a board member has not
provided meaningful input for over a year, they will automatically be removed as board members. Similarly, with any
working groups, members need to provide meaningful input. If a working group member has not provided meaningful
input for over 6 months, they will automatically be removed from the working group.

2.1.6 SABDFL
This is not a democracy, it’s a meritocracy. We try to operate more on consensus than on votes, seeking agreement
from the people who will have to do the work. Alex Little, as self-appointed benevolent dictator for life (SABDFL),
plays the happily undemocratic role as founding developer of OppiaMobile.
He also has a casting vote on the boards and working groups, should it come to a vote. This capacity is not used lightly.
The community functions best when it can reach broad consensus about a way forward. However, it is not uncommon
in the open-source world for there to be multiple good arguments, no clear consensus, and for open questions to divide
communities rather than enrich them. The debate absorbs the energy that might otherwise have gone towards the
creation of a solution. In many cases, there is no one ‘right’ answer, and what is needed is a decision more than a
debate. The SABDFL acts to provide clear leadership on difficult issues, and set the pace for the project.
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2.2 Tech Dev Prioritisation Process
Core OppiaMobile development takes place as a 2-week sprint per month, so the issues addressed need to be prioritised
for the upcoming sprint.
Any developments, fixes, features etc must first be entered as issues in the relevant GitHub issue list. Issues entered
should be tagged at least with a high/medium/low priority and whether it is a bug or enhancement. Any issues submitted
will be reviewed for the tags to ensure the tags are correct and appropriate.
For a given sprint the open issues will be prioritised on the following basis (highest priority to lowest):
1. High priority bugs
2. Outstanding automated tests that need to be added for recent code updates
3. Code updates to ensure the code base passes the SonarQube analysis
4. Outstanding documentation for any recent code updates
5. Other open issues
Item 1 is clearly the most important, since high priority bugs will be those that directly affect the running and implementation of OppiaMobile.
Items 2, 3 and 4 should eventually be addressed as part and parcel of any feature/code updates - i.e. when code is updated
(whether it is a new feature, or an improvement/bug fix on an existing feature), the automated tests and documentation
should be included as part of the code update.
Item 5 is the area of prioritisation this document mainly focuses on.
Once items 1-4 have been scheduled and time estimated in the upcoming sprint, we will then know the remaining
developer time available for item 5.
Note that these sprints are for the core Digital Campus OppiaMobile developer team, other teams/developers may wish
to work on specific features developments that are relevant to them.
For each sprint, the tasks will be added in the ‘queued for development’ column in the general development Github
project. The core OppiaMobile developer team will make an initial suggestion on the tasks that will be included for
item 5, based on discussions and information from the developer and community governance boards.
The suggested tasks for the sprint will then be shared with the developer governance board for their input, feedback and
approval. In the interests of time, board members who do not provide input/feedback within the given timeframe, will
be assumed to approve suggested task list.
Should the time estimate be incorrect (eg the scheduled tasks take shorter/longer time than expected). . . .
For a monthly sprint process:
• Week 1 - input/feedback/approval from the developer governance board
• Weeks 2 & 3 - code sprint takes place
• Week 4 - review and integration of the code developed, next suggested sprint tasks are added, and the monthly
cycle restarts.

2.2. Tech Dev Prioritisation Process
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CHAPTER

THREE

TECHNICAL GUIDE

3.1 OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
3.1.1 Source Code and Contributing
OppiaMobile Source Code
OppiaMobile Android App
The app is compatible with Android API level 14+ (i.e. Android version 4+).
• Source code: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android
• Bug/issue tracker: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues
OppiaMobile Server
Provides the core server-side, using the Django framework.
• Source code: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia
• Bug/issue tracker: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues
OppiaMobile Moodle block
A Moodle block (script) to export the course from Moodle into the right format for installing in the OppiaMobile
Android app.
• Source code: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export
• Bug/issue tracker: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues
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Contributing to OppiaMobile
To get started and help contribute to OppiaMobile, the first steps will be:
1. Clone the server and get a local version running on your machine
2. Clone the app and have it compiling and deploying to your mobile device
3. Set up Moodle installation and the OppiaMobile Moodle export block
4. Create a course in Moodle and deploy this to your server and then on to your device (using your new locally
installed platform components)
5. Change your app name and theme and have this compiling and installing
Note that we’ve deliberately left out the specifics of these steps here - since they should already be elsewhere in these
docs (if not, then see below. . . )
Once you have the basic platform running locally, there are a lot of different ways you can start contributing, even
before getting fully submerged in the whole code base:
• Provide feedback and recommendations on the documentation (both the processes/descriptions and the overall
navigation of how these doc pages are structured)
• Provide feedback and input on the overall user interface and process to publish a course, navigate the server
dashboard and use the app
Submitting code contributions
If you have made updates (new functionality, bug fixes etc) that you’d like to contribute back to the core version of
OppiaMobile, then please issue a “pull request”.
You can find info here on how to issue a pull request: https://help.github.com/articles/using-pull-requests/
Creating small, specific pull requests (matched to an issue in GitHub issue tracker), will make it much easier and quicker
(and also more likely) that your changes can be incorporated into the core version.
We’re keen to acknowledge those who have contributed to the development of OppiaMobile, so please also send us
your attribution information (name, organisation etc), so we can include you in the about/acknowledgements section of
the app.
Other ways to contribute
Whilst the GitHub issue lists provide the core of the issues, bug fixes and enhancements - these can be a little impenetrable to anyone who is unfamiliar with the detail of how the platform components work, so here are some suggestions
for how you could contribute (in no particular order, and some may depend on your experience and interest):
• how we could set up continuous integration for both app and server code (esp when code is checked in to Github)
• how we could integrate with a crowd-sourced translation service (or if you’re already able to provide translations)
• code improvements & refactoring, eg items under https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=org.digitalcampus.mobile.
learning and https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=django_oppia
• improve testing coverage
• keeping code up to date with latest Django and Android frameworks - eg, refactoring for any deprecated functions
• ideas to improve gamification beyond points & badges, although. . .
• . . . we would like to integrate with Mozilla Open Badges
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• improve media embedding in Moodle and subsequent publishing to Oppia
• integration with xAPI (https://xapi.com/ - ‘programmable elearning and experience tracking’)
• allowing login with users existing Google, Facebook, Twitter accounts
Another area that we are very much interested in, but needs some research and planning is around personalised/adaptive
learning - so being able to tailor course content based on users existing knowledge & experience or responses to pretests.
All of the above are improvements and enhancements that we’ve wanted to do for a long time, but any contributions
(on the list above or not) will help us keep OppiaMobile running and improving for its users.
OppiaMobile Code Style, Quality & Analysis
OppiaMobile Server
Code style
Since the OppiaMobile server is written in Python, code style show follow the PEP8 style guide.
Note: Not all the code currently meets the PEP8 style, but we’re working on it as parts of the code are updated, but
any new code added should meet this style.

Code Quality & Analysis
We use SonarQube for performing regular code quality and analysis checks.
You can view the current report for the latest release branch at: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=django_oppia
To install and run the SonarQube analysis yourself (e.g. if you have made code updates and before submitting a pull
request), see these instructions
OppiaMobile Android App
Code style
Issue, Branch and Release Processes
This page describes the issue and code branch management convention that OppiaMobile follows, and the release
process/checklist.

3.1. OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
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Issues, Branches and Pull Requests
Issue branches should be related to only one issue, and be based on the current release branch. This avoids situations
where issue branches cannot be merged into the release branch as they are dependent on other issue branches.
There may be some cases where multiple issues are addressed on the same issue branch, but then these should be very
closely related issues.
Similarly, pull requests should be related to one issue (and issue branch).
Pull requests should include new/updated documentation and automated tests. The documentation and tests are part
and parcel of the technical development work for any issue.
Branch Management
1. A new dev release branch is created (e.g. ‘1.2.3’) - this is the branch to which all fixes and issues will be merged
into for testing, before being merged into the master branch.
2. A new branch is created for each issue to be fixed in the development cycle (e.g. ‘issue-567’)
3. Code is developed on the issue branch
A couple of exceptions to the above process:
1. very minor fixes (that don’t warrant their own issue branch) may be applied directly to the release branch
2. database updates/re-structuring will be applied directly on the release branch. This saves conflicts if there are
database updates on multiple issue branches
Server Release Process/Checklist
Before making pull request from issue branch to release branch
1. Add/update unit/automated tests
2. Merge the release branch into the issue branch - so any potential conflicts can be dealt with in the issue branch
3. Run Django tests framework and confirm all tests are passing [Testing OppiaMobile]
4. Run Sonar test framework [SonarQube Set Up]
5. Check code for PEP8 compliance [PEP8]
6. Add/Update documentation for any new or changed functionality/processes/ settings
7. Update the relevant GitHub project to show the issue is for review
Merging issue branch into release branch
1. Merge code in (as above and resolve and conflicts from other branches)
2. Run Django tests framework and confirm all tests are passing
3. Run Sonar tests framework
4. Update release notes (adding issue resolved)
5. Close issue on Github
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Merging release branch into master, for final release
1. Merge code in (as above and resolve and conflicts from other branches)
2. Run Django tests framework
3. Run Sonar tests framework
4. Run QA tests (Quality Assurance Process & Checklist)
5. Date the release (on release notes)
6. Tag the release in git
7. Update roadmap
8. Release. . .
9. Create a new release branch - based from the master, with the updated version number
App Release Process/Checklist
Before making pull request from issue branch to release branch
1. Add/update unit/automated tests
2. Merge the release branch into the issue branch - so any potential conflicts can be dealt with in the issue branch
3. Run tests framework and confirm all tests are passing [Testing OppiaMobile]
4. Add/Update documentation for any new or changed functionality/processes/ settings
5. Update the relevant GitHub project to show the issue is for review
Merging issue branch into release branch
1. Merge code in (as above and resolve and conflicts from other branches)
2. Run tests framework and confirm all tests are passing
3. Update release notes (adding issue resolved)
4. Close issue on Github
Merging release branch into master, for final release
1. Merge code in (as above and resolve and conflicts from other branches)
2. Run tests framework
3. Run QA tests (Quality Assurance Process & Checklist)
4. Date the release (on release notes)
5. Tag the release in git
6. Update roadmap
7. Release. . .
8. Create a new release branch - based from the master, with the updated version number

3.1. OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
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Quality Assurance Process & Checklist
Quality assurance (QA) is an important part of ensuring that code releases are tested correctly before being handed
over, or new app releases being put up on Google Play.
Automated tests can go a long way, but some areas still need manual testing, especially before we have much wider
code coverage.
Before an app release is handed over, the QA checklist template will be completed, and all tests passing before release.
Workflow:
1. Create a copy of the QA checklist, with filename in the format: <app>-<version>-<date> and place this in the
same folder on Google Drive as the apk file.
2. Assign the testing tasks to individuals - ideally there would be a different set of people who are doing the tests
to those who worked on the coding.
3. Once all the tests have been completed, and are passing, the code can be released/handed over.
Reference Info
Using GitHub
All the OppiaMobile source code (for all components) is hosted on GitHub. So before starting to make any customisations you should make yourself familiar with how git works and create your own account on GitHub (for free).
The key advantages to using a versioning system like GitHub include:
• Good tracking of what changes have been made, when and by whom
• Built in bug and issue tracker
• Ability for others to easily take a copy (fork) of the code for their own use and keep this up to date with new
features and developments in the core version.
You will find it extremely beneficial to create a proper fork of the code for the various OppiaMobile components rather
than just taking a basic copy of the code, since a fork will allow you to easily merge in future developments, updates
and bug fixes as well as submitting fixes and new features back into the core version for anyone else to take advantage
of.
A couple of links to help get you started:
• setting up Git - https://help.github.com/articles/set-up-git
• forking a repository (and keeping it up to date with the original): https://help.github.com/articles/fork-a-repo
PEP8
PEP8 is a style guide for Python code, and serves to ensure that the code is readable and conforms to some basic/common
principles.
To check your Python code meets the PEP8 style guide, you can use the pycodestyle script to review your updates
against the PEP8 style guidelines.
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SonarQube Set Up
There are different ways to set up and use SonarQube, it’s an enterprise level product for analysing source code to
maintain code quality.
OppiaMobile Server
We use the sonar-scanner tool on the command line to analyse the Oppia server source code and submit the results to
SonarCloud.
First we create the test coverage report, using the Coverage tool, using:
$ coverage erase
$ coverage run --branch --source=activitylog,api,av,content,gamification,integration,
˓→oppia,profile,quiz,reports,summary,viz manage.py test
$ coverage xml -i
Then copy the generated django-oppia/coverage.xml file into the django-oppia/tests/ directory.
Then we run the sonar-scanner using:
/sonar-scanner \
-Dsonar.projectKey=django_oppia \
-Dsonar.organization=alexlittle-github \
-Dsonar.sources=. \
-Dsonar.host.url=https://sonarcloud.io \
-Dsonar.login=<login id> \
-Dsonar.exclusions=docs/_build/**/*,tests/**/*,oppiamobile/settings_secret.py \
-Dsonar.python.coverage.reportPath=./tests/coverage.xml
If you are running with your own SonarCloud account, you’ll need to use a different projectKey and organisation.
OppiaMobile Android App
The Oppia app source code analysis can be found at: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=org.digitalcampus.mobile.
learning
To run the analysis for the app, from the root of the app code directory, run:
./gradlew sonarqube \
-Dsonar.organization=alexlittle-github \
-Dsonar.host.url=https://sonarcloud.io \
-Dsonar.login=<login id>

Note: To be completed - adding the coverage report

3.1. OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
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3.1.2 OppiaMobile Server Installation
The easiest way to get up and running with an OppiaMobile server instance is to follow the Installing on Amazon Web
Services instructions, as this has all the server/database set up and configured.
If you need to install on you own server, or set up on your laptop/computer for testing, then follow the Server - Manual
Installation instructions.
Installing on Amazon Web Services
To make it easier for you to get an OppiaMobile server up and running, we have created an Amazon Web Services
machine image that you can copy and comes pre-packaged with the latest version of the OppiaMobile Server so will
run ‘out of the box’.
Launch an AWS Machine Image
Once you have created your account on AWS:
• Go into your instances page
• Select ‘launch instance’
• Select ‘Community AMIs’
• Search for ‘oppiamobile’ and you should see the most recent version of the OppiaMobile AMI listed
• Launch your new instance - you can alter the instance configuration (security groups etc) during the rest of the
launch instance process.
Note: When you search the OppiaMobile server AMI will only appear in the search results if you have selected the
‘EU (Ireland)’ zone
Once your instance is up and running you will be able to assign a static IP, access via your web browser and log into
the server using the IP address.
It is beyond the scope of this guide to give the full information about how to connect and configure your AWS account
instances, but in your AWS security group, you’ll need to open up access for both HTTP and HTTPS.
You can point your domain name to the IP address, and edit the Apache config file: /etc/apache2/
sites-available/oppia.conf to specify your domain name on the line ServerName localhost.oppia.
Access via SSH
It is strongly recommended that you only allow access to your Oppia server using SSH (HTTPS). Certbot is already
installed on the server, so you can use this to set up free SSH certificates. For more info see: https://certbot.eff.org/
lets-encrypt/ubuntubionic-apache (start from step 7)

20
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Passwords
When you install and launch your instance it is set up with a default set of usernames/passwords:
• MySQL root password: ‘default’
• MySQL oppia user password: ‘default’ - this is the user that Django uses to connect to your database. When you
have changed this password you should also update the settings file (at: /home/oppiamobile/django-oppia/
oppiamobile/settings_secret.py) to reflect the new database password.
• Django super user: username ‘admin’ and password ‘default’
Warning: You are very strongly advised to change these passwords as soon as you have set up your instance

Directories and location of files
All the required files are stored in the /home/oppia/ directory, which has the following structure:
• django-oppia (dir): the OppiaMobile server application files
• env (dir): root of the virtualenv
• media (dir): the media directory for Django (this directory served directly by Apache)
• oppia-cron.sh (file): a shell script for running the OppiaMobile cron task - it’s unlikely you’ll ever need to do
anything with this file.
• static (dir): the static directory for Django (this directory is served directly by Apache)
• upload (dir): stores the course uploads
Warning: In the main django settings, the server is set to run in debug mode. This will be fine when you are
testing, but once you are ready to start providing the server live, you should change this setting to DEBUG=False

Updating django-oppia server code from core
The code is based on a ‘point-in-time’ version of the OppiaMobile server code, so once you have set up your instance,
you should try to keep it up to date.
View the docs on how to upgrade
Creating your own version of django-oppia
If you have created your own fork of django-oppia (for example to customise the look and feel), then you can point git
to the fork of your code by editing the /home/oppiamobile/django-oppia/.git/config file and pulling the code
from your fork instead.
More information on customising OppiaMobile

3.1. OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
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Environment information
The current version of the instance is running:
• OppiaServer 0.14.5
• Ubuntu 20.04 LTS Server
• Apache 2.4
• Mysql 8.0
Email configuration
By default your AWS Oppia server is not configured to send email, any emails generated by the system (for example
reset password messages) are just saved as plain text files in the /tmp directory.
To enable sending email you will need to:
• configure your AWS account to enable email sending (using SES service)
• create/download your AWS IAM Access Key
• update the /home/oppiamobile/django-oppia/oppiamobile/settings_secret.py file to configure
sending email
Your settings_secret.py file should have a block of code like this (just add in your email, access key and secret
access key):
# Email setup
SERVER_EMAIL = '<admin@my-oppia-server.org>'
EMAIL_SUBJECT_PREFIX = '[OppiaMobile]: '
EMAIL_BACKEND = 'django.core.mail.backends.smtp.EmailBackend'
EMAIL_HOST = 'email-smtp.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com'
EMAIL_PORT = 587
EMAIL_HOST_USER = '<IAM Access User>'
EMAIL_HOST_PASSWORD = '<IAM Access password>'
EMAIL_USE_TLS = True
DEFAULT_FROM_EMAIL = '<email to send from>'

Server - Manual Installation
To manual install and run an OppiaMobile server, e.g. as a local development server or as live server running on a
locally hosted server. Please follow the instructions below.

22
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Prerequisites
It would be helpful if you had some system admin/set up experience before, and please note that these instructions are
based on using Ubuntu as the operating system, with MySQL for the database server and Apache2 as the webserver. If
you are using a different operating system, database or webserver, then some of the exact commands may differ a little.
You should have some familiarity with Git and have this installed on your machine.
1. Set up empty database
We generally use MySQL for the database, but Oppia will support any database platform that Django supports (see:
https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/2.1/ref/databases/ for more detailed notes)
In the MySQL command line, run:
> create database oppia default character set utf8mb4;
> grant all privileges on oppia.* to 'oppiauser'@'localhost' identified by
'yourpassword';
> flush privileges;
> quit
The database name, username and password can be whatever you like.
2. Clone the code and add custom settings
Select or create a suitable directory on your file system, for the rest of this setup. We use /home/oppia/, but you may
prefer something like /var/html/oppia/. The rest of these instructions will assume you are using /home/oppia/,
so edit any of the following commands/settings as necessary if you’re using something different.
1. Navigate to your selected directory
2. Run:
$ git clone https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia.git
If you have your own fork of the Oppia code, then replace the location with your own fork’s url.
3. This will create a directory /home/oppia/django-oppia/ with the latest stable release version of the Oppia
server code.
4. Navigate to the /home/oppia/django-oppia/oppiamobile/ directory
5. Copy the settings_secret.py.template to settings_secret.py, eg: by using:
$ cp settings_secret.py.template settings_secret.py
6. Open the settings_secret.py file in your favourite text editor and update at least the following settings:
1. Database name, user, password (that you created in step 1 above)
2. SECRET_KEY: This can be anything you like, generally a long list of random characters.
3. ADMINS and SERVER_EMAIL: update these to your system admin details
4. ALLOWED_HOSTS: to be able to access externally the Django app, you need to add your hostname to the list
of allowed hosts. You can also use the * wildcard in a debug server.
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In this file you can also override any of the settings in /home/oppia/django-oppia/oppiamobile/
settings.py
7. Save your settings_secret.py file
3. Install Ubuntu packages
Some additional packages are required that are not included on a default installation of Ubuntu, so you’ll need to install
these:
1. sudo apt-get install python3-mysqldb python3-dev libpython3-dev - extra python3 packages
2. sudo apt-get install libjpeg-dev zlib1g-dev - extra packages for images
3. sudo apt-get install ffmpeg - for analysing uploaded media files
4. Set up virtualenv and packages
VirtualEnv is a way to sandbox your python libraries so they are not affected by other updates or versions that you
may be using for other services and applications on your machine. You don’t have to use this, but it is very strongly
recommended that you download and install this to use.
1. Navigate to /home/oppia/ and run:
$ virtualenv -p /usr/bin/python3 env
2. Run:
$ source env/bin/activate
Your command line should now look something like:
(env)$
3. Install the required packages for the Oppia server by running:
(env)$ pip install -r django-oppia/requirements.txt
This may take some time as it downloads and sets up all the necessary python libraries that are required by the
Oppia server.
4. Install a database connector, since we use MySQL, the command below is specifically for that database server.
If you are using a different database server, then use the appropriate one for your database server:
(env)$ pip install mysqlclient
5. Some python packages are compiled against system libraries (for example, the Pillow imaging library). If the
previous command fails at some of the installations, try installing these packages and then try again.:
(env)$ sudo apt-get install build-essential checkinstall
libreadline-gplv2-dev openssl libncursesw5-dev libgdbm-dev
libc6-dev libbz2-dev python-dev libmysqlclient-dev
In some cases, it will be required to perform a system reboot for this changes to be applied.
6. You should now have all the required libraries set up and installed.
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5. Set up other directories and permissions
Create directories for media, static and uploads by running (from /home/oppia/):
$ mkdir media
$ mkdir static
$ mkdir upload
If you are going to run this Oppia server as a live server, you should make sure that your webserver user (eg www-data)
had read and write access to all these directories.
6. Initialise the database and add admin user
Now to create the database structure and an initial admin user.
1. Navigate the /home/oppia/django-oppia/ directory
2. Create the database by running:
(env)$ python manage.py migrate
3. Load initial data:
(env)$ python manage.py loaddata oppia/fixtures/default_badges.json
(env)$ python manage.py loaddata oppia/fixtures/default_gamification_events.json
4. Compile the SCSS file:
(env)$ python manage.py compilescss
5. Copy the static files with:
(env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
6. Create a first admin user with:
(env)$ python manage.py createsuperuser
and follow the instructions. After you have create an admin on the command line, you will also need to create
a user profile for them. To do this go to the Django admin at <your-site>/admin, log in and add a user profile
record.
7. Run the tests (optional but recommended)
To check that everything has been set up and installed correctly, you can run the automated tests using:
(env)$ python manage.py test
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8. Test running the server locally
Check that the server will run properly on the local machine, by running:
(env)$ python manage.py runserver
Then, in the web browser on the same machine, open:
http://localhost:8000

9. Configure web server (for live servers)
If the Oppia server you are setting up is to run as a live server, then you will need to configure your web server.
As mentioned above, these instructions assume that you are using Apache webserver, and we use the mod_wsgi package
for serving python applications via Apache, so before proceeding, ensure that you have mod_wsgi installed and enabled
for your Apache server.
To install and enable WSGI for Python 3 and Apache, run:
$ sudo apt-get install libapache2-mod-wsgi-py3
Here is an example Apache config file that you can use and adapt:
<VirtualHost *:80>
ServerName localhost.oppia
WSGIDaemonProcess localhost.oppia python-path=/home/oppia/django-oppia:/home/
˓→oppia/env/lib/python3.6/site-packages
WSGIProcessGroup localhost.oppia
WSGIScriptAlias / /home/oppia/django-oppia/oppiamobile/wsgi.py
WSGIPassAuthorization On
<Directory /home/oppia/django-oppia/oppiamobile/>
<Files wsgi.py>
Require all granted
</Files>
</Directory>
Alias /media /home/oppia/media/
<Directory "/home/oppia/media/">
Options MultiViews FollowSymLinks
AllowOverride None
Require all granted
</Directory>
Alias /static /home/oppia/static/
<Directory "/home/oppia/static/">
Options MultiViews FollowSymLinks
AllowOverride None
Require all granted
</Directory>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

LogLevel warn
ErrorLog /var/log/apache2/oppia-error.log
CustomLog /var/log/apache2/oppia-access.log combined
</VirtualHost>
Replace the ServerName localhost.oppia with your site’s domain name and adjust any instances of /home/oppia/
with the directory you used for installing.
10. Configure SSL (recommended)
It is recommended to set up SSL (HTTPS) certificates for the connection between users devices and the server.
You can use LetsEncrypt to set up free SSL certificates.
11. Configure email (recommended)
In your settings_secret.py file, edit the EMAIL_BACKEND and SERVER_EMAIL to configure sending emails from
Oppia.
Exactly how these need to be configured and set up will depend on your email backend (see: https://docs.djangoproject.
com/en/2.2/topics/email/#email-backends). For live servers you are most likely to want to use the SMTP backend.
12. Set up cron task
There are 2 scheduled tasks, one does the processing for awarding badges and general maintenance (eg clearing old
user sessions and temporary files), and the other to generate the cached data for displaying the dashboard data.
These can be run as a single cron task. We recommend putting this file in your /home/oppia/ directory. oppia-cron.
sh:
#!/bin/bash
cd /home/oppia/
source env/bin/activate
python django-oppia/manage.py oppiacron --hours=48
python django-oppia/manage.py update_summaries
Edit the sudo users crontab to run this script regularly - at least once per hour.
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13. Contribute!
If you find issues and have fixed them or have added extra features/ functionality, then please send us a pull request to
integrate into the core server code so everyone can benefit. If you find an issue, but aren’t sure how to fix it, then please
file an issue on Github
If you need any help, then please post a message in the OppiaMobile Community site
Moodle Block Installation
There are 2 main methods for installing the OppiaMobile Export Moodle Block, depending on how you are able to
access your Moodle server. After you have installed the block, please see the instructions below for setting up the
connection to the OppiaMobile server (further below).
Full server admin rights on your Moodle (e.g. if you ‘own’ the server)
• This would be the preferred approach
• Clone the GitHub repository https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export into your
moodle/blocks/ directory
• You’ll need to rename the generated directory moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export to be just oppia_mobile_export
• Visit the admin notifications page on your Moodle server to trigger installing the block
Local rights for your Moodle installation (e.g. on shared hosting)
• Download the zip file of the latest release of the block at: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_
oppia_mobile_export/releases
• Open the zip file and rename the root directory to be oppia_mobile_export (instead of moodleblock_oppia_mobile_export) - you may need to unzip and re-zip this file depending on your operating system.
• In your Moodle server under the site admin -> plugins, select ‘install plugins’
• Upload your new zip file as a new block
Adding the block to your course
Even once you have installed the block, you may not see it appearing in the your Moodle server. This is because we
haven’t yet added it for display. You can either add the block for individual courses or have it appear on all the courses
on your Moodle server:
• Adding to a single course: on the course homepage, turn editing on, then in the ‘Add a block’ block, select the
Oppia Export Block to add to your course.
• Adding to all courses, see the Moodle Block Settings documentation
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Block configuration to connect to an OppiaMobile server
Once the block is installed you will need to provide some settings to connect your Moodle server to an OppiaMobile
server. These settings are used to export the quiz and feedback activity questions, and also for directly publishing
your course to OppiaMobile. A Moodle server can be set up to connect to a number of different OppiaMobile servers
(conversely and OppiaMobile server can support courses from different Moodle servers). The basic set up is to provide
a default OppiaMobile server for your Moodle server to connect to, so:
• in the oppia_mobile_export block settings, enter the url, username and api_key for your OppiaMobile server.
• for the url you only need to enter the base url (e.g. http://demo.oppia-mobile.org/ rather than http://demo.oppiamobile.org/api/v1/ )
• for the username, use the username you use to log into the OppiaMobile server
• for the API key, you can obtain this when you log into the OppiaMobile server and visit your profile page
This will allow any teachers/admins on your Moodle server to publish to the specified OppiaMobile server.
You may wish to add other connections (e.g. on a user by user basis, or to other OppiaMobile servers), you can do this
from the block:
• select the ‘add new server connection’ option from the oppia_export_block
• enter the url, username and API key (as described in the info above)
• when you export your course using the block, you can select which connection you’d like to use.
Server Sizing and Monitoring
If you have installed the Oppia server from the AWS AMI machine, then you’ll notice this instance size is very small
(t2.micro, so is eligible for the ‘Free Tier’ on AWS). Whilst this will be fine for some initial testing and setting up, it
won’t be suitable for larger scale roll-outs.
There’s not a one-size fits all approach to determining what size of machine is most appropriate, so below we have
given some areas to consider and an example case of a national roll-out.
Although we specifically mention AWS below, the same or similar will apply to other cloud server providers.
To consider
1. How many daily active users are you expecting?
The number of daily active users is more important to estimate than just the raw total number of users you expect
to be registered. Since users who are registered but not actively using the app will put little or no load on the
server.
2. There will be peaks and troughs in usage levels
Likely you will have peaks and troughs, for example if new or updated courses are released. However these
might always been reflected in the course activity stats/graphs on the Oppia dashboard. For example, if you
release several new courses, each with a lot of video content, then the server will experience quite a lot of load
as the users download this content, even if they haven’t been using substantially yet.
3. Do you have many courses and a lot of video content that users will be downloading?
If you have a lot of courses, and/or a lot of video content that users will download, this will put a higher load on
the server than the regular activity tracking once the users have the courses installed. If you are expecting a lot
of users to start using the app on the same day, if would be good to increase the server size, to ensure they don’t
have problems registering and downloading the courses
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4. What sort of promotional activities will you be doing?
If you are planning promotional activities, think about increasing the server size before this promotional activity
starts. You can always reduce the server size later on, when the activity has slowed down.
5. Will you roll out gradually, perhaps to different areas/regions at different times?
If you are rolling out gradually, then you are less likely to experience high peaks and troughs in the usage, as you
might if rolled out nationally on one day.
Example case
Here is a real life example, following a national SMS campaign to promote the app, giving an idea of the number of
users, course downloads and activity hits in the first few days following the promotion:
• 2000 daily active users
• 10,000 course downloads over 3 days (although most occurring on the launch day)
• 250,000 course activity hits over 3 days
The server size used for this was an AWS m3.xlarge instance (4 vCPUs and 15Gb RAM), the CPU usage was below
50%.
Server monitoring alerts
We use 2 types of server monitoring:
AWS server monitoring
You can use AWS CloudWatch (https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/) to set up many different types of monitoring,
there are 2 main ones that we use:
• Status alert checks - so if 2 status checks fail within 5mins, an alert email is sent
• CPU over 70% - so if the CPU usage is over 70% for 5mins, again an email alert is sent
Updown.io website monitoring
We use Updown.io (https://updown.io/) to monitor the Oppia server urls. This is useful addition to the AWS server
monitoring, if (eg) the webserver stops running, the AWS monitoring would not pick up on this.
Using a physical server
If you are using a physical server (or virtual server on your own hardware), then your IT admin team should be able to
advise on what types of monitoring tools they already use, and can set up appropriately for you
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Resizing an AWS instance
Changing the size of an AWS instance is straightforward and can be done with a few clicks on the AWS Management
Console. The main thing to be aware of is that the server needs to be turned off whilst changing the server size.
You can view the various instance types available (and pricing) on the AWS site at: https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/.
The process is the same whether you are increasing or decreasing the server size.
1. Sign in to the AWS console, at: https://aws.amazon.com
2. Select “EC2” from the management console:

3. Select the “availability zone” where your server is installed - for most Oppia server instances this will be EU-West
(Ireland), unless you have specifically installed in another zone. Then select ‘Instances’

This image shows where you can select the availability zone (top right)
4. Select the server you would like to resize, and select “Instance State” > “Stop instance”
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5. Once the server is stopped, you can select “Actions” > “Instance Settings” > “Change instance type”

6. Select the instance type you would like to change to. Then click “apply”
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7. Finally start the instance again, go to “Instance State” > “Start instance”
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8. Your updated server will be available again in a few minutes.

3.1.3 Managing an OppiaMobile Implementation
Upgrading OppiaMobile Server
To ensure you get all the latest features, bug fixes and patches, it’s important to keep your OppiaMobile server up to
date.
The upgrade process is described below, with the paths/directories described as OppiaMobile server is set up on the
AWS image. If you have installed OppiaMobile server to different location, then amend the paths/directories as required.
Or, if you have your own clone of the OppiaMobile server code, you will need to merge the core version into your clone
and resolve any conflicts, before updating your server.
Your server must be connected to the internet for the upgrade process.
Backup
Ensure you have a backup of your OppiaMobile database, code and any uploaded files/courses
Pull the latest updates from the core version
1. Move to the django-oppia directory: $ cd /home/oppiamobile/django-oppia/
2. Pull the latest updates: $ sudo git pull
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Activate the VirtualEnv
1. Move to Oppia directory: $ cd /home/oppiamobile
2. Activate virtual environment: $ source env/bin/activate
You will see the prefix (env) at the beginning of your command line. Once the upgrade is complete you can de-activate
the virtual environment using (env)$ deactivate.
Check for any updated/new required packages
1. Check and install: (env)$ pip install -r django-oppia/requirements.txt
Any updated or new packages will now be installed
Migrate the database
1. Migrate database with: (env)$ python django-oppia/manage.py migrate
Copy static files
1. Copy static files with: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Restart Apache
1. Restart Apache server: $ sudo service apache2 restart
OppiaMobile Server Management Commands
Django’s manage.py runs a variety of Django admin tasks. OppiaMobile bundles some specific management commands
for the management of the Oppia server.
To run any of this commands, just use the manage.py script like with the common Django admin actions (i.e. activating
the virtualenv and setting your path to the server folder).
To view all the commands available in any Django project, you can type manage.py help to view a list of them,
grouped by Django app. Also, you can access the help for a command typing manage.py help <command_name>.
Some commands are run automatically (by the oppia cron), and others must be manually from the command line, this
is indicated below if a command is auto or manual.
[oppia] anonymize (manual)
Anonymises the database. Removes all personal information (profile info, passwords, IP addresses, user agents etc)
from the database. This is useful when needing to use a copy of a live database for testing/bug fixing, but do not want
(or need) to share the live personal information. This can only be run if the Oppia server is in debug mode.
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[oppia] clean_categories (manual)
Removes unused categories. I.e. those that don’t have any courses attached to them.
[oppia] clean_certificates (manual)
Removes old certificate pdf files. If certificates have been regenerated, this can leave the old pdf in the file system,
this command will remove these unused/obsolete certificates.
[oppia] cleanup_uploads (manual)
Cleans up any old files in the oppia uploads directory. Cleans the temporary zip files uploaded to the server that are
no longer needed. It also checks that every course in the server has its related course package so it can be downloaded,
printing a warning for each of them that doesn’t satisfy this.
[oppia] data_retention (manual)
Removes user profiles and activity based on data retention policy. Removes user accounts and activity from the
database if the user hasn’t logged in or had any activity in the last X years. The default no years is 7, but can be changed
in the System Configuration category .
[oppia] generate_certificates (auto or manual)
Creates pdf certificates for users who have completed courses. It will also email certificates to users if this has been
enabled (Certification category). When run manually, you can regenerate all the certificates (eg if the template has
changed), or for a specific user (eg if their name was spelled incorrectly).
[oppia] oppiacron (auto)
Core oppia cron task. Runs the other management commands that need to be run regularly (eg generate_certificates)
and also awards badges.
[oppia] populate_courseversion (manual)
Populates the course_version field in the tracker model based on the current course activities As of server version
0.12.22 the course version will automatically be recorded, this script is to backfill the course versions for activities
submitted before the server was upgraded to this version.
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[oppia] regenerate_course_structure (manual)
Regenerates the course structure from the course upload file XML Only necessary to use if it looks like the course
activities have got out of sync.
[oppia] remove_duplicate_trackers (manual)
Removes any duplicate trackers based on UUID
[quiz] backfill_moodle_ids (manual)
Backfills Moodle quiz and question ids into the Oppia database.
As of block version 1.3.0 Moodle quiz and question are automatically exported to be included as quiz and question
properties in the Oppia database.
However, course that were exported prior to this version of the block being installed will not then have the Moodle
quiz and question ids included in the Oppia database. If these id number are needed for courses that were published
previously, then you can use this management command as follows:
1. Export the course again from Moodle, but no need to publish to Oppia (if the course is otherwise unchanged),
just download the generated course zip file
2. Extract the module.xml file from the course zip file, and place in a folder on the Oppia server
3. Run this management command: python manage.py backfill_moodle_ids <path>/module.xml
[quiz] cleanup_quizzes (manual)
Cleans up old quizzes and questions that are not relevant anymore. It removes all the quizzes and its related data
(properties, questions, correct answers, etc) that are not part of a course anymore and don’t have any attempt. Before
actually deleting the data, the command prompts the user for confirmation.
[quiz] question_analysis (manual)
Generates the difficulty and discrimination index for each question in the given quiz
[quiz] remove_duplicate_quiz_attempts (manual)
Removes any duplicate quiz attempts based on instance_id
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[serverregistration] update_server_registration (auto)
Updates the server registration information if the Oppia server is registered with https://implementations.
oppia-mobile.org
[summary] update_summaries (auto)
Updates course and points summary/cache tables. Usually this is run automatically, but can also be run manually if
a full cache rebuild needs to be done (using the additional parameter ‘–fromstart’).
[viz] cartodb_update (auto or manual)
Updates the user location map in CartoDB More information about how to set up and configure the location map
[viz] ip2location (auto or manual)
Converts the IP addresses from the Tracker log to a latitude/ longitude location, for displaying on the CartoDB
user map visualization. More information about how to set up and configure the location map
Utilities
oppia-schema.xsd
This is the XML Schema Definition for the course XML file, it is used by the OppiaMobile server to check that any
courses uploaded are valid OppiaMobile course packages.
oppia-quiz-schema.json
JSON Schema to check that any quizzes generated are valid OppiaMobile quiz JSON objects
Backing up an OppiaMobile server
There are many different approaches to doing backups, but the key issue is that your OppiaMobile server is being
backed up somehow, and that these backups are stored or synched to a completely separate machine.
At Digital Campus, we focus on backing up the core database and uploaded files, as these are the most important. But
there are also methods to make incremental backups of your whole system (eg through automated AWS snapshots).
Creating backups directly on the server
For taking backups of the core database and uploaded files, this is the approach we use:
• Create a directory /home/backup/ directly on the server (or other directory that you’d prefer, and amend the paths
shown below appropriately)
• Place into this directory a shell script backup.sh:
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#!/bin/sh
DATE=`date '+%Y-%m-%d-%H-%M'`
BACKUPDIR="/home/backup/db"
/usr/bin/mysqldump -ubackup -p<password> oppia_db | gzip > $BACKUPDIR"/"$DATE-oppia˓→db.gz
cd $BACKUPDIR
/usr/bin/find \( -name "*-oppia-*.gz" \) -mtime +30 -delete
cd /home/backup/
echo "backup success: "$DATE >> backup.log
• Note that you’ll need to create a specific user that has access to your database, and supply the relevant credentials
above
• This script will create daily backups of your Oppia database, and retain them for 30 days, you can adjust this as
appropriate.
• For backing up the uploaded course files and media, we use rsnapshot (https://rsnapshot.org/), with the following configuration (which will usually be at /etc/rsnapshot.conf), we’ve left out the whole configuration
script, below only contains the specific updates we’ve made:
###########################
# SNAPSHOT ROOT DIRECTORY #
###########################
# All snapshots will be stored under this root directory.
#
snapshot_root
/home/backup/rsnapshot/
...
#########################################
#
BACKUP LEVELS / INTERVALS
#
# Must be unique and in ascending order #
# e.g. alpha, beta, gamma, etc.
#
#########################################
retain
#retain
#retain
#retain

alpha
beta
gamma
delta

31
7
4
3

...
###############################
### BACKUP POINTS / SCRIPTS ###
###############################
# LOCALHOST
backup /home/www/oppia-uploads/
backup /home/www/media/
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• You may need to amend the backup points paths, depending on where you have installed the Oppia server. As
with the database backup, this retains the backups for one month
• We then update our cron script to run these database and file backups overnight:
######
# BACKUP
######
3 4 * * * /home/backup/backup.sh
42 4 * * * /usr/bin/rsnapshot alpha

Synching backups to an offsite machine
The above process and scripts will create the backups, but these are still directly on the same machine that Oppia is
running on. This is far from ideal if there is a complete system failure, as you will then not even be able to access your
backups. So for this, the backups should then be synched to another machine.
To do this, we use rsych (https://rsync.samba.org/) running on the remote server/machine to copy the local Oppia
backups onto this machine, eg:
#!/bin/sh
start=`date +%s`
echo '#################'
echo '# Oppia'
echo '#################'
/usr/bin/rsync -avzH -e ssh --numeric-ids --delete ubuntu@<IP/domain name of your server>
˓→:/home/backup/ /home/remote/backup/aws/oppia/
end=`date +%s`
runtime=$((end-start))
echo `date`" AWS success - Oppia
˓→log

- $runtime seconds" >> /home/remote/data/backup/backup.

You’ll need to provide the IP or domain name of your server for the script to connect, and also ensure this script has
access to the remote machine (either via digital certificate or password). Also amend any paths as appropriate.
You can now set up this rysnc as a cron task on your remote machine.
After you have got this initially set up, you should check that the backups are being created correctly and being synced
to your remote machine.
Upgrading Oppia server Operating System
For the OppiaMobile servers that Digital Campus runs, and also the Amazon Machine Image (AMI) we maintain, we
use Ubuntu server (LTS version). The OS version we currently support is that one the AMI currently uses, using other
versions of Ubuntu may or may not work.
For the versions of MySQL, Apache and other system packages, we use the versions that are maintained by the Ubuntu
package manager for the Ubuntu version.
Note: We don’t advise upgrading a live OppiaMobile server to a Ubuntu version newer than the version the AMI is
running, since usually the default version of Python for each Ubuntu OS is updated, which may require updates in the
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Oppia server code.
To upgrade your OppiaMoile server to the next supported Ubuntu server use the usual Ubuntu distribution upgrade
process.
After upgrading Ubuntu, very likely you will need to rebuild the Python virtual environment, by deleting the old one
and re-installing it and the required packages:
• $ sudo rm -r env
• $ virtualenv env
• $ source env/bin/activate
• (env)$ pip install -r ../django-oppia/requirements.py
You will also need to update the Apache site config for any updated Python version that is used, updating the paths
for
WSGIDaemonProcess `` and ``LoadModule wsgi_module `` (run ``(env)$ mod_wsgi-express
module-config to get the updated wsgi_module path)
Running Update Summaries in background
Running the python manage.py update_summaries --fromstart can take a very long time, hours for implementations with large amounts of activity logs. So in most cases, when fully rebuilding the summary cache tables, it’s
good to run this in the background, so you can log out of the terminal and leave running (eg overnight).
There are lots of different ways this can be done, but the method we usually use is to use the nohup command.
When the python virtual environment is enabled, run:
nohup python manage.py update_summaries --fromstart &
You can then log out of the terminal and the task will continue to run. To check the progress, you can run:
cat nohup.out
to see the output. After the task has succesfully finished you can delete the nohup.out file, if it’s left in the filesystem
the next time nohup is run, then output will get appended to this file (not replaced).
If you see a message that “Oppia cron is already running” or similar, then likely the cron task is already running, or it
has aborted abnormally (eg due to server reboot).
To allow running again, you will need to remove either the oppia_cron_lock and/or the oppia_summary_cron_lock
from the Django admin pages, under the Settings model.

3.1.4 Customising the Server
Server Settings
There are several settings you can update to configure your OppiaMobile server. Some settings need to be updated in
the code and some can be configured in the Oppia database.
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Code settings (settings_secret.py)
To edit these settings you will need to edit your /oppiamobile/settings_secret.py file, and for them to take effect
you will need to restart your web server.
COURSE_UPLOAD_DIR
Default ROOT_DIR +’/upload’
This is the path to where uploaded course will be saved.
OPPIA_METADATA
Default:
{
'NETWORK': True,
'DEVICE_ID': True,
'SIM_SERIAL': True,
'WIFI_ON': True,
'NETWORK_CONNECTED': True,
'BATTERY_LEVEL': True
}
The defines the metadata info that is sent back from the app (included in each activity tracker response)
BADGE_AWARDING_METHOD
Note: This is deprecated from server version 0.12.13 onwards. To change the badge award method this can now be
done in the Oppia admin pages, see: Customising the Gamification (Points and Badges)
OPPIA_VIDEO_FILE_TYPES
Default: ("video/m4v", "video/mp4", "video/3gp", "video/3gpp")
List of the video file MIME types that will be accepted for upload to the server.
OPPIA_AUDIO_FILE_TYPES
Default: ("audio/mpeg", "audio/amr", "audio/mp3")
List of the audio file MIME types that will be accepted for upload to the server.
API_LIMIT_PER_PAGE
Default: 0
Defines how many results will be returned per page in the API. When set to 0, all results will be returned.
MEDIA_PROCESSOR_PROGRAM
Default: "ffprobe"
MEDIA_PROCESSOR_PROGRAM_PARAMS
Default: ""
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Database configurable settings
The following settings can be edited in the Django Admin pages (under Settings > Settings). The settings are
divided into categories.
Analytics category
• OPPIA_GOOGLE_ANALYTICS_CODE (string, default: None) - Google Analytics code, if enabled
• OPPIA_GOOGLE_ANALYTICS_DOMAIN (string, default: None) - Google Analytics domain name, if enabled
• OPPIA_GOOGLE_ANALYTICS_ENABLED (bool, default: False) - Whether or not Google Analytics is enabled
App category
• OPPIA_ANDROID_ON_GOOGLE_PLAY (bool, default: False) - Whether or not this Oppia server has a specific app
available on the Google Play Store
• OPPIA_ANDROID_PACKAGEID (string, default: org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning) - The java package id of the
specific app on the Google Play Store
Certification category
• OPPIA_EMAIL_CERTIFICATES (bool, default: False) - Whether or not certificates should be emailed to users
Gamification category
• OPPIA_BADGES_ENABLED (bool, default: True) - Whether or not badges are enabled for this Oppia implementation
• OPPIA_BADGES_PERCENT_COMPLETED (int, default: 80) - If the badging is set to all quizzes plus a percentage
of all other activities, what will that percentage be
• OPPIA_POINTS_ENABLED (bool, default: True) - Whether or not points are enabled for this Oppia implementation
Server Registration category
• OPPIA_SERVER_REGISTERED (bool, default: False) - Whether or not this server is registered with https:
//implementations.oppia-mobile.org
All the other server registration settings are best edited directly from the main Oppia dashboard from <your-oppiaurl>/serverregistration/
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System category
These should not need to be edited (unless you are very sure), as they are internal for the Oppia cron tasks.
System Configuration category
• MAX_UPLOAD_SIZE (int, default: 5242880, 5Mb) - The maximum upload size, in bytes, of course files that will
be allowed
• OPPIA_ALLOW_PROFILE_EDITING (bool, default: True) - Whether or not users can edit their user profile from
the server dashboard. Note that even if this is set to False, users will still be able to edit their password.
• OPPIA_ALLOW_SELF_REGISTRATION (bool, default: True) - Whether or not this Oppia server allows users to
self register
• OPPIA_CRON_WARNING_HOURS (int, default: 24) - Number of hours since last cron warning threshold
• OPPIA_DATA_RETENTION_YEARS (int, default: 7) - The number of years for users data to be kept. Any users who
have not logged in and not had any tracker activity in this number of years will be removed from Oppia, along
with their activity data. Note that this removal will not happen automatically, it needs the data_retention
management command to be run manually from the command line on the server
• OPPIA_HOSTNAME (string, default: None) - Domain/hostname for this Oppia server
• OPPIA_SHOW_GRAVATARS (bool, default: True) - Whether or not to use Gravatars for users’ profile pictures
Visualisations category
• OPPIA_CARTODB_ACCOUNT (string, default: None) - Username for the CartoDB account
• OPPIA_CARTODB_KEY (string, default: None) - CartoDB account API key
• OPPIA_IPSTACK_APIKEY (string, default: None) - IPStack API key
• OPPIA_MAP_VISUALISATION_ENABLED (bool, default: False) - Whether or not the map visualization is enabled
for this Oppia implementation
Configuring your own version of the server
Additional Profile/Registration Fields
You can add additional fields to the registration and profile forms by adding entries in the Django Admin profile.
CustomField table.
However you will also need to update the registration form in your app to make sure the fields on this app form match
those you have added on the server side.
Note: If you set a CustomField to be required, before the app registration form has been updated and deployed, you will
find that users will be unable to register an account. An approach to avoid this issue is to allow the new CusomtField
to be optional, until your app has been updated and deployed.
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Overriding SCSS styles
The CSS stylesheet of Oppia is generated using SASS, so to change the look and feel of the server, the best approach
is to modify the files under static/css. If you are keen on SCSS, you can jump to the source code and explore the
different SCSS components for yourself.
The styles are an extension of Daemonite’s Material UI , modifying Material default colors and adding some custom
components.
For the basic customization of colors, you can edit the static/css/oppia.scss file. There you can edit the Oppia
defined colors and the different color palettes.
Compiling CSS custom styles
If you are in debug mode, the django-sass-processor will automatically re-compile the files that change, but for a
production environment, you’ll need to precompile your SCSS files. For doing so, invoke first in the command line the
following parameter (with the virtual environment activated):
./manage.py compilescss
After that, you need to collect again the static files to update the ones in your public static folder:
./manage.py collectstatic –ignore=*.scss
The --collectstatic parameter is not mandatory, but is useful if you don’t want to expose the SASS/SCSS files in
the production environment.
Creating new database views
You can create database views to help hide some of the data structure complexity if there are people who need to access
the database directly to extract data/reports for areas that aren’t covered by the default dashboard reports.
These views can be managed using the Django database migrations, to ensure they are added to each implementation/instance of the database. OppiaMobile uses the django-database-view library to assist with setting up and managing views.
Create new views
1. Under reports/models create new db view file
2. Run python manage.py makemigrations
3. Then edit migration file:
• Add import from dbview.helpers import CreateView
• Replace migrations.CreateModel with CreateView
• Check the migration dependencies, you may need to add extra dependencies if you are referencing other
models in your view
4. Now run python manage.py migrate
During development and testing you might need to re-run this process several times, eg, as you add columns etc to the
output. In which case, each time you edit the definition of you view you’ll need to:
1. Delete the auto-generated (and edited) migration file
2. Drop the view from your database
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3. Delete the row in the django_migrations table that references the migration has been applied
Editing existing views
need to be dropped then rebuilt?

3.1.5 OppiaMobile Android App Customisation
This section describes some of the basic customisations you may want to make when implementing your own version
of the OppiaMobile learning platform. Here we describe some of the more common requests for basic customisations,
however since the code is open source, you are, of course, free to make any customisations you like.
Prerequisites
Before being able to create your own version of the OppiaMobile app, you should have an understanding of:
• Using Android Studio for development
• Basic understanding of the Android Java framework
• How to use GitHub for source code management
If you are completely new to any of the above, here are a few links to help get you started:
• Android development environment - https://developer.android.com/
• Android app development - getting started - http://www.vogella.com/android.html
• Git - http://git-scm.com/
• GitHub training (https://help.github.com/) and help (https://help.github.com/)
Getting Started
• Set up your development environment
• Create a fork of the oppia-mobile-android repository in GitHub
• Clone your new GitHub repository to your machine
• Create a project in Android Studio connected to this repository
• Ensure that you are able to compile and run (either on your physical Android phone or on an Android Virtual
Device)
Note: If you are running an Android Virtual Device (AVD) connected with a local server, the IP provided by it will not
work directly in your app because this means it is pointing to the localhost of the AVD itself and not to your PC hosting
the server. To solve that, Android provides a special IP address which points to your PC localhost in the corresponding
port. This is the address you should configure in your app: http://10.0.2.2:<port>
Please ensure that you are able to compile and run the core version of the app before you start to make any changes to
the code.
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Configuring your own version of the app
Configuring your own version of the app
Once you’ve cloned the OppiaMobile Android app code and check you can compile and run the app on your device,
there are some changes you should make to the configuration.
The main reason to make these changes is so that you can:
• Submit your app to the Google Play Store - you won’t be able to submit an unchanged clone of the core version
to Google Play as the package name is already used.
• Receive automatic notifications of any errors your users may get when using the app
• Automatically have the app connect to your OppiaMobile server, and override other default settings from the
core version
Rename applicationId
Update the app/build.gradle changing the applicationId value to a new one, keeping with the ‘reverse url’
type notation, so for example, replace org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning with org.myorgname.myproject.
oppia.
Create custom.properties file
Follow the instructions in Settings and Defaults to create a custom.properties file to override any default settings
in the core Oppia, such as the server connection url and error reporting API key.
App title and welcome message
To update your app title and company/organisation name, open the app/src/main/res/values/strings.xml file
and edit the ENTITY strings for:
• appName
• companyName
You should also change these strings in the other language string files, eg app/src/main/res/values-fi/strings.
xml
For updating the welcome message, you’ll need to update the strings for:
• fragment_welcome_title
• fragment_welcome_desc
• fragment_welcome_login_info
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App logo
To use a different logo for your app, place your app logo in the drawables folder and update the app_icon reference in
the res/values/theme.xml file.
To create the drawable for the app icon, you can rely on the Image Asset Studio tool that comes bundled with Android
Studio to generate all the necessary images in its density-specific folder. To use it, just select right-click in the res folder
of your project and select New > Image Asset. It will help you to create a Material design style icon based on your
own image, and to generate the drawable in all the needed resolutions.
Theme/Colours
The colours used in your app can be updated in the theme.xml and colors.xml files.
Course activity and topic/section icon sizes
You can adjust the activity and topic/section icon sizes by changing the course_index_section_icon_size property in theme.xml.
Automated Bug Reporting and Analytics
There are many automated bug tracking and analytics services/plugins that you can use to monitor the performance of
your implementation of Oppia app, and we have tried to make it straightforward for you to add the specific tool that
you would prefer to use. Perhaps you are already using one for other app and you would like to use the same one for
Oppia.
By default, the Oppia app will be set up without an automated bug tracking or analytics service configured.
We already have helper classes set up for integrating Count.ly or Splunk Mint bug reporting set up. How to confgiure
these is described below, along with how you can add other helper classes for other systems.
Count.ly
Count.ly (https://count.ly/) is a bug reporting and analytics tool that has an open source Community Edition, so you
can install and run on your own servers.
To use Count.ly in Oppia all you need to do is add the following to your custom.properties file (with the appropriate
server and app key):
ANALYTICS_LIBRARY=COUNTLY
COUNTLY_SERVER_URL=https://<url-to-your-countly-server>
COUNTLY_APP_KEY=<your-countly-app_key>
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Splunk Mint - no longer supported
As of Dec 2021, Splunk Mint is no longer maintained, so is no longer an option for opt-in analytics for the Oppia app
(option removed in app version 7.3.14)
Adding another plugin/service
You can add other bug/analytics platforms by adding an new class in the org.digitalcampus.oppia.analytics
package that extends the BaseAnalytics class and overrides the appropriate methods.
You will almost certainly also need to add BuildConfig parameters in the build.gradle file and add the specific
values in your custom.properties file. For example, for API keys or URLs for your bug/analytics tool.
Settings and Defaults
The OppiaMobile Android app makes use of the Android build system to define at compile time some of the settings
for the project, so you don’t need to modify any source code. This is done by reading a file in the root of the project
called oppia-default.properties and creating all the necessary BuildConfig values.
If you want to overwrite any of this settings, create a new file named custom.properties and define any value of the
list below that you want to override. Note that you don’t need to define all the values again, simply the ones you want
to override, and the rest will use the default value.
IMPORTANT: The custom.properties file is ignored by Git in order to hide private configuration settings (like
API keys), so any changes you make to it will not be visible in your repository.
List of configurable values
General settings
• ANALYTICS_LIBRARY (string): Defines the analytics/bug report library to use. If left empty or not present, no
analytics will be tracked. Currently, Oppia supports only (uppercase): COUNTLY for Countly.
• COUNTLY_APP_KEY (string): the Countly API key to use for the bug/analytics reports
• COUNTLY_SERVER_URL (string): the URL for the Countly server instance to use for the bug/analytics reports
• OPPIA_SERVER_DEFAULT (string): the initial Oppia server URL. By default, the demo server https://demo.
oppia-mobile.org/
• OPPIA_SERVER_HOST (string): the server hostname, for the intent filter functionality (to be able to open links
from external apps directly in the app). For example, if our server is https://demo.oppia-mobile.org/ this
config should be set to demo.oppia-mobile.org
• SESSION_EXPIRATION_ENABLED (boolean): enable that the session of the current user expires after a certain
inactivity time. False by default
• SESSION_EXPIRATION_TIMEOUT (int): seconds of inactivity to expire a user’s session (only works if the previous one is set to true)
• OFFLINE_REGISTER_ENABLED (boolean): enable user to register an account even if offline. True by default.
• START_COURSEINDEX_COLLAPSED (boolean): show the course index with each section collapsed. False by
default.
• SHOW_COURSE_DESCRIPTION (boolean): show the course index description in courses list. False by default.
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• DELETE_ACCOUNT_ENABLED (boolean): show the button to completely delete account under the “Privacy and
your data” section. True by default.
Local admin settings (all false by default)
These settings control the functionality of protecting different app actions by a local admin password, to control which
actions are allowed to a normal user without this password. Is an option available in the preferences screen of the app
(disabled by default), but by this values you can control which specific actions are controlled by the admin password.
• ADMIN_PROTECT_SETTINGS (boolean): protect settings screen by admin password. If this is set to false, a normal
user will be able to access the preferences screen even if the admin initial password is set, but to change the admin
protection and the admin password she would need to enter the current password first.
• ADMIN_PROTECT_ADVANCED_SETTINGS (boolean): protect advanced settings screen by admin password.
• ADMIN_PROTECT_SECURITY_SETTINGS (boolean): protect security settings screen by admin password.
• ADMIN_PROTECT_COURSE_DELETE (boolean): protect course deletion by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_COURSE_RESET (boolean): protect course reset by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_COURSE_INSTALL (boolean): protect course installs by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_COURSE_UPDATE (boolean): protect course update by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_ACTIVITY_SYNC (boolean): protect synchronising activity by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_ACTIVITY_EXPORT (boolean): protect exporting activity by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_NOTIFICATIONS (boolean): protect disable notifications by admin password (not protected to
enable)
• ADMIN_PROTECT_ENABLE_REMINDER_NOTIFICATIONS (boolean): protect disable reminder notifications by admin password (not protected to enable)
• ADMIN_PROTECT_REMINDER_INTERVAL (boolean): protect reminder interval by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_REMINDER_DAYS (boolean): protect reminder days by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_REMINDER_TIME (boolean): protect reminder time by admin password
• ADMIN_PROTECT_INITIAL_PASSWORD (boolean): the admin password to set initially (it can be changed later in
the settings screen). If it is set, then the admin protection will be enabled from the start by this password.
• ADMIN_PASSWORD_OVERRIDE_VERSION (int): the versionCode number of the app in which the password
should be overriden.
A situation may arise where the admin password set in the currently installed version needs to be overriden by a new known one. Setting this value to the current version code number of the app will set the
ADMIN_PROTECT_INITIAL_PASSWORD as the current admin password the first time the app is initialized (as with the
initial password, it can be changed later in the settings screen again).
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Main menu configurations
• MENU_ALLOW_MONITOR (boolean): show the “Monitor” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_SETTINGS (boolean): show the “Settings” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_COURSE_DOWNLOAD (boolean): show the “Install courses” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_SYNC (boolean): show the “Sync” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_LOGOUT (boolean): show the “Logout” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_DOWNLOAD (boolean): show the “Download” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_LANGUAGE (boolean): show the “Language” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_EDIT_PROFILE (boolean): show the “Edit profile” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_CHANGE_PASSWORD (boolean): show the “Change password” option in the main menu
• MENU_ALLOW_LANGUAGE (boolean): show the “Language” option in the main menu
• DOWNLOAD_COURSES_DISPLAY (int): max number of courses installed in which the “download more courses”
button still appears in the main activity. By default, just one.
Metadata collection
The app saves a set of metadata additional information for every activity tracker log. The metadata to include in each
tracker can be configured in the server, so the first time a user logs in or register this configuration is fetched and the
app only saves the expected metadata for that specific server.
There can be cases where this configuration is not fetched from the server, for example in the case of a preloaded
account in the device or an offline registered user. With the following settings we can control which metadata values
should be included by default in the tracker logs:
• METADATA_INCLUDE_NETWORK (boolean): Include in the tracker metadata the current network operator name
• METADATA_INCLUDE_DEVICE_ID (boolean): Include in the tracker metadata the unique device identifier
• METADATA_INCLUDE_SIM_SERIAL (boolean): Include in the tracker metadata the SIM serial number
• METADATA_INCLUDE_WIFI_ON (boolean): Include in the tracker metadata if the device is currently connected
to a WiFi network
• METADATA_INCLUDE_NETWORK_CONNECTED (boolean): Include in the tracker if the device has internet access
• METADATA_INCLUDE_BATTERY_LEVEL (boolean): Include in the tracker the device battery level
Gamification / Activity completion
• GAMIFICATION_MEDIA_CRITERIA (string): the criteria that should be used for determining if a media
activity has been completed and how to award points. Possible values:
– threshold: Default value. The media will be completed if the user watches the video for above a
certain threshold (see next setting)
– intervals: Only mark the video as completed if it was watched for its full length. Points are awarded
in intervals based in the percentage of video watched.
• GAMIFICATION_DEFAULT_MEDIA_THRESHOLD (int): if GAMIFICATION_MEDIA_CRITERIA is threshold, then
the minimum percent to consider if completed. 80 by default
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• GAMIFICATION_MEDIA_SHOULD_REACH_END (boolean): Additionally to the specific criteria set to determine
the activity media completion, the media playing must reach its end to consider it completed. By default, false.
• PAGE_COMPLETED_METHOD (string): the criteria that should be used for determining if a page activity has
been completed based in the the time the user spent on it. Possible values:
– TIME_SPENT: Completed if the user stays in the activity longer than a fixed amount of time (defined
in the PAGE_COMPLETED_TIME_SPENT setting, in seconds)
– WPM: The time the user has to stay in the activity is based on the activity’s wordcount and the defined
average reading speed.
• PAGE_COMPLETED_TIME_SPENT (int): Number of seconds the user has to stay in the activity to mark it as completed.
• PAGE_COMPLETED_WPM (int): WPM (words per minute) reading speed to calculate the time the user should spend
in each activity for the WPM completion method.
• GAMIFICATION_POINTS_ANIMATION (int): Defines the animation type if the previous setting Show
gamification events is enabled. These are the different types of animation (default is number 3):
1. Simple animation (circle rotation)
2. Full animation (circle rotation and vertical translation)
3. Full animation with sound
• DURATION_GAMIFICATION_POINTS_VIEW in seconds (int): Duration of the points awarded text after the configured animation (if any). 2 seconds by default
Course Reminder Notifications
• DEFAULT_REMINDER_INTERVAL (string): how often notifications should be shown, possible values:
– WEEKLY
– DAILY
• DEFAULT_REMINDER_TIME (24hr time): the time of day the notification should be shown
• DEFAULT_REMINDER_DAYS (int, list of ints): the specific days the notifications should be shown, accepts a single
value for weekly reminder intervals, and multiple values for daily reminders.
Design/Layout
For changes to the design/layout such as changing the logo in the header, colour scheme etc., this should be fairly
straightforward and you should look at the following files in which to make these changes:
App icons and colors
The Android project for OppiaMobile provides a mechanism to substitute the main images just changing the reference
in the res/values/theme.xml file, so instead of having to change all the ocurrences of an image or replacing it, you
can add a new drawable and just update the reference. The app has basically two images that include the Oppia logo,
that you might want to change: the app icon and the course placeholder.
• App icon: this is used as the icon for the app in the Android system, and in some of the welcome screens of the
app. To change it, replace the app_icon definition in the theme.xml file.
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• Course placeholder icon: Another image that contains the OppiaMobile logo is the one representing the default
course icon for the courses that don’t include a custom one. If you want to change this, you have to replace the
course_icon_placeholder definition in the theme.xml with the reference of a new drawable you want. To
avoid possible deformations, make sure that you use a square image. Be aware that the course images are cropped
to a circle in various places of the app, so don’t put important parts of your logo in the square borders.
If you want to go further with this customization, you can also change the default activity images with custom
ones, for example to make them tinted to your brand color. This images are inside the drawables folder, named
default_icon_activity.png and default_icon_quiz.png.
Colors
If you want to change the default green palette of the app to another set of colors that match better with your brand, you
can do it so by simply changing the theme.xml values resource. The recommended way is that you add a new values
file with your brand colors definition and use that definitions in the theme.xml. You can deduce from their names
where each color is used, but test the changes anyway until you acomplished the expected results.
Drawer design
You can change the design of the drawer menu as well, as it also contains the OppiaMobile logo and a green image
background.
The colors of the selected option on the drawer and the icons depend on the ones defined in the theme.xml, so once
you have changed that it will apply automatically to the drawer. The other thing you might want to modify is the drawer
header design to use something more in line with your brand.
To modify the header, open the drawer_header.xml file under the layout resources folder. There, first of all you can
change the main image that appears as the logo, changing the "source" parameter in the ImageView, that by default
uses the app_icon definition. We recommend using a squared image for this one, and something that has some contrast
with the background.
If the drawer background doesn’t fit with your brand image, you can change that also. To do that, replace the
drawer_header_bg drawable in your res folder with another image of your choice. This image can have the resolution you want, but keep in mind that it will be cropped to fill the header space if the aspect ratio is different from its
container, so it is recommended to use an horizontal image with a similar aspect ratio as the existing one.
Also, once you have change your background, if the image you chose is too dark the text may be hard to read. If this is
your case, you can try changing the text color of some of the TextViews to a lighter one.
For more significant changes to the interface over and above changing the basic colour scheme and header etc, then this
will require more substantial updates and familiarity with the code base.
Preloading Courses and Media

Note: Having courses and media preloaded into your app distribution could significantly increase the size of your
app (especially in the case of preloaded media files). Also it means that any updates in the courses or media would
then require a new app build. Our advice is not to preload courses or media unless strictly necessary, instead look at
sideloading courses and media.
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Courses
If you would like to distribute your app with some courses preinstalled, for example if you have a lot of phones you
would like set up with the same set of courses, then follow these steps:
• Download the course form the Oppia server dashboard (from the specific Oppia server the app will be connecting
to)
• Place the course zip file(s) in the assets/www/preload/courses/ directory (just the unextracted zip file)
• When the app is first installed and run, the courses will be automatically installed.
• If you subsequently update the pre-installed course (or add new courses to pre-install), then you will need to
trigger the app UpdateManager (see below)
Media
If you would like to distribute your app with some media preinstalled, then follow these steps:
• Place the media file(s) in the assets/www/preload/media/ directory
• When the app is first installed and run, the media will be automatically moved to the correct directory.
• If you subsequently update the pre-installed media (or add new media to pre-install), then you will need to trigger
the app UpdateManager (see below)
From the Oppia server dashboard, you can download a zip file of all the media needed for a specific course, this ensures
you have all the media for the course, with the correct file names and correct version of the media.
Updating pre-installed courses/media on existing app installations
Using the above process, course and media will automatically be pre-installed on new installations of the app. However
if the pre-installed courses/media change and need to be applied in existing app installations that are updated. You will
need to update the UpgradeManagerTask as follows.
Add the following lines to the doInBackground method of the org.digitalcampus.oppia.task.
UpgradeManagerTask:
if(!prefs.getBoolean("upgradeVXXX",false)){
Editor editor = prefs.edit();
editor.putBoolean("upgradeVXXX", true);
editor.commit();
publishProgress("Upgraded to vXXX");
payload.setResult(true);
}
where XXX is the new app version number.
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Preloading Users
In cases where you are prerregistering the students and some of them might not have internet connection available to
log in the first time, the app can be distributed with some users preloaded, so a local offline login can be performed.
Note: Be aware that preloading a big amount of users (1000+) can make some background processes of the app to run
slower.
To do so, a CSV file named oppia_accounts.csv must be added to the root files folder of the app, including any number
of users you want to be added. This CSV file must include a header line to declare the fields order.
The “Export users” functionality of the server creates a file with the needed format, but it can also be created manually.
The fields that can be defined in this file are:
• username: Required. If a user with this username already existed in the app, because a normal login was done,
his information will get updated with the data included in the file (password included, so be careful!).
• password: Required. The password must be set in plain text. Once the file is preloaded, the password will be
saved encrypted in the local database.
• apikey: Required. The API Key of the user to be able to make authenticated requests to the server. It can be
obtained from the user profile, or using the “Export users” functionality.
• email: Optional.
• first_name: Optional.
• last_name: Optional.
You must use this specific identifiers in the header line of the CSV. Any other fields included will be ignored.
In the next start of the app, it will fetch this file and load the users in the local database. A message will be shown
afterwards indicating the number of users preloaded, or if there was any error in the CSV format. The app will remove
the file after processing it, so it is not processed in the future, and also to avoid exposing the plain passwords of the
users included in the CSV file.

3.1.6 Adding extra registration form fields
By default, OppiaMobile provides some basic user profile with some of the most common fields needed for an implementation. This includes first name, last name, email, or job title and organization the user belongs to. If there is a
need to have some additional fields, there is a simple way to customize them.
The system allows the definition of three custom field types:
• String values: for any kind of text form
• Integer values, for numerical fields
• Boolean values, for yes/no conditions, or a simple “License agreement”, for example.
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Server
The profile custom fields can be edited dynamically from the user interface, so there is no change in configuration files
needed.
This is done using the Django admin, so access it from the navigation bar (you have to be a user with admin rights) and
go to the “Profile > Custom fields” ection. There you can edit the current ones, remove them or add new fields.

• The Id field is the dictionary identifier for that field. Name it using the snake_case style, so for example, if you
want to add a “Twitter username” field, you would name it twitter_profile.
• The “helper text” field is used to define a explanatory text for that field that will be displayed on the form below
the input.
• The order value is used to control how the custom fields are ordered within the form.
Be careful with adding additional required fields for apps already deployed, since that could cause that a version of the
app that doesn’t include that field in the registration form would not be able to submit new users, as the form would not
be validated because of that missing field.
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App
Once the server is ready to manage the custom fields, we need to configure them in the app. Right now this is done in
the building process, so there is no way of dynamically edit the form fields once the app has been built. In future ersions
of the app, the custom fields definition will be directly fetched from the server, but this process is needed anyway for a
first definition and in cases where the app will work mostly offline.
The custom fields are defined in a file named custom_fields.json under the assets folder. You have to update this
dictionary with the proper syntax. Here is an example of how that JSON would look like (reading the description of
server custom fields the example itself is pretty much self-explanatory):
{
"fields": [
{
"name":"custom_text",
"label":"Required field",
"order":1,
"required":true,
"helper_text":"....",
"type":"str"
},
{
"name":"custom_bool",
"label":"Boolean field",
"order":2,
"required":false,
"helper_text":"Check this to field",
"type":"bool"
},
{
"name":"custom_int",
"label":"Numeric field",
"order":3,
"required":false,
"helper_text":"....",
"type":"int"
}
// ...
]
}
The custom fields are loaded once per app version, so if you want to update the custom fields definition of a previously
installed app, you’ll have to update the LOAD_CUSTOMFIELDS_VERSION build setting (see Settings and Defaults) to a
higher value. If the value is the same of the current app version, you’ll need to update also your app versionCode in
Gradle for this changes to be reflected.
Note that the custom fields defined in the JSON will not add new fields defined but override the current definition with
that one, so any field that is no longer there will be removed. This does not include the current values saved for the
local users of the app, only the definition of what fields appear in the UI, so those values would be kept in the local
database.
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Choices field
Additionally to the fields definition, you can configure a special kind of field where you only let the user select the value
from a dropdown list of choices. Currently this is definition is not included in the server, so server-side it will be saved
as a normal string value of the selected option. To do so, you need to set the field type to choices, and associate it
with a collection defined in the collections section of the JSON dictionary.
Here is an example of how that JSON would look like:
{
"fields": [
{
"name":"custom_choice",
"label":"Custom choice",
"order":1,
"required":true,
"type":"choices",
"collection":"choicelist"
}
],
"collections": [
{
"collection_name": "choicelist",
"items":[
{"id": "choice1", "value":"Choice 1"},
{"id": "choice2", "value":"Choice 2"},
{"id": "choice3", "value":"Choice 3"},
...
]
}
]
}

Conditional fields
You can also configure the visibility of a field to be dependant of another field in the registration form. This is done
adding a property named visible_byfield in the field definition under the JSON, setting the value as the name of
the field it has the dependency on (name property in the field definition).
This will apply the following logic:
• If the field you have the condition by is a boolean field, the visibility will be directly controlled by the checked
status of that field
• If the dependent field is a choices field, the field will be visible whenever an option is selected. If you want
to configure the field so that it only gets visible by a single value of the field’s dropdown, you can add the
visible_byvalue property in the field definition, referencing the id of that collection item. Let’s see it with an
example:
{
"fields": [
{
"name":"profession",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"label":"Profession",
"order":1,
"required":true,
"helper_text":"Select from the options your current position
",

˓→

"type":"choices",
"collection":"professions"
},
{
"name":"custom_job",
"label":"Please specify",
"order":2,
"required":true,
"visible_byfield":"profession",
"visible_byvalue":"other",
"type":"str"
}
],
"collections": [
{
"collection_name": "professions",
"items":[
{"id": "hew", "value":"Health Extension Worker"},
{"id": "program_manager", "value":"Program manager or implementer"},
{"id": "research", "value":"Researcher"},
{"id": "n_a", "value":"N/A - Not currently working"},
{"id": "other", "value":"Other"}
]
}
]
}
With this definition, the registration form will show a custom dropdown field to select the profession, and only in the
case where the user selects the “Other” option the second field will become visible. Also, regarding the "required"
property of the field, this is only checked if the field is currently visible.
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You can also negate a condition, so that a field is visible not when a specific value is selected, but when the value selected
is any other value except from that one. To do so, add an exclamation mark to the field name in the visible_byvalue
property. For example:
{
"fields": [
{
"name":"profession",
"label":"Profession",
"order":1,
"required":true,
"helper_text":"Select from the options your current position",
"type":"choices",
"collection":"professions"
},
{
"name":"job_experience",
"label":"Work experience",
"order":2,
"required":true,
"visible_byfield":"profession",
"visible_byvalue":"!other",
"type":"str"
}
],
...
In this case, the field for “Work experience” will appear when the selected value for the position field is different than
“Other”.
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Nested choice fields
Regarding the choice fields, there are some use cases where there is the need to be able to show a different subset of
choices depending on the value of another field, for example, a county-district hierarchy. This is done adding a property
named collection_byfield in the field definition under the JSON, setting the value as the name of the field it has
the dependency on.
Make sure that the field you reference is a choices type field, and then, for every option of that field’s collection, there
should be another collection defined with the collection_name set as the id of that field.
Let’s see it with an example:
{
"fields": [
{
"name":"parent",
"label":"Parent field",
"order":1,
"required":true,
"type":"choices",
"collection":"parent"
},
{
"name":"nested",
"label":"Child field",
"order":2,
"required":true,
"visible_byfield":"parent",
"collection_byfield":"parent",
"type":"choices"
}
],
"collections": [
{
"collection_name": "parent",
"items":[
{"id": "first_child", "value":"Parent #1"},
{"id": "second_child", "value":"Parent #2"},
{"id": "third_child", "value":"Parent #3"}
]
},
{
"collection_name": "first_child",
"items":[
{"id": "01", "value":"Parent #1 - Child #1"},
{"id": "02", "value":"Parent #1 - Child #2"},
{"id": "03", "value":"Parent #1 - Child #3"}
]
},
{
(continues on next page)
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"collection_name": "second_child",
"items":[
{"id": "01", "value":"Parent #2 - Child #1"},
{"id": "02", "value":"Parent #2 - Child #2"},
{"id": "03", "value":"Parent #2 - Child #3"}
]
},
{
"collection_name": "third_child",
"items":[
{"id": "01", "value":"Parent #3 - Child #1"},
{"id": "02", "value":"Parent #3 - Child #2"},
{"id": "03", "value":"Parent #3 - Child #3"}
]
}
]
}

Stepped registration form
To provide a better user experience, the registration screen can be split in different steps with a single explanation. This
will allow you also to create different registration paths based on the values the user has filled so far.
This is configured also in the custom_fields.json file, under a property named "register_steps". It is an array
where you need to configure for each step the following values:
• order: integer. The order of this step. If there is more than one path there can be more than one step defined
with the same order, but be aware of making the conditional definitions so that they are
• helper_text: the description that will appear at the top of the screen
• conditional_byfield: if this step is conditional, the field it depends upon. The same rules as the basic
conditional fields apply.
• conditional_byvalue: the specific value for the condition
• fields: an array with the field’s identifiers to show in this step. To include the default fields in the registration form, this are their identifiers (they are self explanatory): username, email, password, passwordagain,
first_name, last_name, job_title, organisation, phoneno.
Mandatory fields
To be able to easily configured the registration form, you can also use the custom_fields.json file to define which
of the profile fields (the fields that are included by default in the app implementation) are mandatory.
This is done using a property named required_fields, that it’s an array with the field’s identifiers. The possible
values to add are: email, phoneno, job_title and organisation.
So, for example, if you’d want to configure your registration form so the email and phone number fields are required,
you would add the next definition to the JSON file:
"required_fields": ["email", "phoneno"],
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3.1.7 Releases and Release Notes
The OppiaMobile platform consists of 3 core components (server, client app and the Moodle export block). This page
summarises the currently released versions of each of these and the changelog history for each.
OppiaMobile Server (Django)
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.14.x
v0.14.7 - not yet released
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.7
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1353 Update Python/PIP packages
• OPPIA-1360 Set correct question id when a question is edited
v0.14.6 - released 30 Nov 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.6
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
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Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1331 Prep for upgrading to Django 4
• OPPIA-1341 Fix bug in cohort criteria filtering
v0.14.5 - released 31 Oct 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.5
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• Upgrade django (to 3.2.16) and other libraries (django-ses, django-sass-processor and reportlab)
• Minor sonarcloud fixes
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v0.14.4 - released 30 Sept 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.5
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• Update library package versions
• OPPIA-1255 Solved Github action failing when it includes a migration
• OPPIA-1257 Update for Google Analytics
• OPPIA-1302 Reordering quiz questions creates duplicate quiz-question pairs in the QuizQuestion DB table
v0.14.3 - released 31 Aug 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.3
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• Update to Django 3.2.15
• OPPIA-1149 Fix UnorderedObjectListWarning warnings
• OPPIA-959 Fix media download count display
• OPPIA-1264 Fix test failure on upload course with Github workflow actions
• OPPIA-1198 Convert commonly repeated strings to constants
• OPPIA-1161 Add tests for av.views.download_media_file
• OPPIA-1194 Show all dates on daily course activity report
• OPPIA-1083 Generate cohorts based on user profile filters/criteria
• OPPIA-1307 Cohort Creation: Course/Teacher/Student values disappear (HOTFIX 10 Oct 2022)
v0.14.2 - released 27 Jul 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.2
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
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Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• Update Django to 3.2.14 and external libraries
• OPPIA-1121 Enhance cohort capability to make a specific course accessible to only certain user group
• OPPIA-1175 Allow statuses available to be configurable on the server
• OPPIA-1151 Remove sass_processor default_app_config
• OPPIA-1258 Course is published even if the status validation fails
• OPPIA-1261 Can’t save cohort if dates not entered
v0.14.1 - released 30 Jun 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.1
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Run update_summaries –fromstart
This isn’t strictly necessary for this release, but since a couple of the summary tables have been removed, it’s likely to
be useful to run this anyway. Running this is now much faster than in previous releases
1. Run the update summaries command from start:
--fromstart

(env)$ python manage.py update_summaries

2. This might take a long time (hours) for large implementations, see Running Update Summaries in background
Issue list:
• Update library package versions for Pillow, openpyxl and xmltodict
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• OPPIA-1174 Prevent re-publishing of course depending on status
• OPPIA-1250 Fix for course category API listing
• OPPIA-1251 Fix CleanUpQuizzesTest
• OPPIA-1176 Refactor use of DailyCourseUser and DailyCourseUsers tables/models
• OPPIA-1253 Cron fails if type column in Tracker table is None/Null
• OPPIA-907 Create backup store of unrecognised tracker/quiz data
v0.14.0 - released 30 May 2022

Note: This release moves to using Django 3.2

Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.14.0
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Check backup user permissions
If you are using a specific MySQL user for regular database backups, you will need to ensure this backup user has the
SHOW VIEW permission, otherwise the backup could fail.
To add the permissions, log into the MySQL command line as root user and run the following (adjusting database and
user name as appropriate):
grant SHOW VIEW on *.oppia to 'backup'@'localhost';
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1144 Upgrade to Django 3.2
• OPPIA-1146 Replace django.utils.translation.ugettext_lazy() with django.utils.translation.gettext_lazy()
• OPPIA-1153 Anonymization command, use string type for password
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• OPPIA-1152 Replace “ifequal” template tag
• OPPIA-1147 Replace django.conf.urls.url() with django.urls.re_path()
• OPPIA-1148 Replace request.is_ajax() as is deprecated
• OPPIA-1150 Replace Signal(providing_args)
• OPPIA-1158 Remove unused function parameters
• OPPIA-1135 In summary tables in django admin - make view only, prevent adding/editing/deletion of rows
• OPPIA-1125 Initial database views
• OPPIA-1165 Simplify how course status is represented
• OPPIA-1167 New read-only status
• OPPIA-1162 Show course link if user can_view_course_activity
• OPPIA-1166 Media missing event being tracked incorrectly
• OPPIA-1199 Fixes from Sonarcloud analysis
• OPPIA-1173 Add status icons
• OPPIA-1212 Download tracker duplicated
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.13.x
v0.13.1 - released 2 May 2022

Note: The new course status is not backwards-compatible with previous versions of the app (v7.3.7 and below), so
best to avoid actually using this new course status until your users have app v7.3.8 (or above). If courses are given the
new course status, but users have older versions of the app, the course may show as being available to download.

Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.13.1
All commands to be run when the Python virtual environment is active. If you are skipping a release when upgrading
(eg jumping from 0.12.0 to 0.14.0), check there are no additional upgrade steps needed in the releases you are skipping.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Run update_summaries –fromstart
1. Run the update summaries command from start:
--fromstart

(env)$ python manage.py update_summaries

2. This might take a long time (hours) for large implementations, see Running Update Summaries in background
Issue list:
• Update to Django 2.2.28
• OPPIA-1141 Update Python/PIP packages
• OPPIA-1120 Option to flag non-target users
• OPPIA-1112 Allow settings config for cron not running warning
• OPPIA-1071 New course status - unavailable for new install/download
• OPPIA-709 GitHub workflows - able to read/write files for tests
• OPPIA-1124 Update summary tables to enable filtering by user profile fields
• OPPIA-1164 Update quiz summary calculations
• OPPIA-1186 Fix “expected failing” tests when needing ffmpeg
v0.13.0 - released 28 Mar 2022

Note: This release moves to using Python 3.8, so you will need to follow the upgrade instructions below.

Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.13.0
Set up/configure Python 3.8
If you are already using Ubuntu 20.04 or above, then the default Python is already set to being 3.8, and then you only
need to update the apache config.
If you are using an earlier version of Ubuntu you will first need to install Python 3.8 and then configure, using these
instructions:
1. Install Python 3.8 on your system how-to-install-python-3-8-on-ubuntu-18-04/

example

instructions

here:

https://linuxize.com/post/

2. Remove the current virtual environment for your Oppia server
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3. Install python3.8-dev sudo apt install python3.8-dev - note that it’s important to install this before the
new virtualenv is created
4. Recreate the virtual environment, using virtualenv -p /usr/bin/python3.8 env
5. Enable the virtual environment and install all the packages:
• source env/bin/activate
• pip install -r requirements.txt
If you are using Apache for your webserver, then there are some more configuration changes to make:
1. sudo apt remove libapache2-mod-wsgi-py3
2. sudo apt install apache2-dev
3. pip install mod_wsgi (when virtualenv is enabled)
4. Run mod_wsgi-express module-config and copy the 2 generated lines into your apache site config file. Note
that WSGIPythonHome needs to be before the VirtualHost tag.
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Run update_summaries –fromstart
1. Run the update summaries command from start:
--fromstart

(env)$ python manage.py update_summaries

2. This might take a long time (hours) for large implementations, see Running Update Summaries in background
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1000 Update to use Python 3.8
• OPPIA-1058 Fix for time taken data report
• OPPIA-973 Add django-storages as server required package
• OPPIA-1074 Add tests for regenerate_course_structure command
• OPPIA-1001 Update Pillow library to 9.0.1 and mysqlclient==2.1.0
• OPPIA-1006 Add automated create/update date fields on profile models
• OPPIA-800 Update the summary_usercoursesummary to record progress in old and current versions of the course
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Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.12.x
v0.12.25 - released 1 Mar 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.25
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1005 Data loss for field “phone_number”
• OPPIA-938/955 Update course XML schema to reflect latest changes
• OPPIA-1061 Update django to 2.2.27
• OPPIA-1068 Update google analytics js script
• OPPIA-1065 Completed activities is displaying incorrectly in usercoursesummary
• OPPIA-960 Fix issue with media download file
v0.12.24 - released 29 Jan 2022
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.24
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update server connection setting for MySQL
For fixing OPPIA-862 (https://oppia.atlassian.net/browse/OPPIA-862 - Error uploading activity log files when they
contain emojis), the MySQL database connection settings in your settings_secret.py file should be updated to use
the correct default collation.
Add the OPTIONS -> charset to your database connection, as follows:
DATABASES = {
'default': {
'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.mysql',
'NAME': 'DATABASE_NAME',
'USER': 'DATABASE_USER',
'PASSWORD': 'DATABASE_PASSWORD',
'OPTIONS': {
'charset': 'utf8mb4'
}
}
}
Setting this charset option ensures that the database connection uses utf8mb4 which support emojis etc), vs the default
setting of utf8 (which doesn’t support emojis).
When running the tests, using MySQL you can add extra parameters to this to ensure the test database uses the correct
charset and collation, as follows:
DATABASES = {
'default': {
'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.mysql',
'NAME': 'DATABASE_NAME',
'USER': 'DATABASE_USER',
'PASSWORD': 'DATABASE_PASSWORD',
'OPTIONS': {
'charset': 'utf8mb4'
},
'TEST': {
'CHARSET': "utf8mb4",
'COLLATION': "utf8mb4_unicode_ci",
}
}
}
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-978 Update Django to 2.2.26
• OPPIA-980 Fix rel=noopener issue from sonarcloud
• OPPIA-937 On bulk user upload do not reset existing users passwords
• OPPIA-940 On bulk user upload add option to only update data, not overwrite
• OPPIA-886 Uploading user data ignores first column
• OPPIA-1019 On course upload, update quiz props (in server and XML) regardless of digest changes
• OPPIA-862 Error uploading activity log files when they contain emojis
• OPPIA-867 Activitylog upload table should record all uploads
• OPPIA-935 User search doesn’t work if there are required custom profile fields
v0.12.23 - Released 31 Dec 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.23
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-908 - Add report for missing media
• Minor changes to fields shown on django admin list pages
• OPPIA-925 Error with course feedback exports
• OPPIA-876 On update_summaries add extra info on progress
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• OPPIA-968 Fix for incorrectly updating user profile data to be blank
v0.12.22 - Released 27 Nov 2021

Note:
• See the full release notes for configuring automated error emails.
• For the Server dashboard always shows all media always completed (#OPPIA-903), the update_summaries command will need to be run from the start - see the upgrading notes
• In this release, a field was added to record the course_version of the course in each tracker, see the upgrading
notes to populate the current values

Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.22
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Populates the course_version field in the tracker model
In this release, a field was added to record the course_version of the course in each tracker. The current saved trackers
don’t have that value filled, but we can populate it based on the current course activities.
To do it, run the following command:
(env)$ python manage.py populate_courseversion
Configure automated error emails
For receiving the automated error emails (#OPPIA-868), you’ll need to ensure that in your settings_secret.py:
• your site is in Debug = False mode (i.e. a production server)
• you have email sending configured (see: 11. Configure email (recommended))
• a valid email address to send the error emails to, eg ADMINS = [('admin name', 'admin@email.org')]
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Run update_summaries from start
1. Run the update summaries command from start:
--fromstart

(env)$ python manage.py update_summaries

2. This might take a long time (hours) for large implementations, but is required to make sure the data for the no
media completed is stored correctly
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-809 TypeError at /course/42/exports/trackers/ - update defusedxml library
• OPPIA-858 Add “backfill_api_keys” to the regular cron script
• OPPIA-836 Add tests for clean_certificates command
• OPPIA-868 Set up automated error emails
• OPPIA-855 Allow advanced search on custom fields
• OPPIA-859 Exporting users with custom profile fields
• OPPIA-857 Allow adding of new user with all custom fields
• OPPIA-766 Number of media files to download shows as incorrect
• OPPIA-903 Server dashboard always shows all media always completed
• OPPIA-897 User images on leaderboard
• OPPIA-877 Paginate AV listing page
• OPPIA-807: Fix MultipleObjectsReturned error for quizzes in course reports view
• OPPIA-802: Record the course version in the Tracker table
v0.12.21 - Released 29 Oct 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.21
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-808 UserNotFound error on exporting trackers
• OPPIA-788 Add server setting to determine if users should be able to edit their profile
• OPPIA-753 Spaces in media filenames can’t be played
• OPPIA-803 Monthly active users graph seems awry
• OPPIA-835 Remove some deprecated code for media embed helper
v0.12.20 - Released 23 Sept 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.20
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-738 Split up update_summaries to different methods
• OPPIA-690 Add category to SettingProperties
• OPPIA-761 Download course can fail if there are very old quiz trackers
• OPPIA-760 Django admin viewing QuizAttemptResponses takes very long time
• OPPIA-711 Management command to remove unused certificate pdfs
• OPPIA-768 Shouldn’t regenerate certificate if name is None
• OPPIA-772 Certificate generation issue
• Update Pillow library to 8.3.2
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• OPPIA-751 Teachers and normal users get 403 unauthorized when going to courses page
v0.12.19 - Released 15 July 2021

Note:
• For the downloading of time spent in courses (#OPPIA-702), the update_summaries command will need to be
run from the start - see the upgrading notes
• The option to upload media within the dashboard interface, and use the media_embed_code for adding media in
Moodle has been removed. All media files should be directly embedded in Moodle.
• Check permissions for the certificates folder (see full release notes)

Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.19
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Run update_summaries from start
1. Run the update summaries command from start:
--fromstart

(env)$ python manage.py update_summaries

2. This might take a long time (hours) for large implementations, but is required to make sure the data for daily
active users is correct and broken down by course
Check permissions for certificate folders
1. Check that the <oppia>/media/certificate and <oppia>/media/certificates folders are read and writeable by the
www-data user
Issue list:
• OPPIA-679 Add option to specify the display name for a certificate
• OPPIA-700 On bulk user upload, add option to include custom registration form fields
• OPPIA-693 Add option to regenerate a certificate for a user
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• OPPIA-702 Export/accessing time-tracking data
• OPPIA-487 Deprecate media embed helper
• OPPIA-58 Option to register server
• OPPIA-708 Add tests for serverregistation update management task
• OPPIA-680 User profile gives page not found when linking through to an archived course
• OPPIA-14 Don’t save search tracker if query is blank
• OPPIA-517 On time spent graphs update y-axis to use H:M:S format
• OPPIA-705 Quiz result rounding
• OPPIA-703 Cohort leaderboard doesn’t link through to users
• OPPIA-706 Get unauthorised message if teacher user clicks on Cohorts in breadcrumb trail
• OPPIA-406 Server dashboard access log - check all pages covered
• OPPIA-719 Cover the Cohort pages by the dashboard accessed logs
• HOTFIX for update_summaries with timezone
v0.12.18 - Released 22 Jun 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.18
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Note: The oppiacron task should be run as an admin/sudo user
Issue list:
• Update to Django 2.2.24
• OPPIA-634 Detect if certificate is portrait or landscape - and check correct size
• OPPIA-664 Management command to clean media/courses dir
• OPPIA-629 Be able to verify a certificate
• OPPIA-630 Add option to email certificate
• OPPIA-628 Extra tests for certificates
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• OPPIA-651 Speed up retrieval of the leaderboard
v0.12.17 - Released 26 May 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.17
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-596 Add report for daily course downloads
• OPPIA-622 Initial work for certificates
• OPPIA-638 Pick up email prefix from the app_name
• OPPIA-640 Upgrade required library imports
• OPPIA-591 Allow access to download older versions of quiz and feedback responses
v0.12.16 - Released 25 April 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.16
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
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Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• Update to Django 2.2.20
• Automatically clear expired sessions as part of oppiacron task
• OPPIA-587 API endpoint for username reminder
• OPPIA-584 Improved password reset process
• OPPIA-560 API endpoint to delete account
• OPPIA-557 Add report on inactive users
v0.12.15 - Released 26 Mar 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.15
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-31 Rename ‘tags’ to be ‘categories’ to match app and block
• OPPIA-571 Upgrade Django, Pillow and django-ses packages
• OPPIA-343 Explore feedback answers
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v0.12.14 - released 1 Mar 2021
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.14
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-489 Update to use current approach for loading google charts
• OPPIA-22 No need to show quiz table and quiz info if there are no quizzes in the course
• OPPIA-269 Class based views for oppia/course
• OPPIA-268 Class based views for oppia/cohort
• OPPIA-505 Provide course completion badge criteria in server info
• OPPIA-289 API endpoint for getting the course structure
• OPPIA-401 API endpoint to get summary of users course progress
v0.12.13 - Released 21 Dec 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.13
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
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Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-496 Add option for giving start/end dates for reports
• OPPIA-497 Add report for search terms used
• OPPIA-502 Additional badge awarding criteria option
v0.12.12 - Released 27 Nov 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.12
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Update summaries
The new Daily Active Users report will only start recording data once the server has been updated. If you need to
generate the data for all previous dates, then run (env)$ python manage.py update_summaries --fromstart,
but it should be noted that this can take a very long time to generate if you have a lot of tracker records.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-271 Class based views for integrations
• OPPIA-43 Define constants at module level
• OPPIA-57 UploadMedia - add option for title, organisation and license
• OPPIA-270 Class based views for oppia/home
• OPPIA-467 Report for unique no users, filterable by any customfield definition
• OPPIA-471 Add report for daily active users (initial version)
• OPPIA-437 New export block not including media length (update fix)
• OPPIA-472 Add report for monthly active users (initial version)
• OPPIA-473 add report for total and average time spent
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• OPPIA-484 Add option to show only live courses
• OPPIA-266 Class based views for profile/user
• OPPIA-422 Add mocks for testing ip2location and cartodbupdate commands
• OPPIA-194 Testing warning about native datetimes received when timezone support is active
v0.12.11 - Released 27 Oct 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.11
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-437 New export block not including media length
• OPPIA-451 Add basic Oppia branding to the Django Admin pages
• OPPIA-455 Add data retention script
• OPPIA-458 Management command to remove unused tags
• OPPIA-460 Add quiz management command for quiz difficulty/discrimination indices
• OPPIA-461 Update quiz cleanup command
v0.12.10 - Released 29 Sept 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.10
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-378 Graphs on summary page showing beginning of month
• OPPIA-412 Publish API can raise MultiValueDictKeyError
• OPPIA-413 Summary cron lock doesn’t always get removed
• OPPIA-397 Weblink/Intent for opening/downloading a specific course
• OPPIA-414 Create script to anonymise database
v0.12.9 - Released 26 Aug 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.9
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-389 Allow downloading of Quiz data in similar way to the feedback responses
• OPPIA-381 Badges awarded not always getting added into the UserCourseSummary table
• OPPIA-346 Error message when trying to use the makemessages command
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v0.12.8 - released 31 July 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.8
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Issue list:
• OPPIA-334 If no email is entered when a user registers, it shows (‘’,) as the email address in the Django admin
• Bugfix for Android Intent
• Update Pillow library version
• OPPIA-344 Display the feedback activity responses
• OPPIA-349 Allow course owners to access draft courses
v0.12.7 - released 1 July 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.7
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip uninstall django-tablib
2. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
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Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Key updates:
• Upgrade to Django 2.2.13
Issue list:
• OPPIA-331 Crash when Admin logs in the first time in a brand new server installation
• OPPIA-319 In the download courses, make the course listing appear in the same order with the course priority
value
• OPPIA-56 UploadMedia - ability to download all media for a course
• OPPIA-342 Search users gives a server error
• OPPIA-369 Course download stats on the course detail page don’t match the course list
• OPPIA-368 Export of detailed activity to Excel causes error
• OPPIA-5 Set up IPstack for users country locations
v0.12.6 - released 4 May 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.6
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Key updates:
• bug fixes
• code restructuring for class based views
Issue list:
• OPPIA-281 Add v2 of the API on the server
• OPPIA-285 Store time taken for quiz attempts
• OPPIA-275 Class based views for activitylog
• OPPIA-273 Class based views for content
• OPPIA-18 Cursor error when running summary cron on SQLite db
• OPPIA-200 Graphs on summary page aren’t formatted correctly
• OPPIA-264 Class based views for profile/manage
• add django admin search options for some models
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• Updated Pillow package
• OPPIA-228 Add API endpoint to return the media embed variables
• OPPIA-260 Show full list of activities and digests for a course
• OPPIA-310 Deleting a user deletes the current account, not the intended one
• OPPIA-318 Occasional issues being unable to download courses in the app - “install failed”
v0.12.5 - released 18 Mar 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.5
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Key updates:
• Update to Django 2.2.10
• Option to update profile
• Improved configuration options
• Sonarcloud and Django code improvements implemented
Issue list:
• OPPIA-193 Django-GCM package no longer required
• OPPIA-206 Move OPPIA_ALLOW_SELF_REGISTRATION to be bool instead of int
• OPPIA-28 Activity map page configuration
• OPPIA-16 Github actions: new migration
• OPPIA-17 Github actions: static files
• OPPIA-197 Fix the sonarcloud code smells for oppia server
• OPPIA-258 Fix next redirection vulnerability
• OPPIA-241 When downloading a course from the server interface, it doesn’t increase the “downloads by users”
• OPPIA-191 Use get_or_created in uploader.py
• OPPIA-262 Class based views for reports
• OPPIA-249 Class based views for av
• OPPIA-13 Remove management command to update short answer scores
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• OPPIA-197 Fix the sonarcloud code smells for oppia server
• OPPIA-276 Migrate to using django.urls.path()
• OPPIA-277 Add email field in the LOGIN response
• OPPIA-95 Add option for user to edit their profile - online only
v0.12.4 - released 29 Jan 2020
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.4
Update packages
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Key updates:
• update to Django 2.2.9
• additional tests and improved code coverage (85%+)
Issue list:
• 717: Create OppiaTestCase class to be used in tests (#717)
• 586: Add tests for quiz/management/commands/check_duplicate_quizzes.py (#586)
• 721: Add permissions and tests for the new QuizAttempt/detail views (#721)
• 566: Add tests for profile password reset (#566)
• 550: SonarQube - complexity of profile/views.py - several functions (#550)
• 713: Quiz language dictionaries not being saved correctly (#713)
• 710: Add tests for gamification/forms.py (#710)
• OPPIA-32 - Move some other settings from settings.py/settings_secret.py to SettingProperties
v0.12.3 - Released 20 Dec 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.3
Update packages
There are updated packages in this release:
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
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Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
settings_secret.py changes
If you are hosting on Amazon Web Services, you can configure django-ses for sending emails. See: https://github.
com/django-ses/django-ses
Key updates:
• Allow custom fields for profile form
• API for profile updating
• Refactoring of API code
• SonarCloud fixes for duplicate code, code smells and test coverage
• Remove deprecated quiz API endpoints
Issue list:
• 697: Fix email sending (#697)
• 692: Add specific test for implementation (#692)
• 645: Emailing password reset not working (#645)
• 682: Update user profile to include custom fields (#682)
• 687: Add API endpoint for user to update their profile info (#687)
• 699: Split out api/resources.py into separate files (#699)
• 605: Remove signup_callback function (#605)
• 660: In tests for file opening use with . . . as . . . instead of file= (#660)
• 700: Course_download_views allows anyone to download any course (#700)
• 684: Remove OPPIA_*_EARN_POINTS settings (#684)
• 709: Upload users function does not work (#709)
• 552: SonarQube - complexity of quiz/management/commands/update_short_answer_scores.py handle function
(#552)
• 587: Duplicate code blocks in quiz management commands (#587)
• 548: SonarQube - complexity of oppia/uploader.py - several functions (#548)
• 551: SonarQube - complexity of quiz/api/serializers.py format_quiz function (#551)
• 547: SonarQube - complexity of oppia/signals.py tracker_callback function (#547)
• 712: Quiz API. . . mainly deprecated? (#712)
• 678: Display user full quiz attempts and responses (#678)
• 711: Split out oppia/view.py and profile/view.py into separate files? (#711)
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v0.12.2 - Released 27 Nov 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.2
settings_secret.py changes
The device admin functionality has been removed, so it is no longer necessary to have the DEVICE_ADMIN_ENABLED
and GCM_APIKEY settings in settings_secret.py
Update packages
There are updated packages in this release:
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
Rebuild summary data
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py update_summaries --fromstart
Key updates:
• Additional logging of course publishing
• Updates for PEP8/Flake8 formatting of code
• Add pytest integration with Github workflows
• Remove old/redundant code
Issue list:
• Updated version of Pillow - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/pull/669
• 441: Keep log of when a course is republished with the old/new activities - (#441)
• 542: Remove OPPIA_EXPORT_LOCAL_MINVERSION setting - (#542)
• 676: Add tests for quiz attempts in activity log upload - (#676)
• 680: Check that the server can be set up with SQLite as the db - (#680)
• 512: Remove GCM push/device admin functionality (#512)
• 685: Add pycodestyle to requirements (#685)
• 672: Find out why media views showing as 0 (#672)
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• 683: Replace raw_input() with input() (#683)
• 688: Configure github workflow yml file (#688)
• 666: Make left hand side bar collapsible (#666)
• 692: Add specific test for implementation (#692)
• 667: test_quiz_attempt_points_included test failing (#667)
v0.12.1 - Released 15 Oct 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.1
Update Django package
There is an updated version of Django in this release:
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Key updates:
• Updated version of Django
• Initial version of DHIS2 export
Issue list:
• 648: Update to django 2.2.x (#648)
• 664: Cohort leaderboard shows empty page (#664)
• 663: Initial version of DHIS2 export (#663)
• 564: In management commands replace print() with self.stdout.write() (#564)
v0.12.0 - Released 17 Sept 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.12.0
OppiaMobile v0.12.0 has moved to using Python 3 and Django 2, so you will need to update the versions of Python
and Django that you are using. The migration steps are described below, running the commands from the root of your
OppiaMobile server installation (eg /home/oppia/).
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Update Virtual Environment
1. Remove the existing virtualenv: $ sudo rm -R env
2. Create a new virtualenv: $ virtualenv -p /usr/bin/python3 env
3. Activate the new virtualenv: $ source env/bin/activate
Note: If you get an error at step 2 (eg virtualenv is not compatible with this system or executable),
you may need to update virtualenv first (with pip install --upgrade virtualenv)

Update MySQL connectors
The MySQL connector libraries in Python 3 have been changed:
1. Run: $ sudo apt-get install python3-mysqldb python3-dev libpython3-dev
2. Run: (env)$ pip install mysqlclient
Update Pillow dependencies
The new version of Oppia uses an updated version of Pillow, so you may need to update the Pillow dependencies to
ensure the new version installs correctly:
1. Run: $ sudo apt-get install libjpeg-dev zlib1g-dev
Add required Oppia packages
Since we have removed the old virtualenv, we need to re-install, and at the same time, update the required packages:
1. Run: (env)$ pip install -r ../django-oppia/requirements.txt
Update database
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py migrate
Note: If you get a message about stale .pyc files, then run find . -name "*.pyc" -type f -delete. But use
this carefully and make sure you only run it from the django-oppia directory.

Update static files
1. Run: (env)$ python manage.py compilescss - don’t worry about the unclosed files warning messages
2. Run: (env)$ python manage.py collectstatic
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For live servers using mod_wsgi on Apache webserver
If you are using Apache as the webserver, then you will need to update the version of mod_wsgi:
1. Run sudo apt-get install libapache2-mod-wsgi-py3
Also update the path in the apache config file to the python site packages
Key updates:
• Moving to Python 3 and Django 2
• Use material design layout
Issue list:
• 539: Moving to python 3 and django 2 (#539)
• 468: RemovedInDjango20Warning - update for deprecation/changes (#468)
• 571: For python 3 - replace __unicode__ with __str__ in models (#571)
• 591: Update media_url_check to remove urllib2 dependency (#591)
• 601: Python 3 - v0.12.0 branch - check usage of urllib/urllib2/urllib3 (#601)
• 640: Error with Gamification db migrations on v0.12 branch (#640)
• 577: Drawer menu for admin users (#577)
• 625: Crispy-forms - move to using the BootStrap4 template pack (#625)
• 639: Merge material design branch into latest dev branch (#639)
• 635: Points/gamification not working on staging server with python 3/django 2 (#635)
• 636: Deprecation warning for BaseException.message (#636)
• 638: Fix tests for v0.12.0 branch (#638)
• 649: Date range selector with styles that match the customizable theme (#649)
• 646: Upload view fails if user has no associated UserProfile (#646)
• 650: Add tests for activitylog upload (#650)
• 655: Updates from SonarQube recommendations (#655)
• 585: Add tests for recent updates to activity log (#585)
• 189: Remove CourseXML class as no longer used? (#189)
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.11.x
v0.11.1 - Released 25 Jun 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.11.1
To upgrade to this version, you should first:
• Update Django version, with: pip install -r requirements.txt
• Update database models, with: python manage.py migrate
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• Load
the
default
gamification
default_gamification_events.json

events

with:

python manage.py loaddata

Key updates:
• Documentation moved to its own repository: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-docs
• Interface for customising the points for individual activities
Issue list:
• 600: On about page use download link from the server settings - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/600
• 596: Update acknowledgement page/s - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/596
• 529: Review and complete code process docs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/529
• 606: Add QA checklist and template - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/606
• 607: Update links to digital-campus/oppiamobile - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/607
• 608: Update links to community site - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/608
• 603: Review the requirements.txt and look at using some of the more recent versions - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/603
• 598: static/oppia/style.css file now redundant - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/598
• 572: Update/review docs for how the offline registration works - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/572
• 593: Make email and phone no optional on registration - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
593
• 602: Move the docs to their own repository - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/602
• 619: Gamification - for the course global point check it doesn’t read from the baseline custom points - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/619
• 616: Add events/points to the Gamification db tables - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
616
• 615: Editing points for individual activities - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/615
• 614: Check that all gamification points are loaded from the defaults - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/614
• 617: Update the course version no when the points are updated - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/617
• 619: Gamifcation - for the course global point check it doesn’t read from the baseline custom points - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/619
• 613: course_xml_reader.py no longer used - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/613
• 620: Add labels and helper text for the gamification elements - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/620
• 621: Remove the QuizGamificationEvent table - doesn;t need to be used - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/621
• 626: Move default points to being in their own DB table - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/626
• 620: Add labels and helper text for the gamification elements - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/620
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• 622: Rewrite custom gamification points when course is updated/republished - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/622
• 628: Customize gamification points in a single view - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
628
• 637: Error when publishing via API - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/637
• 645: Emailing password reset not working - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/645
• 634: Fix issue with AYRH course on live server (#634)
• 644: When publishing a course, get permissions error (#644)
v0.11.0 - Released 20 Mar 2019
Upgrading to OppiaMobile Server v0.11.0
In OppiaMobile Server v0.11.0, the project has been restructured, and there is a simplified installation process.
To upgrade to this version, you should first:
• Install the new dependencies, run pip install -r django-oppia/requirements.txt
• Migrate the database, run python manage.py migrate
• Cache the static files, run python manage.py collectstatic
Then review the Server - Manual Installation and make any necessary updates to your configuration, especially checking:
• creating a settings_secret.py file (see item 2 in the install docs), and transferring over any settings you may
have had in local_settings.py to this file.
• running the tests and that the server runs locally (items 6 and 7 in the install docs)
• updating Apache webserver configuration file (item 8 in the install docs)
• updating how the cron commands are run (item 9 in the install docs)
Update Summaries
As media views were not being calculated correctly (see #579), after upgrading, remember to update summaries from
the beginning, with:
``manage.py update_summaries --fromstart``

(Optional) Activity Map Visualisation
If you are using the activity map visualisation, the OPPIA_HOSTNAME, OPPIA_CARBODB_ACCOUNT and OPPIA_CARBODB_KEY, are now stored in the Admin settings table, so you no longer need to specify these in the cron
command file which updates the activity map on CartoDB.
Key updates:
• Upgrading to Django 1.11.20
• Restructuring of project to match Django best practice
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• Extra automated tests
• Improved documentation structure and updates
Issue list:
• 486: Refactor django project structure - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/486
• 495: Use CDN versions of js libraries rather than local copies - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/495
• 492: Update leaderboard pagination display to match the courses - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/492
• 389: Implement “Open activity in app” functionality - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
389
• 490: Use LESS/SASS for better frontend development - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
490
• 488: Update to use Bootstrap 4 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/488
• 519: Update to Django 1.11.15 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/519
• 521: Add a ‘contributing.md’ file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/521
• 523: Remove the ‘mobile’ & ‘preview’ directories - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/523
• 534: Error on publishing course, due to project restructuring - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/534
• 504: In Ubuntu 18.04 avprobe is replaced with ffprobe - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
504
• 536: Update to Django 1.11.18 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/536
• 535: Add tests for publishing courses and media files using the API - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/535
• 532: Database migration fails on 0012_fix_future_tracker_dates.py - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/532
• 537: Add tests for the uploading media (via the webform) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/537
• 543: Add tests for editing user profile (via form) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/543
• 544: SonarQube - complexity of profile/views.py edit function - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/544
• 553: SonarQube - complexity of viz/views.py summary_view function - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/553
• 516: Update docs for installing - with the new project structure - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/516
• 505: Investigate options for less reliance on specific command line tools - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/505
• 538: Update platform architecture/workflow docs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/538
• 489: Restructure documentation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/489
• 477: MIDDLEWARE_CLASSES deprecation during installation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/477
• 494: Badges page is not linked to from anywhere? - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/494
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• 559: Add tests for profile urls - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/559
• 560: Add tests and data for viz models and functions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
560
• 557: Unusual start date on the summary overview - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/557
• 526: Review and update server settings page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/526
• 525: Remove development_server setting and use debug instead - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/525
• 530: Move cron and cronsummary tasks to be under the oppiamobile directory?
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/530

- https://github.com/

• 364: Logging when cron was last run - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/364
• 375: Implement cron lock - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/375
• 565: Copy the OPPIA_ALLOW_SELF_REGISTRATION setting.py into SettingProperties - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/565
• 558: Add upgrade docs to v0.11.0 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/558
• 297: Docs for export process from Moodle to Oppia - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
297
• 561: Add app settings to docs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/561
• 496: Improve how email templates are handled - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/496
• 563: Remove oppia/cron.py and move it to the management command oppiacron.py - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/563
• 576: Use the db settings for storing/editing the ip2location and cartodb_update usernames, api_keys - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/576
• 533: Styling with BootStrap 4 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/533
• 555: Cohort add/edit form doesn’t show the list of available teachers/students - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/555
• 575: TypeError: ‘Tracker’ object has no attribute ‘__getitem__’ - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/575
• 554: Cohort add/edit form has some layout issues - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/554
• 573: Update/review docs for how the bluetooth transfer works - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/573
• 574: Update/review docs for how the activity log transfer works - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/574
• 579: Media viewed not being displayed correctly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/579
• 580: Course download points being left out - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/580
• 581: Quiz attempt points being added twice - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/581
• 590: Quiz points added twice - from tests - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/590
• 592: Move to Django 1.11.20 on v0.11.0 branch & master - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/592
• 570: Make sure use of COURSE_UPLOAD_DIR always uses os.path.join() - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/570
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OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.10.x
v0.10.1 - Released 23 Nov 2018

Warning: Run pip install -r django-oppia/requirements.txt after upgrading to this version, since new packages
and an updated version of Django is used.
Update calls to the cartodb_update and ip2location functions to use management commands instead
Key updates:
• updated version of Django, to 1.11.11 LTS
• improvements to media uploading
• support for points assigned offline by the app
• code improvements and bug fixes
Issue list:
• 453: Upgrade to Django 1.11.11 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/453
• 443: Check and prevent duplicate trackers being submitted (based on UUID) - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/443
• 452: Check quizresponses for duplicates - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/452
• 442: Option to upload the downloaded tracker files - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/442
• 454: On media upload, error not showing if libav-tools not installed - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/454
• 428: UploadMedia - finding, displaying & downloading media - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/428
• 426: UploadedMedia - show embed code - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/426
• 448: Update customisation documentation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/448
• 427: UploadMedia - process to generate sample images - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/427
• 460: Upload media - display sample images and allow selection of default - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/460
• 467: Add option to highlight if dev server - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/467
• 465: Activity upload - show message if user is not found - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/465
• 445: Add points info from module.xml into db when course uploaded - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/445
• 447: Update tracker API to use points submitted from app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/447
• 470: Add points and events into tracker and quiz attempt xml files - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/470
• 472: sorl-thumbnail is listed as a requirement but not included as a project dependency on setup.py - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/472
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• 474: Broken links on documentation (installation page) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/474
• 478: Search for <media> element can fail when importing course - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/478
• 480: Remove code related to scheduling - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/480
• 481: Remove code related to messaging - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/481
• 459: Clean up utils dir - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/459
• 498: Search users page not functioning. . . - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/498
• 449: Option to export leaderboard data - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/449
• 482: Remove code related to monitoring page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/482
v0.10.0 - Released 1 Feb 2018

Warning: This release requires Django 1.11 LTS. Previous versions were targeted for Django 1.8 LTS, so an
upgrade of your Django will be required when updating to this version of the OppiaMobile server.
• 421: Move to django v1.11.6 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/421
• 415: add defusedxml==0.5.0 as requirement - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/415
• 400: Add docs for updating the theme on the app for custom versions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/400
• 399: Check documentation for creating own version of app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/399
• 377: Course activity on summary overview showing dates into far future - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/377
• 390: Document management commands (purpose & how to run etc) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/390
• 431: Update to use TastyPie v0.14.0 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/431
• 433: Device admin setting error - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/433
• 440: Option for user to export data - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/440
• 439: Option for user to delete their account/data completely - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/439
• 358: Improve layout of ‘unauthorised’ page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/358
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OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.9.x
To see the upcoming feature developments and bug fixes, please refer to the monthly milestones on GitHub
v0.9.12 - Released 22 Jan 2018
• 411: Add new logo - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/411
• 422: Check user course summaries - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/422
• 415: add defusedxml==0.5.0 as requirement - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/415
• 412: Update docs to reflect new question type functionality - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/412
• 410: Update docs for creating a new version/Implementation of Oppia app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/410
• 425: Review and update the upgrade docs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/425
• 437: Redirect “link to open activity in app” to the preview page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/437
v0.9.11 - Released 29 Sept 2017
• 368: Move settings model to top level - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/368
• 406: Update to using django 1.8.17 (more recent version of 1.8 LTS) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/406
• Hotfix to solve problem when there is more than one quiz with the same digest - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/pull/420
v0.9.10 - Released 22 Jun 2017
• 416: temp upload directory not getting deleted correctly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/416
• Replace and scrape thoroughly HTML entities in the course XML
v0.9.9 - Released 7 Apr 2017
• hotfix: multiple quizzes returned - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/pull/408 and https://github.
com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/pull/409
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v0.9.8 - Released 5 Jan 2017
• 349: Management command for cleaning up old data - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/349
• 219: Add better error messaging/reporting when upload fails - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/219
• 22: Add unit tests for BadgesResource - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/22
• 25: Add unit tests for CourseResource - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/25
• 26: Add unit tests for PointsResource - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/26
• 47: Add unit test for checking registration done through web form - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/47
• 359: Add unit tests for permissions - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/359
• 227: Check that the direct course upload via Moodle will reject any files larger than specified for the server http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/227
• 310: Change quiz export method - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/310
• 394: Management command to clean uploads dir - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/394
v0.9.7 - Released 20 Sept 2016
• 370: New points summary is ignoring non-course points - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/370
• 365: Docs add info about permissions for publishing courses and app - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/365
• 367: API course list - show user who published course - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/367
• 310: Change quiz export method - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/310
• 262: On course upload indicate if the digests have changed - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/262
v0.9.6 - Released 26 Jul 2016
• 177: Add previous/next options for courses - now getting to be long list - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/177
• 306: Display course progress graphically - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/306
• 327: On courses list page add option to filter by draft and archived courses - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/327
• 337: On courses list page add option to edit the course - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/337
• 371: Some users having very inflated number of points - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/371
• 372: Add new summary tables to django admin pages - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/372
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• 373: Summary cron - oppia.models.DoesNotExist: Tracker matching query does not exist - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/373
v0.9.5 - Released 8 Jul 2016

Note: This release implements significant performance improvements on the server dashboard and has been achieved
by caching a lot of the data needed to generate the activity graphs and progress. After updating to this version, you will
need to check that a regular cron task is set up to run the oppia/summary/cron.py script. It may take some time (10
mins+) to run the first time if you have a lot of existing data, but after that each time the cron task is run should take
only a few seconds. If the cron task is not set up to run, then you will not see any activity in the dashboard graphs.
• 304: Deprecation warning for Django 1.8 - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/304
• 269: Add display of media/videos to the course and user views - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/269
• 331: Cron task gives error if uploads/temp dir doesn’t exist - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/331
• 323: Performance issues when loading dashboard with a lot of data - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/323
• 243: Dashboard homepage and course pages very slow - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/243
v0.9.4 - Released 2 May 2016
• 289: Add default report for no badges (course completion rates) - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/289
• 273: Refactor UserProfile model - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/273
• 314: After logout, then logging in again the page redirects to logout again - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/314
• 276: Add content development training course to docs - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/276
• 313: Add architecture/workflow to docs - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/313
• 305: Refactor usage of staticfiles - using django 1.8 method - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/305
• 339: Quiz matching query does not exist - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/339
• 303: Add option to reorder the columns in the tables - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/303
• 284: Facility to export list of users for loading into the app - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/284
• 207: Fix issue where activities may not have descriptions entered - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/207
• 280: Improved error checking for video embed helper - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/280
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• 286: Implement the server side part of device admin API into the core - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/286
• 284: Facility to export list of users for loading into the app - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/284
• 300: Improve interface for managing cohorts - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/300
• 302: Add option to search for users to get their activity - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/302
Note: Make sure that django.contrib.staticfiles is included in your INSTALLED_APPS setting (for issue #305 above)

v0.9.3 - Released 22 Feb 2016
• 287: Separate out the local_settings for dev, staging and live - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/287
• 290: Add local settings option for the course badges criteria - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/290
• 270: Add documentation about the Device Admin API - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/270
• 283: Error in video embed helper (list index out of range) - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/283
• 294: Add logging of dashboard access - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/294
• 298: Allow searching for courses in Django Admin - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/298
• 299: ‘Add cohort’ button styling - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/299
• 288: Allow downloading of raw data from the summary overview page - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/288
• 274: Fix issue with date picker not displaying the date - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/274
• HOTFIX (1 Mar 2016): 316: One user has 124 badges - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/316
v0.9.2 - Released 10 Dec 2015
• 271: Add documentation for the training plans - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/
271
• 277: Add page in the server to allow easier generation of video embed code - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/277
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v0.9.1 - Released 23 Oct 2015
• 265: Write docs on points and badging - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/265
• 267: Updating for Django 1.8 - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/267
• 266: Update home page (not logged in) and about page - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/266
v0.9.0 - Released 11 Oct 2015
• 250: Add docs about groups and permissions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/
250
• 255: Don’t show upload option in main menu if no permissions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/255
• 254: Update and redesign the user activity page on the dashboard - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/254
• 260: RelatedObjectDoesNotExist error if user has no profile record - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/260
• 261: Add link to django admin in menu (for superusers) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/261
• 264: Allow editing of profiles by staff users - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/264
• 239: Check why getting a lot of duplicate tracker items in the table - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/239
• 208: On user page show graph of activity - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/208
• 253: Review permissions on dashboard to make sure they’re sensible - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/253
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.8.x
v0.8.0 - released 15 Sept 2015
• 237: Update tests and test data now that cohorts have been restructured - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/237
• 244: How to suppress the UnreadablePostError emails - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/244
• 238: In Cohorts allow showing full leaderboard - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/
238
• 245: Add option to retreive the course progress only - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/245
• 252: Cohorts - UI to add courses to a cohort - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/252
• 251: Date/time field on cohort form - use datepicker - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
issue/251
• 248: Add option to download the course file directly from the course listing page - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/248
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• 249: Add option to bulk upload students - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/249
• 222: Add better titles for pages - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/222
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.7.x
v0.7.5 - released 3 Jun 2015
• 241: Quizzes on course page are just showing ‘quiz’ as title - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/241
• 242: Show better activity titles in points table - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/
242
v0.7.4 - released 31 May 2015
• 232: Check that users, quizzes, courses etc can be deleted without removing the points etc - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/232
• 231: Increase course shortname length - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/231
• 235: Update google graphs to cope with larger numbers on y axis - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/issue/235
• 226: Deprecation warning for Django 1.8 - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/226
• 236: Add information on providing multilingual content - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/236
v0.7.3 - released 15 May 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/224 - view for cohort activity
• 230: Prevent staff users getting points even for quiz attempts - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/issue/230
v0.7.2 - released 29 Mar 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/220 - update course list display
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/193 - move to Django 1.7
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/223 - Cohort can now be linked to multiple courses
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v0.7.1 - released 18 Feb 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/170 - publishing directly via API
v0.7.0 - released 11 Feb 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/213 - reset password using email address
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/issue/117 - add support for
Moodle url activities
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/141 - remove course download model
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/129 - visualisation menu update
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/issue/215 - add course manager model
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.6.x
v0.6.0 - released 22 Dec 2014
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/211 - save phone no on register via API
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/212 - Fix quiz titles
OppiaMobile Server Change Log for v0.5.x
v0.5.3 - released: 20 Dec 2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/206 - Don’t show lat/lng of 0/0
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/142 - update efficiency of updating cartodb
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/87 - change upload course process
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/194 - script to set up environment
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/210 - return point by course
v0.5.2 - released: 26 Oct 2014
• Start https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/112 - Show preview of courses via mobile web enabled pages
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/190 - Store extra activity data on upload
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/192 - Course.owner invalid attibute
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/195 - show activity for particular user
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/148 - Use alternative (free) service for IP to location
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v0.5.1 - released: 30 Sept 2014
• Enable multi-lang feeback and quiz activities
Change Log for v0.4.x
v0.4.4 - released: 18-Aug-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/179 - Filter courses by tag
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/178 - Visualisations to cover last year only
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/180 - Visualisations - allow selection of start date
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/96 - Course activity - allow selection of start/end
dates
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/147 - Update docs for Virtual Machine
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/183 - Graph loading image
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/182 - Allow selection of date range and interval on
graphs
v0.4.3 - released: 18-Jul-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/175 - Error in signals.py
v0.4.2 - released: 2-Jul-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/174 - Error in course API call
v0.4.1 - released: 27-May-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/150 - add optional job title and organisation to profile
• Reset password facility https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/168
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/173
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/171
v0.4.0 - released: 1-Apr-2014
• Moved to using BootStrap for design
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/119 - using gravatars now optional
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Change Log for v0.3.x
v0.3.0 - released: 30 Mar 2014
• Moved to beta development status
• Updated oppia-schema.xsd
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/131 - update for for visualizations
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/130 - updated docs for new util files
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/10 - fix icon url in awards API
Change Log for v0.2.x
v0.2.15 - 21-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/138 - add login/register/download to tracker
v0.2.14 - 20-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/133 - add visualizations page
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/137 - add lang to tracker model
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/136 - update visualization to include langs
v0.2.12/13 - 18-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/134 - add country full name
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/135 - exclude staff hits
v0.2.10/11 - 17-Mar-2014
• Fix for urllib/urllib2
v0.2.8/9 - 17-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/127 - add IP location cache table
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/125 - add optional data to media model
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/113 - not removing old course versions
• added util to update the carto db map
• added util to tidy up course upload dir
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v0.2.7 - 14-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/121 - error in Excel export
• Add https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/123 - updates to tag model
v0.2.6 - 8-Mar-2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/90 - split points/badges
• Fix issue with badges API
• Limit number of records returned with points API
v0.2.5 - 4-Mar-2014
• New required library - django-taglib
• Added ip2location.py utility script
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/83 - adding profile gravatar
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/105 - option to export activity logs to csv/xls
v0.2.1
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/100 - ensure full list of tags/courses returned
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/111 - don’t assign badges for creating quizzes
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/114 - use UUID for trackers
v0.2.0
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/110 - quizprops post api
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/106 - cache activity/seciton title in tracker table
Change Log for v0.1.x
v0.1.40
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/109 - error uploading courses
• Update documentation for AWS machine image
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v0.1.39
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/103
• Use updated versions of Django, TastyPie and South
v0.1.38
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/98 - use XSD for validating uploaded packages
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/91 - don’t return full quiz object
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/89 - exclude description questions from display
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/57 - order quizzes by section/activity
v0.1.37
• Fix:
https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/76
graphs/leaderboard/activity detail

-

fix

mismatch

between

• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/84 - new local settings
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/85 - add resources to activity graph
v0.1.35
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/77 - return is_draft with course resources
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/60 - fix Tag API so only returns course relevant for
user
v0.1.34
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/72 - Tracker API error when more than one media
with same digest
v0.1.33
• Really fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/68 - add fixtures to PyPi package
v0.1.32
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/71 - adding tracker data
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/68 - add fixtures to PyPi package
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v0.1.31
• Upgrade to use more recent version of TastyPie (0.9.16)
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/67
v0.1.30
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/49
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/63
v0.1.29
• Handle adding baseline quizzes/activities: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/56
v0.1.28
• Bug fix returning metadata in Tracker API
v0.1.26
• New local setting to allow only staff status to upload courses: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/40
• Points for watching media now determined by how many mins of the video has been watched: https://github.
com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/6
• New local setting to allow only points to be turned on/off on the server: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
django-oppia/issues/50
• New local settings to determine which metadata should be collected from the phone: https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/55
v0.1.23
• Fix cohort editing form: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/54
• In cohort admin page show participants in inline tabular form
v0.1.22
• Show recent activity as a graph rather than just numbers for today and last week
• Begin to add teacher monitoring pages
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v0.1.21
• Add option to turn self registration on or off: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/2
• Add option for added Google Analytics: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/1
v0.1.20
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/46
v0.1.19
• Added script for scanning dir of video files to create the tags: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/
issues/44
• Also added auto creation of images for video files: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/45
v0.1.18
• Fix awarding points with badges: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/41
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/13
• Add version number to footer
• Add views for quiz results
v0.1.17
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/18
• Added unit tests for QuizAttempt https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/39
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/42
v0.1.16
• Add default badges data
• Fix error in running cron script and awarding badges
v0.1.15
• Begun to add unit tests
• More info on courses page about current activity
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v0.1.14
• Fix: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/19
v0.1.13
• Add a max upload file size (https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/8) - this prevents users uploading large course files which may make it difficult for end users to download on slow connections
• Updated mobile scorecard page
• Added extra info on Django admin pages (https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/14)
v0.1.12
• Initial release (all previous versions were for alpha testing)
OppiaMobile Client App (Android)
OppiaMobile Android App Change Log v7.x
v106 (7.4.1) - not yet released
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1348 Add tests for grade boundaries functionallity
• OPPIA-1349 Integrate Gradle Managed Devices
v105 (7.4.0) - released 30 Nov 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-764 Provide in-app option to select interface language
• OPPIA-1318 Invalidate activity icon image cache on course install
• OPPIA-1339 Fix for feedback password protection when there is a label as the first item in the feedback
• OPPIA-1305 Update gradle and other library updates
• OPPIA-1289 Cumulative Display for Feedback Activity
v104 (7.3.14) - released 31 Oct 2022

Note: If you are using Splunk Mint for the opt-in analytics, you must now move to Count.ly (or no opt-in analytics),
Splunk Mint is no longer active, and no crash/analytics will be recorded by their systems anyway.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1309 Remove Splunk Mint library option for analytics (Project entered End of Life)
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• OPPIA-1090 Remove or replace usage of e.printStackTrace
• OPPIA-1281 Lock feedback activity with password
• OPPIA-1127 Reorganise test file structure
• OPPIA-1104 Option to auto-download user course activity on login, when connection is available
• OPPIA-1225 Fix unsafe zipping pattern
v103 (7.3.13) - released 30 Sept 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1093 Update Gradle and remove deprecation warnings for Gradle 8
• OPPIA-762 In feedback activity allow just a single attempt
• OPPIA-1256 Better error message if disk is full when installing course
v102 (7.3.12) - Fix release 10 Sept 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1280 Error logging in / downloading courses - cohorts field not returned from older server versions
v102 (7.3.12) - released 31 Aug 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1217 Update OPPIA_SERVER_DOMAIN property in oppia-default.properties file
• OPPIA-1263 Change flush course cache to be flush app cache
• OPPIA-1193 Update for theme colour consistency
v101 (7.3.11) - released 27 Jul 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1259 Fix crash in tablet layouts with the new status badge
• OPPIA-1121 Enhance cohort capability to make a specific course accessible to only certain user group
v100 (7.3.10) - released 28 Jun 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1214 Update gradle to 7.2.0 and check for other library updates
• OPPIA-1134 Add Java 8 api compatibility
• OPPIA-1196 Remove logging of some UserNotFoundExceptions to analytics logs
• OPPIA-832 Save response from inline input
• OPPIA-1243 Issue with videos not playing
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• OPPIA-1244 Fix for draft course not appearing in app
• OPPIA-1223 Course category shows in the count badge only the number of live courses
• Add API matrix for Github actions
• OPPIA-1195 Update feedback skip logic
v99 (7.3.9) - released 1 Jun 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1165 Simplify how course status is represented
• OPPIA-1173 Add icons in app for the course status
• OPPIA-1202 Fix issue with multi-lang section titles
• OPPIA-1209 Same language listed twice
• OPPIA-1206 Changing language in specific activity takes users back to first activity in the topic
• OPPIA-1212 Download tracker duplicated
• OPPIA-1166 Media missing event being tracked incorrectly
• OPPIA-1206 Changing language in specific activity takes users back to first activity in the topic
• OPPIA-1210 Retain position in quiz/feedback when changing language halfway through
v98 (7.3.8) - Released 3 May 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1143 Update DbHelper method unlockedsectionsCount
• OPPIA-1084 Show Feedback progress text in not required questions
• OPPIA-988 Add helper text on Username / Password registration fields
• OPPIA-1089 Replace Random with SecureRandom
• OPPIA-995 The compulsory field asterix is sometimes red, sometimes green (should always be red)
• OPPIA-1072 Update for new course status (new_download_only)
• OPPIA-1189 Lock topics password height cut off / text update
• OPPIA-1192 Fix for skip logic branching
v97 (7.3.7) - Released 31 Mar 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1031 Update Gradle and build libraries
• OPPIA-865 Add skip logic for feedback activities
• OPPIA-1045 Remove commented code
• OPPIA-1042 Replace string literals
• OPPIA-952 Add message on app homepage if connected to staging server
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• OPPIA-1044 Thread.sleep should not be used, replaced with awaitility library
• OPPIA-1086 Download media doesn’t show select all option
• OPPIA-1129 Skip toast message tests for API Level 30+
• OPPIA-1037 Update test for build config options
v96 (7.3.6) - released 2 Mar 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-975 Refine error logging
• OPPIA-993 Registration disruption results in starting again
• OPPIA-1021 Create property for displaying REGISTER button
• OPPIA-1007 Fix issue with download course media activity crashing if many media
• OPPIA-938/956 Lock topics with password
• OPPIA-1057 Submit quiz attempts in activitylog screen
• OPPIA-1010 Tests for password locking
v95 (7.3.5) - released 27 Jan 2022
Issue list:
• OPPIA-845 Download media via cell network settings
• OPPIA-936 Update the app course list cache as soon as the user goes to download courses
• OPPIA-742 Add option to flush cached courses listing
• OPPIA-900 Add option to prevent display of right/wrong answers at end of quiz
• OPPIA-819 Required registration fields can get hidden by the keyboard
• OPPIA-1019 Video files showing as to download when they have been removed from the course
• OPPIA-916 Check tests which depend on some elements visibility
• OPPIA-953 Reliable running of app automated tests
• OPPIA-662 SonarCloud analysis - get working again
7.3.4b (v94) - released 29 Dec 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-878 Quizzes - for partially correct answers show orange “!”
• OPPIA-492 Refactor deprecated class ActivityTestRule
• OPPIA-917 Review BuildChecksOppiaCore
• OPPIA-902 Restrict access to quizzes with password
• OPPIA-896 Advanced option to download all data from phone
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7.3.4a (v93) - released 14 Dec 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-950 Tracker stats not getting updated after submitting to server
v92 (7.3.3) - Released 27 Nov 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-778 Change text size in course
• OPPIA-849 Continuing to next section on quiz completion
• OPPIA-851 Quiz scores not matching
• OPPIA-830 Some quiz responses get marked as incorrect, when they contain UTF8 encoded characters
• OPPIA-850 Incorrect layout of some quiz attempts
• OPPIA-891 Fix max number of attempts
• OPPIA-841 Add properties option to be able to turn off gamification notifications by default
• OPPIA-817 Prevent users from editing the notification settings (Build setting)
• OPPIA-801 Send back the course version in trackers
• OPIIA-899 Mismatch on version number display
v91 (7.3.2) - Released 29 Oct 2021

Note: if the default course reminder options are changed in the custom.properties, a Build > Clean might need to be
done in Android Studio as for some reason, these can get cached by the gradle build.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-797 Gradle upgrade from 4.x to 7.0.3
• OPPIA-715 Add option to edit password and/or full profile
• OPPIA-822 Complete Indicator not working for quiz when threshold is 0
• OPPIA-763 Allow HTML layout in quiz/feedback questions and responses and quiz feedback
• OPPIA-812 Protect settings security section with admin password
• OPPIA-783 Allow adding topic icons/images
• OPPIA-781 Course reminder notifications, allow daily and setting defaults in the app properties file
• OPPIA-813 Video completion not working as expected
• OPPIA-226 Github actions fixes and improvements
• OPPIA-848 Build/config property for allowing delete account
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v90 (7.3.1) - Released 28 Sept 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-733 Failing tests for androidTestFiles.UI.AdminProtectedUITest
• OPPIA-732 Failing test : androidTestFiles.FetchServerInfoTest > fetchServerInfo_noConnection
• OPPIA-685 Tablet layout - Settings (on oppia-666-initial-tablet-layout branch)
• OPPIA-688 Tablet layout - Course index (on oppia-666-initial-tablet-layout branch)
• OPPIA-728 Check the changes to file storage access/permissions in Android 11
• OPPIA-756 Add option to retake quiz from Scorecard > Quizzes
• OPPIA-774 Improve theming for dark background colour
• OPPIA-777 Hide language change option if there is only one language
• OPPIA-726 Refactor to use android:paddingStart instead of paddingLeft etc
• OPPIA-786 Additional configuration
TION_MEDIA_SHOULD_REACH_END)

option

for

video

completion

criteria

(GAMIFICA-

• OPPIA-785 Allow page read time criteria to be configurable
v89 (7.3.0) - Released 15 Jul 2021

Note: There are changes in the theme and styling in this release, if you have a custom theme for your app, then you
should review it carefully after merging this release in.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-725 Images and styles don’t display in course content on Android 11
• OPPIA-676 Improve changing the theme colours/icon
• OPPIA-722 Retake quiz option not working
• OPPIA-723 Course quiz attempts screen not getting populated
• OPPIA-731 Add option to admin restrict changing server or accessing advanced settings
v88 (7.2.2) - released 22 Jun 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-647 Remove jCenter() from build.gradle (is deprecated)
• OPPIA-643 Implement course completion criteria in app
• OPPIA-592 Finalize refactorizing Payload objects
• OPPIA-651 Speed up retrieval of the leaderboard
• OPPIA-644 Set up course reminder notifications
• OPPIA-645 Allow users to set day/time of course reminder notifications
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v87 (7.2.1) - released 24 May 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-604 NullPointerException on TagSelectActivity
• OPPIA-616 Improve “reset password” and “remember username” end flow
• OPPIA-626 Crash after login/logout if crash reporting is not enabled
• OPPIA-614 User ViewBinding instead of findViewById
• OPPIA-636 Check if online, for download data and delete account
• OPPIA-620 Add option for no bug tracking/analytics
• OPPIA-597 Fix issue with Ethiopian alphabet used in username (and other non-latin scripts)
• OPPIA-612 Move analytics preferences to after registration and on per user basis
• OPPIA-623 Option to download certificates from within the app
• OPPIA-657 Fix issue with tablet layout
v86 (7.2.0) - released 30 Apr 2021

Note: For this version of the app, you will need to be running server v0.12.16 or above for the password reset, username
reminder, account deletion and data download features to work correctly.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-584 Improved password reset process
• OPPIA-577 Create local app setting to determine when course updates were last checked
• OPPIA-578 Turn off nagging course update notifications
• OPPIA-603 Turn off couple of handled exception email reports
• Fix UserNotFound expection when user not logged in
• OPPIA-560 Add a privacy section to the app drawer menu
• OPPIA-561 Add opt in/out for the bug tracking and external analytics
• OPPIA-565 Allow users to delete their account from within the app
• OPPIA-579 Show notification when a new course is published
• OPPIA-580 Course deletion information
• OPPIA-581 Course update notification
• OPPIA-588 Create abstract class for bug reporting system
• OPPIA-585 Option to get reminder of username
• OPPIA-238 Quiz tests for matching questions
• OPPIA-593 Server change when logged in does not require admin pswd any more
• OPPIA-613 User APIkey after server change doesn’t get invalidated
• OPPIA-562 Add option to download your data, from the app
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v85 (7.1.9) - Released 1 Apr 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-548 On changing server setting, user is logged out
• OPPIA-141 Matching questions - text not wrapping
• OPPIA-549 Remove metadata that requires the read phone state permission
• OPPIA-90 TransactionTooLargeException when performing search with large result set
• OPPIA-570 Clicking on scorecard from home page may crash app
• OPPIA-107 Refactoring of AsyncTask
v84 (7.1.8) - released 1 Mar 2021
Issue list:
• OPPIA-494 Clean AndroidStudio project structure view
• OPPIA-519 Points/gamification not disabled
• OPPIA-518 Cached login data not tied to the specific server
• OPPIA-506 Inform users of quiz pass threshold
• OPPIA-453 Allow feedback questions to be optional
• OPPIA-526 Improve display of points in Points overview
• OPPIA-509 Logout text changed
• OPPIA-505 Display badge awarding criteria
• OPPIA-217 Add notification for course install failure on bluetooth transfer
• OPPIA-500 Quiz attempts for pre-tests are counted different in different places
• OPPIA-525 Quiz attempts discrepancy
• OPPIA-531 Spaces in media filename mean that the video cannot be downloaded
• OPPIA-554 Not saving email address
• OPPIA-530 Files resource naming can cause the app to fail to download a course
v83 (7.1.7) - Released 22 Dec 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-482 P2P transfer of larger courses doesn’t complete
• OPPIA-483 Update SonarCloud to run on java 11
• OPPIA-498 Make + sign clickable
• OPPIA-499 Proper wording of activities in Points activity list
• OPPIA-464 Update gradle and libraries
• OPPIA-477 Better notifications when there had been errors downloading media files
• OPPIA-466 Solve storage location issues
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• OPPIA-251 Quiz - add tests for baseline quizzes
• OPPIA-253 Quiz add tests for max no attempts
• OPPIA-501 Deleting courses doesn’t delete media files
v82 (7.1.6) - Released 27 Nov 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-436 Add/create sql test data for testing the app with
• OPPIA-106 Refactor “widget” classes
• OPPIA-219 In FileUtils use try-with-resources
• OPPIA-463 OnUpButton pressed - go back to app homepage
• OPPIA-456 Add the stepped registration form to the core Oppia
• OPPIA-465 On the edit profile page, the email is required, even though the registration form defines it as optional
• OPPIA-452 On course index page show if there is missing media and option to download all
v81 (7.1.5) - Released 2 Nov 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-441 Remove option to download via PC
• OPPIA-257 DbListener redundant
• OPPIA-409 Error when doing release build
• OPPIA-421 Enable making password visible
• OPPIA-448 Drag and Drop quiz questions no longer work, so removed
• OPPIA-445 Update gradle libraries to most recent one
• OPPIA-416 Weblink/intent - allow using wildcards
• OPPIA-435 Add tests for CourseActivity class
• OPPIA-428 Possibility to login/register when opening the app via Intent/Link
• OPPIA-235 Complete BadgesUITest
• Additional automated tests
v80 (7.1.4) - Released - 30 Sept 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-415 Version number checking fails when version name has alphanumeric suffix
• OPPIA-387 Weblink/Intent for opening/downloading a specific course
• OPPIA-234 AboutUI tests
• OPPIA-393 Add tests for no courses installed notification
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v79 (7.1.3) - Released 26 Aug 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-322 Update the badges screen in the app
• OPPIA-323 Add a select and download all option to course downloading
• OPPIA-388 Allow the stepper registration form to be defined in the custom fields json
v78 (7.1.2) - released 31 July 2020
Issue list:
• OPPIA-250 Fix code smells as result of updating min SDK version to 21 and other updates
• Bugfix for Android Intent
• OPPIA-350 Add app tests for the Feedback activity
• OPPIA-112 When quiz loading fails then give a proper error message
• OPPIA-348 Add tests for the new options of the custom fields
v77 (7.1.1) - released 1 July 2020
Key updates:
• Improved options for custom registration fields
• Bug fixes
• Minimum Android supported is v5+
Issue list:
• OPPIA-282: Replace API endpoint with v2
• OPPIA-329: Use vector drawable for options menu icon
• OPPIA-330: Fix design of TagSelectActivity when empty
• OPPIA-332 Unable to install a course that has large embedded files
• OPPIA-290 Fix feedback activity
• OPPIA-345 Update Spanish translations
• OPPIA-184 Improve how custom registration form fields can be specified
• OPPIA-370 Min SDK set to 21
• OPPIA-354 On the custom fields, if a choices collection is changed, it doesn’t get updated in the app
• OPPIA-355 Only ask for the location access if a user tries to use the bluetooth option
• OPPIA-293 Save the time taken and the event type for feedback activities
• OPPIA-333 Issue with TTS not stopping when moving to another activity
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v76 (7.1.0) - released 4 May 2020
Key updates:
• Minimum Android supported is v6+ (Marshmallow)
• Improvements for colour/theme customisation
Issue list:
• OPPIA-248 Update the minSDKversion
• OPPIA-178 Initial fixes for feedback activity support
• OPPIA-311 TTS stops if screen is not flagged to stay on
• OPPIA-312 Update theming so more flexible to restyle
• OPPIA-299 Customising the app icon - use App.APP_LOGO
• OPPIA-327 Bluetooth menu icons don’t appear on some branding - use vector icons instead
v75 (7.0.5) - released 18 Mar 2020
Key updates:
• Revised settings screen layout
• SonarCloud coverage integration
• Increased test coverage, and many SonarCloud recommendations fixed
• Option to edit profile when online
Issue list:
• OPPIA-87 Rename layout “row” files for readability
• OPPIA-210 Decouple API endpoint in login screen
• OPPIA-213 Delete Admin remote control code
• OPPIA-211 Remove unused files and resources
• OPPIA-92 Github actions/workflows - add expected fail for tests that need internet connection
• OPPIA-208 Create test for installing course after backup course file has been created
• OPPIA-119 Initial Room migration for database
• OPPIA-123 Re-organise settings screen
• OPPIA-220 Change Register Toolbar size
• OPPIA-231 Fix vulnerability in HTTPClient Utils
• OPPIA-233 Rename ViewHolder classes that extend RecyclerView.ViewHolder
• OPPIA-109 SonarQube & Testing: Disable XML external entity (XXE) processing
• OPPIA-95 Add option for user to edit their profile - online only
• OPPIA-261 Replace deprecated PreferenceManager
• OPPIA-188 Saving time taken for each quiz attempt
• HOTFIX OPPIA-228 Errors when building normalRelease variant
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v74 (7.0.4) - Released 4 Feb 2020
Key updates:
• Showing full detail of previous quiz attempts
• Improved Bluetooth sync interface
Issue list:
• 968:
Update course scorecard to display quizzes as list - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/968
• 958: Default icon not showing with new interface - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/958
• 973: Several AdminProtection tests fail and hangs rest of test suite - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/973
• 969: From course scorecard, allow drilling down to specific quiz attempts - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/969
• 970: From global scorecard, show list of quizzes recently attempted, plus full detail - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/970
• 982:
App crashing when using back icon in course page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/982
• 965: Fragment not attached error when checking endpoint in settings screen - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/965
• 978: Bluetooth transfer - archive rather than delete activity logs that have been transferred - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/978
• 976: Bluetooth transfer - clarify the user messages - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/976
• 975: Bluetooth transfer - combine the transfer and activity tabs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/975
• 979:
Bluetooth transfer - larger
oppia-mobile-android/issues/979

icons

for

activity

logs

-

https://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• OPPIA-183 Better labels for activity logs on bluetooth transfer/sync screen
v73 (7.0.3) - Released 20 Dec 2019
Key updates:
• Interface updates
• Additional tests
• Code refactoring
Issue list:
• 931: Check text colour on some interface elements - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/931
• 930: Add admin setting option to prevent changing of the server address - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/930
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• 937: Scorecard activity graph - show “all activities” only by default - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/937
• 948: Test Services.TrackerWorkerTest hangs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
948
• 907: TrackerService generates error messages when no-one logged in - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/907
• 950: On points list display make the scrolling for the whole page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/950
• 856: Change (or remove) the publisher info on course download page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/856
• 812: Replace ListView+ArrayAdapters with RecyclerView+RecyclerView.Adapters - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/812
• 936: Collapse all option on course index page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
936
• 962: Fix all tests related with RecyclerView refactor - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/962
• 939: Test for ensuring question is answered before moving to the next - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/939
• 932: Add tests for the different options when admin password is set - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/932
v72 (7.0.2) - Released 28 Nov 2019
Key updates:
• UI fixes/updates
• Review and updates for tracker data recording
• Additional automated tests
Issue list:
• 901: Course layout issue when switching between landscape and portrait - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/901
• 918: Tracker meta-data not always being recorded - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/918
• 919: Fix “Unselect all” button visibility - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/919
• 860: Review Google Messaging GCM - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/860
• 917: Search tracker recording blank searches - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
917
• 886: ListPreference requires an entries array and an entryValues array - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/886
• 913: Offline registration - create tests to check it’s not case sensitive - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/913
• 922: Quiz attempts being recorded multiple times in the tracker log - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/922
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• 904: Update activity log export for media/quiz - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/904
• 895: Allow exported activity logs to be directly uploaded to the server - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/895
• 915: Tracker logs - confirm that completing page activities is working correctly - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/915
• 929: Test failure - showsWelcomeActivityOnLogoutClickYes( UI.MainActivityUITest) - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/929
• 918: Tracker meta-data not always being recorded - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/918
• 940: Add specific test for implementation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/940
v71 (7.0.1) - beta version
Key updates:
• Updated user interface
Issue list:
• 880: Update the tests for the new UI - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/880
• 779:
SonarQube - fix input/output stream closure issues - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/779
• 773: Check that all the current tests run properly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/773
• 889: Default view in Course List to expand and show all activities, with option to collapse - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/889
• 896: Add new user preferences to save in DB - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
896
• 890:
Default course description = false in settings menu - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/890
• 879: UI minor updates - after review - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/879
• 893:
Improve UI to make Bluetooth buttons more clear - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/893
• 892: Bluetooth - Automatically export activities when you open the sync menu - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/892
• 844: Add some test for new code and fix absolete ones (points animation, activities and points screen) - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/844
• 908: Improve points views explanations in the docs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/i908
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v70 (7.0.0) - alpha version only
Key updates:
• Updated user interface
Issue list:
• 866: Implement updated course activity page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
866
• 862: Implement redesigned home page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/862
• 867: Review and check the new theme on all screens - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/867
• 864: Implement new drawer menu - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/864
• 863: Implement bottom menu bar - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/863
• 865: Implement new course index page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/865
• 885:
Check gamification notifications working on new UI - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/885
• 884: Bluetooth sync - make list of devices scrollable - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/884
• 871: Tablet homepage design - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/871
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Android App Change Log v6.x
v69 (6.9.0) - Released 17 Sept 2019
Key updates:
• Android X migration
• Bug fixes
Issue list:
• 858: AndroidX migration - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/858
• 854: “java.lang.RuntimeException: Unable to start receiver” error message - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/854
• 853: Points don’t get restored when logging in on new install - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/853
• 859: Update NotificationCompat to adapt it to newer versions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/859
• 857: Add in extra debug/logging info for the bluetooth transfer - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/857
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v68 (6.8.0) - Released 25 Jun 2019
Key updates:
• New points and activity graphs (part of the scorecard)
• Gradle version updates
• Various bug fixes (see below)
Issue list:
• 804: Update acknowledgements page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/804
• Bluetooth Hotfix
• 802: Control when an offline-registered user gets internet access - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/802
• 806: Update links to digital-campus/oppiamobile - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/806
• 807: Update links to community site - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/807
• 602: Numerical input type questions shows JSON text on feedback content - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/602
• 767: Pre-test pop up still appears after pre-test has been completed - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/767
• 805: Possible bug: android.os.FileUriExposedException: file exposed beyond app through Intent.getData() https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/805
• 824:
com.github.fabioCollini:DaggerMock:0.6.2
in
https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/824

the

app

gradle

file

-

• 828: Points activity graph - display points in reverse chronological order - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/828
• 829: Points activity graph page - not showing description correctly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/829
• 830: Points activity graph - dates and times of points look unusual - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/830
• 832: Points activity graph - Showing points from all courses when in course scorecard view - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/832
• 752: Animate custom notifications - visualize points being awarded - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/752
• 818: Update points display page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/818
• 797: Full width tab when there is only one activity - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/797
• 800: Split preferences XML - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/800
• 171: When changing server setting, check that it’s a valid OppiaMobile server it’s pointing to - https://github.
com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/171
• 731: App awards points for course download when the download fails - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/731
• 837: Points graph shading - add theme colour - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
837
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• 838: Activity graph y-axis labels - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/838
• 817: Add activity graph screen/tab - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/817
• 846: Activity graph - numbers on the y-axis don’t seem to automatically adjust/space - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/846
• 845: Extend time that gamification bar is shown - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/845
• 842: Loading quizzes - No value for randomselect - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/842
• 611: Interface for customising the points for activities - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
611
• 618: Add option to edit the media gamification points - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/issues/
618
• 750: Parse course XML for custom media completion threshold criteria - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/750
Issues fixed in previous version/s - but recently updated on Github issue lists:
• 708: Course & Activity getTitle - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/708
• 679: Update and solve dependencies for Gradle v3.+ - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/679
• 524: Launch activity from an SMS message - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
524
• 252: In quizzes how to shuffle the response options - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/252
• 813: v6.8.0 does not send data to the server - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
813
• 814: Reconnecting Devices over Bluetooth - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
814
v67 (6.7.0) - Released 28 Mar 2019
Key updates:
• Fixes for video views
• Update gradle version
Issue list:
• 774: Update to use most recent version of Gradle - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/774
• 643: Issue with new Gradle version - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/643
• 777: SonarQube - Use a logger to log this exception - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/777
• 778:
SonarQube - Remove
oppia-mobile-android/issues/778

unnecessary

type

castings

-

https://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• 787: Points screen make app crash - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/787
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• 790: When course parsing fails, the course folder is not removed - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/790
• 781: Fix issue with video views not being tracked - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/781
v66 (6.6.0) - Released 5 Jan 2019
Key updates:
• Fixes for bluetooth transfer
• Offline registration
• Improved gamification for media playback
Issue list:
• 755: Offline registration - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/755
• 759: Keyboard overlays the registration form fields - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/759
• 738: App crash in Activity view after second screen rotation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/738
• 739: Pushing back button on sync activity should disconnect devices - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/739
• 743: Don’t show media files in the sync activity - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/743
• 744: Prevent device from going asleep during course transfer - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/744
• 740: Final actions on media playback - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/740
• 741: Only award points for media playback once - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/741
• 745: Show progress of transfers as a whole, not individually - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/745
• 754: New register screen - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/754
• 757: Include offline registration data in activity logs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/757
• 749: Define using build config the default gamification event to use for media playback - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/749
• 748: Create new gamification event based in media viewing threshold - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/748
• 742: Automatically install courses if there are no more transfers in queue - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/742
• 735:
Points notification for media playback not showing - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/735
• 756: Offline registration upload - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/756
• 770: Update manifest (application section) to allow clear text traffic - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/770
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• 763: Embedded course resources are never found by the app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/763
v65 (6.5.0) - Released 24 Nov 2018
Key updates:
• Option to send/receive course and media files between devices using bluetooth
• Gamification working offline in the app
• Code improvements and bug fixes
Issue list:
• 650: Admin password can be disabled without the admin password - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/650
• 651: Add option in custom.properties to preset the admin password - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/651
• 655: Option to export all the unsubmitted tracker table information - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/655
• 656: Protect tracker export by the admin password - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/656
• 657: Allow sharing of the exported tracker files - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/657
• 654: Add option in main menu for ‘synchronise’ - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/654
• 658: After install save the original course zip file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/658
• 659: Synch menu - add option to show all the courses installed - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/659
• 660: Synch menu - add option to show all the media installed - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/660
• 661: In synch menu add option to ‘receive’ file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/661
• 678: Configure with build properties if the synchronization functionalities are enabled - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/678
• 682: Media/Video trackers not getting saved - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
682
• 663: Add course props table in db and extra fields in activity/media for storing points - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/663
• 664: Add points awarded and event field to the tracker table - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/664
• 696:
Add points and event info to the activity download - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/696
• 695: Check points and events are read from tracker & quizattempt xml files - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/695
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• 652: Extend admin password to cover all settings - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/652
• 665: Move the points awarded for registration & course download into the app - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/665
• 676: Combine the synch Export and Activity tabs - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/676
• 686: Solve Sync activity rotation issues - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/686
• 688: Refresh media scan after course transfers - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/688
• 689: Don’t save activity data on course backup - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/689
• 690: Reconnect/Disconnect devices - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/690
• 666: Use the offline points and events specified and add to the tracker info - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/666
• 667: Send the points back with the tracker info - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/667
• 668: Points displayed in the app should reflect those created internally by the app - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/668
• 698: Check not doubling up on QuizAttempt and Tracker points - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/698
• 694: Change PointsFragment & PointsListAdapter to use local points - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/694
• 701: Course reset not functioning anymore - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
701
• 705: Video player freezes when screen goes into sleep mode - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/705
• 715: On update activity getting user not found error - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/715
• 687: Better detection of Bluetooth connection loss - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/687
• 691: Better bluetooth device pairing - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/691
• 719: Remove code related to monitoring page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
719
• 669: Notification of points to user - how to highlight in real time - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/669
• 670: Option to import leaderboard - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/670
• 671:
Add tables in app db for storing leaderboard data - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/671
• 672: Develop designs for how the leaderboard may be displayed in the app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/672
• 700:
Allow custom offline
oppia-mobile-android/issues/700

points
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v64 (6.4.0) - Released 25 Jan 2018
• 636: Add message when course cannot load due to parsing errors - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/636
• 622: Add option to turn off notifications (eg new courses etc) - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/622
• Improve app customisation process - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/pull/640
• 611: NumberFormatException when connection/response timeout values are very large - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/611
• 613: Check that the download via PC is gives the correct location for copying the files to - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/613
• 617: Add lang pack for Arabic - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/617
• 648: Reduce no clicks through to content when launching from other app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/648
• 646: Trim server url before it’s checked to be a well formed url - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/646
• 644: Update acknowledgements page - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/644
• 645: When retaking a quiz the icon for playing media appears for all questions - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/645
• UI improvements - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/pull/649 and https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/pull/653
v63 (6.3.0) - Released 14 Jun 2017
• 616: Display drag and drop questions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/616
• 626: Add new logo - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/626
• 599: Full-Screen Images - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/599
• 630: Update info for BIND_DEVICE_ADMIN - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/630
v62 (6.2.0) - Released 28 Feb 2017
• 600: Feedback field disappears on Quiz Feedback ListView - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/600
• 603: Pre-Test quizzes not showing correct title - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/603
• 610: App crashing issues on password reset and video download - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/610
• 605: OppiaMobile server setting - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/605
• 606: Course icons not scaling correctly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/606
• 272: Add lang pack for French - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/272
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v61 (6.1.1) - Released 30 Jan 2017
• 607: App crashing on login - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/607
v60 (6.1.0) - Released 14 Jan 2017

Note: This releases implements a properties configuration file, eg for the Mint API key and other settings for the app.
• 527: Improved error messages when connecting to Oppia server - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/527
• 510: Invalidate user apiKey? - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/510
• 526: In quiz activity - if user has passed then show option to continue rather than retake - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/526
• 459: Allow max no attempts for quizzes - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/
459
• 555: ListPreference requires an entries array and an entryValues array - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/555
• 552:
Error on logging in :
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/552

android.view.WindowLeaked

-

http://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• 480: How to pre-load accounts onto the device - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/480
• 559: java.lang.IllegalStateException:
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/559

Activity has been destroyed - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• 477: Look at what would be needed to allow categories of courses - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/477
• 564: App shuts down when having installed a course by copying onto the sd card - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/564
• 549: Adding BugSense/Mint API key in non-Git file - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/549
• 574: Restricting no attempts at quiz - unlimited attempts still possible - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/574
• 565: Show message when all video files downloaded and no more to get - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/565
• 566: Media download page - ordering & add some extra info - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/566
• 573: In course download list show information about who published the course - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/573
• 575:
Course download page - allow text overflow/wrapping - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/575
• 562: java.lang.IllegalStateException: setSelectedNavigationIndex not valid for current navigation mode - http:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/562
• 560: Option to download all the media - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/
560
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• 317: How to include some layout (html) in quiz questions - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/317
• 274: Add lang pack for Spanish - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/274
• 590: Downloading an updated course - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/590
• 587: Larger margin between quiz response options - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/587
• 539: Log when a user tries to open a media file but it’s not on the phone - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/539
• 589: When changing settings that affects the menu options, they don’t update until next open of the app - http:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/589
• 594: Enable logout from homepage should be true by default - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/594
• 595: Update logout message as logs no longer lost on logout - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/595
• 586: Supported media file types - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/586
v59 (6.0.2) - Released 7 May 2016
• Hotfix for video player
v58 (6.0.1) - Released 6 May 2016
• 490: Add option to show the logged in user - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/490
• 421: context menu of the main activity into a drawer - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/421
• 360: Look at how to reorganise menu options - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/360
• 538: Add mp3 as supported file type - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/538
• 338: On download courses page if no connection then close activity too - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/338
• 533: Update drawer header so the logo is pulled from the one specified for the app - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/533
• 529:
Show message when no
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/529

tags/courses

are

available

-

http://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• 534:
Display message in scorecard if no courses installed - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/534
• 540: Occassional Null Pointer Exception on UIUtils.java:155 - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobileandroid/issues/issue/540
• 514: Copy in the mquiz-jar classes - rather than having as separate jar - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/514
• 531: Permissions management in Android M - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/531
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Note: Starting with the release of the OppiaMobile Android App v57 (6.0.0), we will be moving to using Android
Studio as the supported development environment. This is an important note since the project structure will change
significantly.

v57 (6.0.0) - Released skipped
Release skipped since we found some more issues with supporting SD cards in Android v4.4.2, this has been fixed in
release v58 above.
Previous Versions
Change Log for v5.x
v56 (5.5.0) - released 21 March 2016
• 473: Add options for display or not for the menu options - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/473
• 418: Not connecting to get course download list - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/418
• 463: Download media message not showing even when new courses are installed - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/463
• 470: NullPointer causes crash on start up - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/470
• 472: In scorecard - allow users to jump directly to the quiz - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/472
• 474: Allow setting up of admin password for accessing settings and course management - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/474
• 483: Add setting to allow removal of register option in app - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/483
• 488: Bug: viewing the course contents with the pre-test unpassed - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/488
• 489: Check all main activities extend AppActivity - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/489
• 471: Update activity task - give feedback if successful or not - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/471
• 495: Update Mint SDK jar file - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/495
• 496: Simplify querying for getting quizzes passed - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/496
• 481: Log out users after specified length of time - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/481
• 465: Add user prefs table - instead of using prefs activity - to help with shared devices - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/465
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• 464:
Can’t start app with storage location set to external - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/464
• 497: Update the main scorecard (for multiple courses) so matches the individual course scorecard - http://github.
com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/497
• 482: How to enable more structured courses - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/482
• 512: Updated quiz jar file - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/512
• 498: Deal with deprecation of HTTP libraries - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/498
• 499: Pull in the Device Admin API option into the core code - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/499
• 517: DB errors: java.lang.IllegalStateException: attempt to re-open an already-closed object - http://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/517
• 424: Save searches into tracker - http://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/424
v55 (5.4.0) - released 24 Sept 2015
• 469: Check new scorecard calculating correctly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/469
v54 (5.3.0) - released 15 Sept 2015
• 342: Change to using inline download bars when downloading courses/media - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/342
• 309: Run download media in background - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/309
• 177: Ability to select multiple media files for downloading - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/177
• 444: Stop activity timer when user switches to another app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/444
• 445:
Quiz feedback - app can crash on screen rotation - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/445
• 462: record in user table being recorded even when user is null - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/462
• 458: Store extra login info to help with shared device usage - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/458
• 307: Allow users to log back in without connection - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/307
• 423: Not-started course from SearchActivity - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/
issue/423
• 323: Make sure trackers and quizzes submitted for all users each time the service runs - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/323
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• 451: Option to just download course activity file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/451
• 454:
QuizWidget saving the same tracker multiple times - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/454
• 456: Add quiz scorecard - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/456
• 457: Quiz results - store extra info to make it easier to calc results/scorecard - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/457
Note: For some of the functionality now available in v54, the app must connect to an OppiaServer running at least
v0.8.0

v53 (5.2.0) - released 12 June 2015
• 427: App crashing when changing server setting - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/427
• 433: Add Urdu lang file from Bright Future app - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/433
• 435: Update Bugsense to Mint jar - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/435
• 437: Why are quiz results showing as 0% even when user has scored more - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/437
• 431: Activity tabs with long titles aren’t shortening - so sometimes are unreadable - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/431
• 436: On the course homepage, the activity titles are being shortened to only one line - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/436
• 419: Remove dependency on ActionBarSherlock - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/
issues/issue/419
• 440: Replace the default activity icons with blank background - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/440
• 449: Fail more cleanly when course files have been deleted from the sd card - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/449
v52 (5.1.1) - released: 18 Mar 2015
• temporary fix for sd card issues
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v51 (5.1.0) - released: 3 Mar 2015
• Now supports only v4 and above
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/391 - allow password reset using email
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/383 - quizzes getting recorded twice in
tracker
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/393 - implement URl activity
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/370 - Enable rotating of the course and
media download activities
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/375 - Check there is sufficient space on
device storage for downloading/moving files
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/376 - Give option in preferences to move
the storage location
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/334 - Fix action bar theme colours
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/203 - Allow screen rotation for tag select
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/349 - Reloading quiz/feedback after language change
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/409 - Updated scorecard
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/376 - preferences for storage option
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/349 - Reloading quiz/feedback after language change
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/368 - embed videos into quiz and feedback activities
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/349 - Reloading quiz/feedback after language change
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/366 - load images into gallery
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/349 - Reloading quiz/feedback after language change
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/229 - deprecated method for preferences
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/414 - speed up searching
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/398 - clicking on points/badges
v50 (5.0.1) - released: 30 Dec 2014
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/372 - static prefs
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/379 - setting to disable logout menu option
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/380 - setting to disable course delete
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/377 - setting to allow media download via
cellular network
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• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/367 - collapse keyboard between quiz
questions
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/378 - Apply ViewHolder pattern in ArrayAdapters
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/388 - Require phone no on registration
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/390 - highlighting wrong categories on
tag select
v49 (5.0.0) - released beta version: 18 Nov 2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/355 - preventing media being visible
to other apps
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/371 - use custom media player
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/352 - more reliable recording of media activity
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/337 - move file storage to new location
Change Log for v4.x
v48 (4.1.2) - released: 1 Oct 2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/issues/issue/364 - prevent error when directory in
downloads dir
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/mquiz-jar/issues/issue/5 - prevent error when response title is an int rather
than string
OppiaMobile export block for Moodle
OppiaMobile Moodle Block Change Log
v1.4.1 - not yet released
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1359 Fix missing description field
• OPPIA-1360 Update Moodle question id properties considering Moodle 4 Question Bank update
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v1.4.0 - released 30 Nov 2022

Note:
• Moodle 4 is required.
• You may need to update the multilang filter in Moodle after upgrading, see https://docs.moodle.org/en/
Multi-language_content_filter, check that the multilang filter is enabled, and set to be applied to “content and
headings”.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1306 Upgrade for Moodle 4
• OPPIA-837 Refactor for multi-lang titles during export
• OPPIA-764 Automatically add a ‘play’ button overlay to video images
• OPPIA-1289 Cumulative Display for Feedback Activity
• OPPIA-1342 On Export step 4 use a POST request
• OPPIA-1344 Course XML not found message on Step 5 of moodle export
v1.3.6 - released 31 Oct 2022
Upgrade notes
A management script was added to be able to import previously published courses from the block and update the digests
table based on its contents. This would allow to retain the actual identifiers that are currently published in the Oppia
server, instead of the digest from the current version of each activity.
For this, you need to download from the OppiaMobile server the courses you want to import the digests from, and
obtain the course’s module.xml file. Then, you will need to run the script:
` php ./scripts/import_course_digests.php path/to/module.xml ` (from the oppia_mobile_export directory, on the command line)
This script will traverse the course XML and try to match the activities to the current ones in Moodle. For quiz activities,
if the course was exported after the v1.3.0 release, the Moodle quiz ID will be use to obtain the activity. In the rest of the
cases, it will try to match against the activity title. It will give a comprehensive report for all the activities, indicating
the digest saved, and the previously preserved digest (if any).
Note: If the course was exported in “draft” mode, a -draft suffix is added to its shortname. This is taking into account
in the script if the course is not found with its complete shortname in Moodle.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1278 Retain last selected course design
• OPPIA-55 On publishing & max upload size is exceeded - unclear error message
• OPPIA-1268 Management script for importing existing published course and updating MD5 table
• Fix issue with section titles and Moodle internal multilang filter
• OPPIA-1281 Lock feedback activity with password
• OPPIA-1293 Republishing without any changes always flags with option to preserve identifier
• OPPIA-1270 Initial setup for automated tests
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• OPPIA-1296 Update text on course publishing report page
v1.3.5 - released 30 Sept 2022, updated 18 Oct 2022
Upgrade notes
For the option to preserve identifiers (OPPIA-1265), you will need to run the script:
php ./migrations/20220929_migrate_script.php (from the oppia_mobile_export directory, on the command
line)
The script currently outputs raw HTML, but you don’t need to do anything with this HTML, but if you want to
save/review you can pipe the output to a file, eg php ./migrations/20220929_migrate_script.php > /path/
to/file/output.html
This prefills the data with the current course activity versions, so on the next course publishing you will get the option
to preserve the identifiers for the activities you have changed. You only need to run this script once, running the script
again will reset the activity identfier logs.
If the script is not run, the only difference is that the first time you publish the course after updating the block to this
version, you won’t get any option to preserve any identifiers, only subsequent time you update and publish the course.
For restricting feedback activities to single response (OPPIA-762), if you want to allow multiple submissions, then you
will need to edit the feedback settings, as the default in Moodle is to restrict to single response.
Issue list:
• OPPIA-1274 Change location of output folder
• OPPIA-1277 Allow use of non-latin script in course shortname
• OPPIA-1287 Fix regex in multichoice (rated) questions
• OPPIA-762 In feedback activity allow just a single attempt
• OPPIA-1315 Issue with exporting HTML files
• OPPIA-1265 Option to preserve activity identifiers:
– OPPIA-1266 Create new table for storing current activity MD5s
– OPPIA-1267 Create script for baseline MD5s
– OPPIA-1272 New export step to allow selection of preserving ids/MD5
– OPPIA-1273 Update MD5s in block table (only on publishing to Oppia server)
– OPPIA-1294 Changing quiz title then recreates the questions in Oppia
– OPPIA-1292 Change in quiz title doesn’t give option to preserve identifier
– OPPIA-1294 Change text for “no changes detected”
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v1.3.4 - released 28 June 2022
• OPPIA-832 Additional inline question type - for authors to require an input field before feedback/answer is
revealed
v1.3.3 - released 30 May 2022
• OPPIA-1202 Fix issue with multi-lang section titles
• OPPIA-1208 Decode utf-8 chars before parsing with libxml to avoid encoding issues
v1.3.2 - released 26 Apr 2022
• OPPIA-1087 In JSON object, feedback activity description is filled with “pre-test”
• OPPIA-1184 Ignore page breaks in Moodle feedback activities
v1.3.1 - released 28 Mar 2022
• OPPIA-865/1012 Add skip logic for feedback activities
• OPPIA-1004 Update for Moodle 4 compatibility
v1.3.0 - released 28 Feb 2022 (updated 8 Mar 2022)
• OPPIA-938/1009 Allow adding of password to lock a topic
• OPPIA-938/955 Update the XSD to validate the generated module.xml file
• OPPIA-880 Include Moodle quiz and question id nos when exporting data
• OPPIA-1085 Fix quiz feedback setting
v1.2.13 - released 30 Jan 2022
• OPPIA-900 and OPPIA-945 Add option to prevent display of right/wrong answers at end of quiz
• OPPIA-833 Split out styles/javascript between core/custom for course styles
v1.2.12 - released 29 Dec 2021
• OPPIA-902 and OPPIA-933 Restrict access to quizzes with password
• OPPIA-927 Course sequencing setting not retained on re-export
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v1.2.11 - Released 14 Nov 2021
• OPPIA-891 Fix for maxattempts not being saved correctly
v1.2.10 - Released 29 Oct 2021
• OPPIA-758 Too aggressive replacement of video file content
• OPPIA-794 Fix issue with non-ascii characters in image filenames
• OPPIA-763 Allow HTML layout in quiz/feedback questions and responses and quiz feedback
• OPPIA-783 Allow adding topic icons/images
v1.2.9 - Released 24 Sept 2021, updated 5 Oct 2021
• OPPIA-769 Error in block when debug output is enabled
• OPPIA-805 Error on upgrading block
v1.2.8 - Released 16 July 2021
• OPPIA-671 Export block tag/categories can get extra ‘-’ added
• OPPIA-727 Update version of jquery used in block
v1.2.7 - Released 1 July 2021
• OPPIA-154 Remove code related to export2print
• OPPIA-713 New course style for Extension Essential app
• OPPIA-670 Review SonarCloud Lint issues
v1.2.6 - Released 20 May 2021
• OPPIA-594 Shouldn’t be able to progress to final export step if videos not exported yet
v1.2.5 - Released 29 Apr 2021
• OPPIA-552 Page with video export doesn’t pick up the video poster image
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v1.2.4 - Released 26 Mar 2021
• OPPIA-453 Allow feedback questions to be optional
• OPPIA-538 How to handle courses with multiple (identical) activities that have same digest
• OPPIA-150 Remove check to see the server/block version for the type of quiz export
• OPPIA-550 Feedback activities get exported as new activities on every export
• OPPIA-551 Solved issue that only loaded the first embedded video in a page activity
• OPPIA-530 Replace filesystem and URI unsafe characters for resource files
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Moodle Block Change Log - 2020
v1.2.3 - Released 23 Dec 2020
• OPPIA-162 Allow deleting of server connections
• Allow quiz pass threshold to be set to 0%
• HOTFIX (2 Feb 2021) for video embedding
v1.2.2 - Released 27 Nov 2020

Warning: Version 1.2.x and above of the block requires you to be using Oppia server version 0.12.12 or above
• OPPIA-437 New export block not including media length
• OPPIA-442 Not picking up course status for title display
• OPPIA-443 Video embed file doesn’t pick up a new version
v1.2.1 - beta version only
• OPPIA-434 Change the content that the md5 digest is based on
v1.2.0 - alpha version only
• OPPIA-286 Initial development for extracting Moodle embedded media from page activities
• OPPIA-417 Retain the default server connection, even after a user adds their own
• OPPIA-446 Begin to set up unittests for the Moodle Oppia export block
• OPPIA-448 Drag and Drop quiz questions no longer work, so removed
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v1.1.3 - Released 25 Oct 2020

Warning: Important Note: This release changes the digests for all activities, so any courses published with this
version of the block, will have the activities set as new. This is a one-off change for future proofing if the Moodle
activity object definition changes.
• OPPIA-434 Change the content that the md5 digest is based on
v1.1.2 - Released 20 Oct 2020
• OPPIA-459 Course and activity icon fixes
v1.1.1 - Released 29 Sept 2020
• OPPIA-384 Server connections in Moodle export block - API key no longer necessary
• OPPIA-383 Improve how draft courses are handled
v2020082400 - Released 24 Aug 2020
• OPPIA-320 Image export can fail if image has been overwritten in Moodle
v2020072800 - Released 28 July 2020
• OPPIA-366 On export from Moodle hidden activities are still being exported
v2020051600 - Released 16 May 2020
• OPPIA-290 Finalise option to support Feedback activities
• OPPIA-377 Update other moodle/oppia css styles for the other 2 options
v2020040401 - Released 4 Apr 2020
• OPPIA-178 Fix issue with exporting feedback activities
• Remove redundant code for processing/submitting quizzes directly to the server
• OPPIA-321 Stylesheet for nested lists
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v2020020101 - Released 1 Feb 2020
• OPPIA-201 Fix issue with deleted activities still getting exported
• OPPIA-147 Remove quiz ‘availability’ option
• OPPIA-148 Remove quiz ‘allow try-again’ option
• OPPIA-149 Rename ‘tags’ to be ‘categories’ to match app and server
• OPPIA-159 Rename ‘stylesheet’ to ‘course design profile’ or similar
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Moodle Block Change Log - 2019
v2019103100 - Released 31 Oct 2019
• 205: Downloading course file directly should be much less prominent - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/205
v2019102800 - Released 28 Oct 2019
• 192: In Moodle version 3.5+ (Build: 20180531), the DB installation XML causes an error with the PATH
attribute - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/192
• 204: Add logging for course publishing - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_
export/issues/204
Previous Versions
OppiaMobile Moodle Block Change Log - 2018 and earlier
v2018051800 - Released 18 May 2018
• 191: Add points data to the module.xml file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_
export/issues/191
v2018022600 - Released 26 Feb 2018
• 189: Ensure the activity/course title and description is enclosed in CDATA - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/189
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v2018011800 - Released 18 Jan 2018
• Hotfix: Remove HTML entities in quiz question titles
• Add new stylesheet option
v2017042700 - Released 27 Apr 2017
• 173: Add option to select/enter the default language - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/173
• 171: Exporting Drag and Drop questions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_
export/issues/171
• Add option for shuffling responses on multichoice questions
v2017022000 - Released: 20 Feb 2017
• 136: Don’t strip out all the HTML tags from quiz question text - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/136
• 174: XML parsing error when the section/topic description/summary contains an image - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/174
• 155: Extracting section title - missing custom name - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/155
• 78: How to include some layout (html) in quiz questions - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_
oppia_mobile_export/issues/78
v2017011400 - Released: 14 Jan 2017

Note: To install/update the block you will need to be running a recent version of Moodle (v3.1+). From May 2017,
Moodle versions 3.0 and below will no longer be supported for general issues nor security fixes (see: https://docs.
moodle.org/dev/Releases)
• 142: Change quiz export method - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/
issues/142
• 88: Non latin video filenames - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/
88
• 65: Give overall feedback in Quiz - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/
issues/65
• 125: Check version of PHP and cURL before trying to publish directly - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/125
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v2016082600 - Released: 26 Aug 2016
• 160: Replace some text in quiz questions and responses - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_
oppia_mobile_export/issues/160
• 162: On exporting quizzes, options for quiz settings (export step 1) don’t appear - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/162
v2016041301 - Released: 13 Apr 2016
• 135: Add course tags to the course XML file - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_
export/issues/135
• 131: Error when exporting file activity when no description entered - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/131
• 148: On export check the course shortname used - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/148
v2016030400 - Released: 4 Mar 2016
• 118: In extracting media - not picking up newlines as blank space - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/118
• 94: Better display format for quiz export settings - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/94
• 25: Check still picks up media image - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/
issues/25
• 147: Page/Settings button disappeared - conflict with new styles applied? - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/147
v2016022400 - Released: 24 Feb 2016
• 131: Error when exporting file activity when no description entered - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/131
• 99: Allow blank topic titles - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/99
• 126: Clearer info and handle better the section name and xml error when no activities/sections exported - https:
//github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/126
• 127: In quizzes add option for max no attempts - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/127
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v2016020100 - Released: 1 Feb 2016
• 134: Add option to specify that the course activities must be attempted sequentially - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/134
v2016011400 - released: 14 Jan 2016
• 129: Change link in bottom of block - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/
issues/129
• 116: Error in XML when section title has &nbsp; chars - and maybe others too - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/116
• 130: Error in xml “failed to load external entity ” when trying to export course - https://github.com/
DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/130
• 132: ‘output’ folder not automatically created - https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export/issues/132
v2015021800 - released: 18 Feb 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/122 - save course tags
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/121 - make course download
link clearer
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/123 - allow direct export to OppiaMobile server
v2015011900 - released: 19 Jan 2015
• https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/117 - add support for Moodle url
activities
• Fix issue with topic ordering in some courses
v2014102900 - released: 29 Oct 2014
• Fix https://github.com/DigitalCampus/moodle-block_oppia_mobile_export/issues/115 - preventing media being visible to other apps

3.1.8 Testing OppiaMobile
OppiaMobile incorporates several types of tests to make the app and server stronger and make sure updated code does
not break existing functionality.
For the core components of OppiaMobile, we use the SonarCloud code analysis tool to help us measure and improve
the maintainability of the code and the automated test coverage. The current Sonarcloud analysis reports can be found
at:
• Oppia Server: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=django_oppia
• Oppia App: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning
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• Moodle to Oppia Export Block: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=DigitalCampus_moodle-block_oppia_
mobile_export
The processes for running the existing tests, and also how to add new tests, is described below:
Running Tests for OppiaMobile App
Initial Set Up
The first time the tests are run, there is some initial configuration that needs to be done:
1. Create debug configuration
We can create a new debug configuration to run all the instrumented tests within the project. To do so, select the “Edit
configurations” dropdown option, and add a new configuration of type “Android Instrumented tests”.
In this new configuration, select to run all tests in Module and pick the app module.

After this, we can select this configuration and run in it in our chosen device.
2. Create Android Virtual Device (AVD)
If you don’t have an AVD set up already, you can set one up using the instructions here: Create and manage virtual
devices
Alternatively, you can use a physical device connected to your computer.
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3. Create user account
One specific test (changeActivityWhenTheCredentialsAreCorrect in UI -> LoginUITest.java) requires a valid
server and user account to test against, otherwise it will fail.
There are different ways to configure this:
• Set a valid server in the app custom.properties file; or:
• Install the app on the test device (AVD or physical device), then edit the server name in the settings
Next:
• Create an account on the server that will be connected to with username valid_username and password
valid_password; or
• Edit the code to replace valid_username and valid_password to be an actual username and password for
this server
Running All Tests
To run all the tests, firstly select the ‘All Tests’ configuration you set up (above), then select the device to test on (eg
your AVD or physical device), then select the green ‘run’ arrow, eg:

Running Specific Tests
We have several ways to run tests:
• Run a single test:
First, open the class where the test is located, and then right-click the test and click Run.
• Run all tests in a class:
Right-click the class you want to test and click Run.
• Run all test classes in a directory:
Right-click the directory you want to test and click Run tests.
• Run tests using a test suite:
A test suite allows us to run a collection of test that we want.
To create a test suite, we need to create a new class and add these tags to the beginning of it:
@RunWith(Suite.class)
@Suite.SuiteClasses({WelcomeUITest.class, LoginUITest.class,
RegisterUITest.class,␣
˓→ResetUITest.class})
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

public class UITestSuite {...}
If we run this suite, the tests inside in the classes listed in @Suite.SuiteClasses() will be executed.
Creating new tests for OppiaMobile App
OppiaMobile incorporates several types of tests to make the app stronger.
These types of tests are Local Unit Tests, Instrumented Tests and User Interface Tests.
Local Unit Tests
The Local Unit Tests are tests that run on a local JVM, therefore we do not need a physical device or emulator to run
this type of tests, which make the execution time to be shorter.
The main path for these tests is src/test/java. It is mandatory for this type of tests to include the JUnit 4 framework
dependency to the app build.gradle file.
testImplementation 'androidx.test.ext:junit:{version}'
The tests methods that we create must have the tag @Test right before the method declaration, and must end with an
assertion to check whether the test passes or not. For example:
@Test
public void Storage_correctDownloadPath(){
...
assertTrue(downloadPath.isCorrect());
}
Optionally, the tests could provide a preconditions and post conditions blocks
//Preconditions block
@Before
public void setUp() throws Exception{...}
//Post-conditions block
@After
public void tearDown() throws Exception{...}
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Instrumented Unit Tests
The Instrumented Unit Tests are test that run on a physical device or emulator. This type of tests is convenient when
we need access to instrumentation information (App context for example).
The main path for this tests is src/androidTests/java.
To create and run this test, first we need to install the Android Support Repository from the Android SDK Manager.
After that, we need to add some dependencies to the app build.gradle file:
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.annotation:annotation:{version}'
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test:runner:{version}'
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test:rules:{version}'
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test.ext:junit:{version}'
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test.uiautomator:uiautomator:{version}'
androidTestUtil 'androidx.test:orchestrator:{version}'
In addition, we need to add the default test instrumentation runner to use JUnit 4 test classes, and its parameters:
android {
defaultConfig {
testInstrumentationRunner "androidx.test.runner.AndroidJUnitRunner"
testInstrumentationRunnerArguments clearPackageData: 'true'
testInstrumentationRunnerArguments coverage: 'true'
testInstrumentationRunnerArguments coverageFilePath: '/sdcard/coverage/'
}
...
testOptions {
execution 'ANDROIDX_TEST_ORCHESTRATOR'
unitTests.returnDefaultValues = true
unitTests.includeAndroidResources = true
animationsDisabled = true
}
}
When we create a test class, there are some things we have to pay attention.
• We need to add the @RunWith(AndroidJUnit4.class) tag before the test class definition.
• We also need to add the @Test tag to all our test methods (as we did in the Local Unit Tests section)
• The setUp() and tearDown() methods have the same structure as in the Local Unit Tests section.
• All our tests methods should include the throws Exception line in the method definition.
• The assertion part is the same as in the Local Unit Tests section.
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User Interface Tests
The User Interface Tests are useful to verify that the UI components of the app works correctly and do not provide a
poor experience to the final user.
OppiaMobile make use of these tests using the Espresso testing framework, that we might consider it as an
Instrumentation-based framework to test UI components.
With Instrumentation-based we mean that it works with the AndroidJUnitRunner test runner (as mention in the
previous section).
To use the Espresso library, we need to make sure to follow the same steps described in the previous section (Instrumented Unit Tests) and also we need to add the following dependency to the app build.gradle file:
androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test.espresso:espresso-core:{version}'
• The Espresso nomenclature is based on three aspects. First we need to find the view we want to test. Next, we
have to perform an action over that view. And finally, we need to inspect the result. This is done as follows:
onView(withId(R.id.login_btn))
//Find the view
.perform(click());
//Perform an action
onView(withText(R.string.error_no_username))
//Find the view
.check(matches(isDisplayed()));
//Inspect the result

Mock Web Server
OppiaMobile makes use of the MockWebServer by okhttp (https://github.com/square/okhttp/tree/master/
mockwebserver).
The mock web server is useful to enqueue some responses and in this way testing the client side.
First, we need to add the MockWebServer dependency to our app build.gradle file:
testImplementation 'com.squareup.okhttp3:mockwebserver(insert latest version)’
After that, we are able to create MockWebServer objects. For example:
MockWebServer mockServer = new MockWebServer();
String filename = “responses/response_201_login.json”; //Premade response
mockServer.enqueue(new MockResponse()
.setResponseCode(201)
.setBody(getStringFromFile(InstrumentationRegistry
.getInstrumentation().getContext(), filename)));
mockServer.start();
On the other hand, we need to configure our app to communicate correctly with this mock web server. To achieve that,
OppiaMobile uses the class MockApiEndpoint, whose method getFullURL() will give us the correct path on which
the mock web server is listening.
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Temporary Files and Folders
Junit4 allows us to create temporary files and folders with the guarantee that it will delete all of them when the test
finishes, whether the test passes or fails.
The TemporaryFolder object must be created using the @Rule tag.
@Rule
public TemporaryFolder folder = new TemporaryFolder();
//Use
File tempFolder = folder.newFolder(“tempFolder”);
File tempFile = folder.newFile(“tempFile.txt”);

Considerations to create consistent tests
• When testing screens with ViewPager, if we switch page with smooth scroll, sometimes the test try to handle
next event before the transition finishes, so it fails. The quick solution is to add a wait time in the test just after
page transition event: Thread.sleep(200) -200ms is enough-. Other solution would be to add an Idling resource
but it is not compatible with ViewPager and we’d need to replace with ViewPager2 and its adapter.
• Espresso waits until AsyncTasks finish if there is a UI change at the end (onPostExecute). If we need to test the
result after a AsyncTask without UI change (i.e. only saves data), we need to add a wait time. In slow devices,
this could take more than a second so Thread.sleep(3000) should be enough.
• To test properties which configure UI elements, first add tests to check desired element visibility in UIChecksPropsBased, and then we have to mock the property value in the rest of the tests it is involved. If the property is
no mockable (it is not included in the Settings so it has no preference associated), just exit the test (i.e. we cannot
test anything related with Settings if MENU_ALLOW_SETTINGS is disabled)
• Remember to to close soft keyboard after typing text if we need to click any button (keyboard could hide UI elements and make the test fail as they are not clickable).
I.e.: onView(withId(R.id.edit_email)).perform(typeText(”any@email.com”), closeSoftKeyboard());
• If inside a Activity/Fragment there is a repository object with any async process in it, and a ProgressDialog (or
similar) is created while the process finishes, there is risk of not closing the ProgressDialog if the repository
method (which contains the async process) is mocked and test will fail as there is a not expected view at top.
The solution would be to move the code with creates the ProgessDialog inside the repository method or ensure
we call the “onComplete” method mocking it in the test with doAnswer(invocationOnMock -> . . . .)
DEVICE CONFIGURATION BEFORE RUNNING THE TEST:
• Disable system animations: Settings -> Developer options -> disable: Window animation scale, Transition animation scale and Animator duration scale
• Disable any auto-fill service: Settings -> Languages and input -> Auto-fill service
• Some soft keyboards could modify layout behaviour. Ensure the default one is selected (not accessibility or
custom): Settings -> Languages and input -> Virtual keyboard
• Set English language
In addition, if the testing device is physical device:
• Set Airplane mode to avoid incoming push notifications (system UI notifications could hide part of the screen
and make the tests fail)
• Disable screen rotation
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Testing in-app Notifications
There are 2 types of in-app notifications:
For course updates and new courses
Notifications are sent to users when there are new courses and updated course. These notifications will only appear
once although for updated courses the user will be asked to update the course when they try to access the course.
For testing this, you can publish new/updated courses to your Oppia server. The notifications may not be instant, but
will appear soon, or if the app is restarted.
Reminders for users to complete courses
Notifications can be configured to remind users to complete their unfinished courses. These notifications depend on
the default notifications (set up in Course Reminder Notifications), and then the users preferences for the reminder days
and times.
For testing this, without needing to wait a full day (or week) for the notification to appear:
1. Install a course on your device that is not yet completed
2. Reset the activity for this course (on the main app screen, long press on the course, and select reset), as this
will remove all your course activity from the app (but not the server)
3. Then you can set the reminder time to be a few minutes in the future to check that it appears as expected
Note: These notifications might get shown a few minutes after the set time, eg if set to 11:00, the notification might
actually appear at 11:04. This is because Android might process the notification slightly later if there are other processes
that are still running, this helps Android to optimise performance and save battery.
For developers, when you build a debug version of the app (as you would when compiling and installing the app from
Android studio to a connected device or AVD), in the settings (under the notifications section), you will see an additional
Reminders Log. On opening this you can see the history of when the notifications settings have been changed, when
the notification was processed and whether it was actually displayed or not. This can assist with debugging if you make
changes to the code or settings for this.
Testing OppiaMobile Server
The Oppia server uses Django’s inbuilt unit testing framework .
Run the tests on your Oppia server
1. Activate the virtual environment (eg: /home/oppia/$ source env/bin/activate)
2. Run all the tests with python manage.py test
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Creating new tests
If you are adding additional functionality to the Oppia server, you can add tests for this functionality using the standard
Django unit testing framework.
All the unit tests can be found under: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/django-oppia/tree/master/tests
Testing Oppia Moodle Export Block
Note: Setting up the export block for automated tests is a work in progress.

PHPUnit

Note: Setting up the export block for automated tests is a work in progress.

Set up
To be able to run the tests there is some set up you need to do first:
1. Install PHPUnit (https://phpunit.readthedocs.io/) into a tools directory under the block directory
2. Install XDebug (https://xdebug.org/) - this is used for generating the code coverage analysis reports
3. Add the XDebug extension to your CLI php.ini file
Running the tests
1. From the Oppia Moodle block tools directory run:
./phpunit ../tests/lib_test.php ../tests --coverage-clover ./coverage.xml -˓→whitelist ../
2. To submit the report to SonarCloud, from the Oppia Moodle block directory, run:
sonar-scanner \
-Dsonar.organization=XXXXXX \
-Dsonar.projectKey=XXXXXX \
-Dsonar.sources=. \
-Dsonar.host.url=https://sonarcloud.io \
-Dsonar.login=XXXXXX \
-Dsonar.exclusions=.scannerwork/**/*,tests/**/*,tools/**/* \
-Dsonar.php.coverage.reportPaths=./tools/coverage.xml
Replacing the organisation, projectKey and login key with your own values for your SonarCloud account
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Behat

Note: This documentation page is in progress and might suffer modifications.
Behat is an open source Behavior-Driven Development framework for PHP. Behat features are writen in Gherkin, which
is a human readable language for writing (and at the same time documenting) test cases. A simple example to undestand
the Gherkins syntax:
Feature: Refund item
Scenario: Jeff returns a faulty computer
Given: Jeff has bought a computer for $900
And: he has a receipt
When: he returns the computer
Then: Jeff should be refunded $900

Local Set Up
1. Install composer
curl -sS https://getcomposer.org/installer | php
php composer.phar update

2. Install Behat
php composer.phar require --dev behat/behat

3. Install Mink extension
Mink is an open source browser controller/emulator for web applications, written in PHP.
php
php
php
php

composer.phar
composer.phar
composer.phar
composer.phar

require
require
require
require

--dev
--dev
--dev
--dev

behat/mink
behat/mink-extension
behat/mink-goutte-driver
behat/mink-selenium2-driver

4. Create dataroot folder for Behat
Create a new dataroot folder for Behat. It is recommended that you create this folder in the same directory as your
moodledata folder. You can name this folder anyway you like, but a recommended name is moodledata_behat.
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5. Update config.php
1. Open the config.php file located in your moodle root location.
2. Search for the line require_once(__DIR__ . '/lib/setup.php');
3. Paste the following code before the line indicated in the previous step:
$CFG->behat_dataroot = '/path/to/the/dataroot/you/created';
$CFG->behat_wwwroot = 'http://127.0.0.1/path/to/your/site';
$CFG->behat_prefix = 'beh_';
4. Replace the property $CFG->wwwroot if necessary:
//Make sure you use localhost here instead of 127.0.0.1
$CFG->wwwroot = 'http://localhost/path/to/your/site';

Note: About behat_wwwroot
You will need to set the $CFG->behat_wwwroot to your Moodle site, but it must use a different value
to your $CFG->wwwroot.
One common way to do this is to use 127.0.0.1 for behat, but localhost for standard use. Alternatively you can add an additional hostname in your /etc/hosts file and use this instead.

6. Initialise Behat
php admin/tool/behat/cli/init.php

7. Add MOODLE_ROOT environment variable
export MOODLE_ROOT=<your_moodle_installation>

8. Run the oppia_mobile_export block tests
1. Start a Selenium standalone server
cd oppia_mobile_export/tests/lib
java -jar selenium-server-4.5.3.jar standalone &
2. Run the features
# From the root folder of your moodle installation
./vendor/bin/behat --config <path to moodledata_behat>/behatrun/behat/behat.
˓→yml --tags=@block_oppia_mobile_export

Note: The option --tags=@block_oppia_mobile_export will run all the .feature files that include the tag @block_oppia_mobile_export.
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Writing new Behat features
You should locate all new features in oppia_mobile_export/test/behat. Behat will run all .feature files located in that
folder. For extending an existing feature, create a new Scenario clause in the feature file.
HTML Report and Code Coverage
When the Behat tests have finished, two new folders should have been created:
• tests/behat/report: This folder contains the HTML report of the Behat run. Open the index.html file in your
browser to see it.
• tests/behat/CodeCoverage: This folder contains the code coverage report in HTML format.
GitHub Workflow
There is a GitHub workflow that automatically runs all the test currently present in the block in every Push or Pull
Request performed against the git repository.
You can find the latest workflow script here.
If you have problems or failures when running or creating tests, then please contact us via the OppiaMobile Community

3.1.9 OppiaMobile Integrations
Integrations with both DHIS2, xAPI and OpenBadges are works in progress, so there is limited information available
here at the moment on these, until we have them more developed. If you would like to contribute to the conversation about these, then please add your suggestions etc on our community site: https://community.oppia-mobile.org/c/
integrations
DHIS2 Integration
Background info about DHIS2: https://dhis2.org/
xAPI Integration
Background info about xAPI: https://xapi.com/
OpenBadges Integration
Background info about OpenBadges: https://openbadges.org/
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3.1.10 OppiaMobile Server Data Structure
The basic data structure (entity relationship diagram) of the OppiaMobile server database is shown in the diagram
below:

Note: The tables shown here are those most likely to be useful for extracting data about users activity within courses
etc. It does not include all the tables that are in the database, there are many ‘administration’ type tables that are not
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shown.

Database table descriptions
The tables are shown below in alphabetical order:
auth_user
Stores the basic user information, such as username, password, email, name etc. This is a core Django framework table.
oppia_activity
Stores the detail of the activities (pages/quizzes etc) associated with each section in a course.
oppia_award
Stores the detail of the badges that have been awarded to users, for the courses they have completed.
oppia_awardcourse
Links the badges awarded to a user to a specific version of the course.
oppia_badge
Stores the detail of the badges that available to users.
oppia_course
Stores the detail of the courses available.
oppia_points
Stores the points that have been given to users for their engagement in activities.
oppia_section
Stores the detail of the sections of activities within a specific course.
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oppia_tracker
Stores the detail of the activities and actions of a user.
profile_customfield
Defines the specific fields that are displayed on the registration form.
profile_userprofile
Additional registration form fields that are not included in the auth_user table, but will be common almost all implementations.
profile_userprofilecustomfield
Stores the detail of the user registration form responses for the profile_customfield entries.
quiz_quizattempt
Stores the detail of the quizzes and feedback a user has completed.
quiz_quizattemptresponse
Stores the detail of the individual quiz and feedback responses a user has given for each quiz and feedback question.
quiz_question
Stores the individual quiz questions.
quiz_quiz
Stores the quizzes and feedback that are in the courses.
quiz_quizquestion
Links the quiz/feedback to the specific questions.
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quiz_response
Stores the responses available for each quiz question.
Sample queries for extracting data
Responses for quiz or feedback activity
SELECT qq.id, qq.title, qqu.title, qqar.text, qqa.user_id FROM quiz_quizattempt qqa
INNER JOIN quiz_quizattemptresponse qqar ON qqa.id = qqar.quizattempt_id
INNER JOIN quiz_quiz qq ON qqa.quiz_id = qq.id
INNER JOIN quiz_question qqu ON qqar.question_id = qqu.id
WHERE qqa.quiz_id in (17,18,20,22,24,26);
The where clause specifies the id numbers of the quiz/feedback you would like to extract the data for.

3.1.11 OppiaMobile App
OppiaMobile App Background Tasks
This page explains when various background tasks will run and what they actual do. The task names are specifically
listed using their java class names (under the org.digitalcampus.oppia.task package).
Note this page only covers tasks that run automatically in the background, not tasks that are triggered by user generated
events (eg registering, logging in etc).
CourseInfoTask
Purpose: to get the updated list of new, updated and deleted courses
Trigger/s to run: Runs couple of times a day in the background, can also be run manually from the advanced settings
(flush course cache)
ScanMediaTask
Purpose: to check if the user has all the course media on their device
Trigger/s to run: Runs when opening the app on the app homepage, and on the course index pages
SubmitQuizAttemptsTask
Purpose: to send unsubmitted quiz attempts to server
Trigger/s to run: runs automatically every 6 hours
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SubmitTrackerMultipleTask
Purpose: to send unsubmitted activity logs to server
Trigger/s to run: runs automatically every 6 hours
UpdateLeaderboardFromServerTask
Purpose: to update the leaderboard
Trigger/s to run: when the leaderboard is opened
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CHAPTER

FOUR

CONTENT CREATION GUIDE

4.1 Creating your course in Moodle
If we have set up a course area for you on our Moodle server, then here are some basic instructions to help get you
started. If you would like to request us to set up an area in Moodle for you to test out your course in OppiaMobile please
contact us.
You should have received by email your username, password and link to your course area.
If you’re creating a course on your own Moodle server, it is likely best to use the “Topics” format for your course.
When you’re on the course homepage press the ‘turn editing on’ button in the top right then you get the options to
add/edit activities/resources etc - for media essentially you’ll need to just to create “page resources”.
For information about specific aspects of course creation for OppiaMobile, see:

4.1.1 General guidelines for course content
Note: If you are copying and pasting content over from a Word or PDF document, you may find that extra (unnecessary)
styling is also copied over into the HTML editor field in Moodle. To remove this use the ‘clear formatting’ option in
the Moodle editor.
These are some general rules of thumb that we have found useful when developing courses so they ‘look good’ on the
mobile device, although clearly much depends on the screen size of the devices your learners are using:
• Number of sections/topics per course module: up to 10 sections/topics.
• Activity titles: we’ve found that about 4-6 words max will work best when displayed on the mobile.
• Number of activities per section/topic: up to 10 activities. There is no requirement for a particular order of
activity types.
• Course/Activity icons: although there are generic icons for each activity type, your course will look more attractive if you can add custom icons/images for each activity.
• Length of page content: as a rough guide approx 200-250 words is the most that will fit on each page, otherwise
the user may need to do a lot of scrolling.
• Images: try to keep the filesize of images down as far as possible, although the course/activity icons are automatically resized on export, other images contained within the activities are not. Best to keep an image files below
about 400px wide.
• Media content: long videos may be uncomfortable to view on a small screen, we suggest keeping videos quite
short (less than 3-5 mins). Consider splitting you videos into different parts if you really need to include long
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video content. As with images, try to keep the video filesize as low as possible, users are unlikely to need very
hi-res versions of videos if they are viewing on a 4 screen. We use Handbrake to convert our videos, using the
‘Android’ preset – this always gives a good balance between video quality and the filesize.
• File resources: we discourage including long pdf files or presentation type files for 2 main reasons, (1) it can be
hard to read long pdfs/presentations on smaller screens and (2) users may need to have specific apps installed to
open these types of files.

4.1.2 Activity types supported
The only Moodle activity types supported in OppiaMobile are:
• page resources
• file resources
• feedback activities
• quiz activities
If you add any other Moodle activities or resources types, these will just be ignored when the course is exported.

4.1.3 Using images in your course
Adding course icon/image
Go to your course settings page in Moodle and upload an image into the course summary field – this image will then
be used as your OppiaMobile module image/icon. If you upload more than one image into this field, then the first one
will be used.
Embedded images
Any images you embed into Moodle page resources will also be exported. To ensure they will display well on the
mobile device without horizontal scrolling, it is best to keep the maximum width of any uploaded images to be around
400px. This also assists in keeping the course module filesize down and makes it easier for users to download your
course.
Adding activity icons/images
You can add a custom image/icon for each activity. For page resources go to edit your page and upload your image/icon
in the description field. For quiz activities, go to edit your quiz settings and upload you image/icon into the introduction
field.
On export you can specify the size and dimensions of these images for how they will appear in the app. The default is
135px wide x 90px height, but of course you can change to match the dimensions of your image (eg if you want to use
square icons)
If you don’t specify a custom icon/image for your activity, but your activity includes an embedded image in the content,
then this embedded image will be used as the icon. If there are no embedded images and no custom icon, then a generic
icon will appear for your activity.
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Adding topic icons/images
You can add a custom image/icon for each topic. To add a topic icon, edit the topic and upload the icon into the
Summary field.
On export you can specify the size and dimensions of these images for how they will appear in the app. The default is
256px wide x 256px height, but of course you can change to match the dimensions of your image (eg if you want to
use square icons)

4.1.4 Adding quizzes
Add your questions as standard Moodle quiz questions and they will be exported to run as quizzes on the mobile device.
Contents
• Adding quizzes
– Question types supported
– Randomising questions
– Creating pre-tests
– Showing correct/incorrect answers
– Giving Quiz Question feedback
– Quiz password protection
– HTML Formatting
– Pass Threshold
– Limiting number of attempts
– Notes on some quiz configurations

Question types supported
• Description
• Multichoice (only one valid option)
• Multiselect (one or more valid options)
• True/False
• Matching
• Short Answer
• Numerical
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Randomising questions
Often you won’t want users to see the same questions in the same order every time they attempt a particular quiz. With
Moodle and Oppia, you can set up a group of questions and specify how many of these questions will be randomly
selected each time a user attempts a quiz. To do this:
• In your quiz in Moodle, add all of the questions you want the randomised selection to be from
• When you export to Oppia, you can select the number of questions that will be randomly selected each time the
user attempts the quiz (see export_options_explained)
Creating pre-tests
For creating a pre-test that users must complete in the Oppia app before they can access the course content, create your
quiz in the ‘Topic 0’ section of your Moodle course (i.e. before any other topics/sections).
Showing correct/incorrect answers
As of block version 1.2.13 and app version 7.3.5 you can define whether users are shown if they got particular questions
right or wrong.
You can define this on 2 levels, if they see the right/wrong answers immediately after completing the quiz, and also if
they can see the right/wrong answers in the quiz attempt review part of the app.
So, there are 4 combinations for how this is displayed in the Oppia app:
1. Show right/wrong answers immediately after the quiz has been attempted and show right/wrong answers when
the user reviews their quiz attempts.
2. Show right/wrong answers immediately after the quiz has been attempted but do not show right/wrong answers
when the user reviews their quiz attempts.
3. Do not show right/wrong answers immediately after the quiz has been attempted but do show right/wrong answers
when the user reviews their quiz attempts.
4. Do not show right/wrong answers immediately after the quiz has been attempted and do not show right/wrong
answers when the user reviews their quiz attempts.
To set this up in Moodle, you will need to tick/untick the following options in the Moodle quiz settings:
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Tick/Untick the whether correct under Immediately after the attempt to decide whether to show the right/wrong answers
straight after the user has taken the quiz in Oppia app
Tick/Untick the whether correct under Later while the quiz is still open to decide whether to show the right/wrong
answers when the user reviews their quiz attempts in Oppia app
When these have been ticked/unticked in Moodle, these will get updated on the next export to the Oppia app.
Giving Quiz Question feedback
When you export a course to Oppia, you have the option to specify when question feedback will appear in the app. The
options are:
• After each question and end of quiz
• At the end of the quiz (default)
• Don’t show feedback
The Oppia app uses the specific feedback for individual question responses (not the general feedback), so for quizzes
that are part of final assessment activities, you might want to be careful about what feedback text you provide, and
when it is shown.
In the feedback view, depending on the user correct/incorrect responses different icons are shown:
• Correct answer: green tick (X)
• Incorrect answer: red cross ()
• Partially correct answer: orange exclamation (!). Only for multiselect, matching and numerical question types
Quiz password protection
The Oppia moodle block offers the possibility of protect the access of a quiz with a password.
A password can be set in the Moodle quiz settings, under the Extra restrictions on attempts section.
If any password is set for a particular quiz, the app will prompt an text box when pressing the “Take this quiz” button.
Only if the correct password is introduced, the user can access this quiz.
HTML Formatting
With app version 7.3.2 and above, you can use HTML formatting in your quiz questions, quiz responses and question
feedback. The following HTML tags are supported:
p, ul, li, div, span, strong, b, em, cite, dfn, i, big, small, font, blockquote, tt, a, u, del, s, strike, sup, sub, h1, h2, h3, h4,
h5, h6, br
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Pass Threshold
On export from the Oppia block you can set the pass threshold for each quiz (from 0-100%, default is 80%). The pass
threshold determines the mark a user must achieve to have the quiz being considered completed/passed.
Limiting number of attempts
On export from the Oppia block you can set the maximum number of attempts a user can have at a quiz (1-10 or
unlimited, default is unlimited).
Notes on some quiz configurations
1. If a quiz has the max no attempts set, and has a pass threshold higher than 0, then if a learner uses up all their
attempts, but still hasn’t passed the quiz, then there’s no way for them to complete/pass the course.
2. In the instance above, this can be made worse if the course sequencing is set, as then there’s also no way for a
user to access the rest of the topic/course.

4.1.5 Using Media Content in OppiaMobile Courses
When a user installs a course containing media content (audio/video), the actual media aren’t included in the course
download content. The reason for this is that media files tend to be very large and users on slow connections are unlikely
to be able to download large media files.
If a course contains media files that aren’t available on the users phone, on the app homepage a message will appear
that some media content is missing.
Optimize your media
Users viewing videos on a 4 or 5 inch screen generally don’t need really high quality as you may want to use if projecting
the video. At Digital Campus, we usually convert videos into .m4v format using Handbrake (https://handbrake.fr/ - an
open source tool and works on most platforms)
Supported media types
Although Moodle may allow you to upload a wide variety of media types, these might not all be natively supported on
Android devices. The current list of supported media types in the Oppia app:
Video
• .m4v, .mp4 (MIME format: video/m4v, video/mp4)
• .3gp, .3gpp (MIME format: video/3gp, video/3gpp)
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Audio
• .mp3 (MIME format: audio/mpeg)
If there are other formats for video or audio content that you’d like to include as supported formats then please let us
know, confirming that they will play on a native version of Android.
How to embed media files in OppiaMobile courses
1. On the page content you are editing, use the upload media button in the Moodle page text editor:

From the pop-up window, select the ‘Video’ tab, then click the ‘Browse repositories’ button:

Then select ‘Upload a file’:
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Choose the file to upload and click ‘Upload this file’
To add a poster/thumbnail image to your video (this is the image that users will see in the Oppia
app and will click on to start the video), select ‘Display Options’ and upload a poster/thumbnail of
the video:
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Then click on the ‘Insert Media’ button
2. The export process will automatically handle uploading the media to the Oppia server
Note: If you don’t add a poster/thumbnail when you upload the video, on exporting to Oppia you will see a warning
message and in the app just a text link to ‘Play video’ will appear, rather than an image.

How can users get the media files
There are two options for getting the media content onto users phones:
1. Download the media files directly onto the users SD card. This is most likely the best option for projects which
are providing phones to users as the video files can be pre-loaded
2. Download via the app. When the app flags up that a video file is missing, then the user can download directly to
their phone. This is only likely to be feasible to users who are connected to wifi. So by default users will only be
able to download video files directly if they are connected to a wifi network. This can be overridden in the app
settings to allow downloading of video files by allowing downloading using cellular network.
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4.1.6 Locking Topics with Password
As of block version 1.3.0 and app version 7.3.6 you can set a password for specific topics, so users in the app can only
access these topics once they have been given the password.
Password locking topics is not a native feature of Moodle, so setting which topics have a password is set up in the
Moodle - Oppia export block in step 2. For any topics you don’t want to have a password, just leave the password field
blank.
Once a password is set user will need to enter the correct password to access any of the activities in that topic, although
they will still be able to see the activity titles and type from the course index page.
After a user has entered the correct password, they will only need to enter it once. Even if they log out and back in to
the app, they won’t need to enter the password again. However, if the course is updated and a new password is set, the
topic will be ‘re-locked’ and the user will need to enter the new password to access again.
If another user logs into the same device, they will need to enter the password.
Activies within a still unlocked topic will not show in any search results.

4.1.7 Course Design and Custom Styles
You can apply custom design/styles to you course content by creating a specific stylesheet for your course (Using
stylesheets and javascript in your course).
The styles can either override a default display style (e.g. for H1, H2 etc). Or you can add custom styles, in which case
you will need to edit the HTML in the Moodle activity.
Default Styles provided by default.css
Definition
HTML:
<div class="box definition">
<p>this means something</p>
</div>
Display
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Action
HTML:
<div class="box action">
<p>you should do this...</p>
</div>
Display

Warning
HTML:
<div class="box warning">
<p>Lookout!</p>
</div>
Display

Info
HTML:
<div class="box info">
<p>did you know...?</p>
</div>
Display
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Question
HTML:
<div class="box question">
<p>What proportion of the worldwide number of maternal deaths occurs in Africa?</p>
<div name="reveal" id="1" class="reveal">Show answer</div>
<div id="answer1">
<p>African women account for almost half of the 536,000 women who die every year␣
˓→as a consequence of complications of pregnancy or childbirth.</p>
</div>
</div>
Display

Question with inline form input
This is similar to the previous question type, but it includes an input that requires to be filled by the user to reveal the
feedback to the question. The answer introduced by the user is not evaluated for a correct value, the only check is that
it is not empty.
For app version v7.3.10 and later, this input values are saved under the "data" field of the activity tracker.
HTML:
<div class="box question">
<p>This is an inline question</p>
<p>With some extra info for that question. Please introduce your answer to reveal␣
˓→the solution</p>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

<div name="reveal" id="1" class="reveal">
<input type="text"><button>Show answer</button>
</div>
<div id="answer1">
<p>This is the answer with an explanation</p>
</div>
</div>
Display
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4.1.8 Adding feedback
You can use the standard Moodle feedback activity to create feedback questions in Oppia.
The feedback question types supported are:
• multichoice
• info
• label
• textarea
• description
• multichoicerated
• numeric
In the Oppia app the feedback questions use the same question types and format as the quiz content, except without the
scoring and marking.
Applying skip logic
As of block version 1.3.1 and app version 7.3.7 you can add skip logic to feedback activities, eg to show a follow up
question if the user gave a particular response to a previous question.
In Moodle you can define this using the dependence item and dependence value fields on the feedback question.
Note: If you deploy a course that has skip logic in the feedback activities, but users have an older version of the app
(i.e. below 7.3.7), then they will see all the questions as the skip logic will not be applied in the app. So before adding
skip logic to your feedback activities you should ensure that all users will have app v7.3.7 or above.

Restricting number of submissions
Courses published using block version 1.3.4 or earlier will always allow multiple attempts at any feedback activities.
From block version 1.3.5 onwards, you can use the “allow multiple submissions” setting in the Moodle feedback activity
to allow or prevent multiple submissions.
Note: After updating to block version 1.3.5 or above, if the course was previously published to Oppia, and you want to
retain the option for allowing multiple submissions, you will need to set this in Moodle before republishing the course,
since Moodle’s default is to only allow a single submission.
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4.1.9 Multilingual Interface and Content in the OppiaMobile App
For translating OppiaMobile, there are two separate areas to consider, the app interface and the course content.
App Interface
The language that the OppiaMobile app interface appears in (e.g. the buttons, menu items etc), is determined by
translation files directly included and compiled into the app. Which language file is used is determined by the language
that the whole phone interface is set to. This will default to English if the phone is set to a language that Oppia does
not have a language file for.
To add a new interface language:
• Make copy of strings.xml from https://github.com/DigitalCampus/oppia-mobile-android/blob/master/res/
values/strings.xml
• Translate the English text (just the value, not the string name attribute).
• Create a new directory in the res directory called values-XX - where XX is the language code for the translation
• Copy the new strings.xml file into this new directory
Course Content
Providing translations of course content is completely separate from the application interface. This means that users
can select which language they would like to view the course content in, but without needing to change the phone
interface language.
When the app is first installed, the course language setting will default to the phone settings language. If a course isn’t
provided in the phone setting language, then it will default to the first language the course is provided in.
To create a course in multiple languages, when you are writing the course, just use the usual Moodle method for providing multilingual courses. You can find more information about this at: http://docs.moodle.org/en/Multi_language_
content
When the course is exported to OppiaMobile, it will then allow users to switch between languages in the OppiaMobile
app.

4.1.10 Adding About/License information
If you have some general pages about your course you’d like to include, but you don’t want these to appear as course
activities (such as about, acknowledgements, license information etc), then you can add these as page resources in the
course summary/intro section of Moodle (‘topic 0). Any pages added here will be included in the menu options in
OppiaMobile when the user is viewing your course.

4.1.11 Testing your course on your mobile
If you would like to test out your course on your mobile but without publishing it and making it available for learners,
you can directly install the course on your mobile (also know as ‘sideloading’). Once you have edited your course
content, export and download the OppiaMobile package (from the Moodle block in your course).
Then copy this zip file directly onto your phone SD card. Copy it into the:
/sdcard/Android/data/data/org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning/files/download
directory (there is no need to unzip the file) on your phone.
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The exact path may differ depending on:
1. what your sdcard is actually called on your device, or whether the app is set to use internal storage instead of the
SD card.
2. the package id of your app, org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning is for the core version of the Oppia app.
Yours will likely be different
When you start up the OppiaMobile app, it will automatically install the course for you to test how it looks and feels
on a mobile device.
Once you have some content etc that you’d like to test on your phone, press the ‘Export to Oppia Package’ button in
the right hand column. At the end of the export output page, if it’s all exported successfully, there will be a link to
download the course .zip package. So you can download this and copy it to the /<storage_setting>/Android/
data/org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning/files/download directory. The storage_setting path will depend
on where you have the app storage location set to.
Then when you start up the OppiaMobile app on your phone it will automatically install the course and you can see
how it all looks on your phone/tablet.
Once you’re happy with how it all looks on your phone, you can upload the course to our server (http://demo.
oppia-mobile.org - same username/password that you use for the OppiaMobile client app) and it’ll be available for
anyone to download.
Note: Information on how to include stylesheets and javascript in your course
If you have any queries, comments or suggestions on how to improve these instructions, the course authoring process
or any other aspect of OppiaMobile, please post them in the OppiaMobile Community site

4.2 Using stylesheets and javascript in your course
The Moodle Oppia export block comes by default with a stylesheet and javascript file that will be applied to any courses
you export - so the stylesheet, javascript and related resources (images etc) will get exported to the course package too.
The block uses SCSS to generate the CSS file, to allow modifications and provide a user friendly way to extend the
base theme. This all gets compiled in runtime into a single CSS file that gets included in the course package.
You can see examples of the default stylesheet and javascript at Default Styles provided by default.css

4.2.1 Creating your own style
By default, the Moodle block gives you a base style to extend from. To add a new basic theme where you just want to
modify the colors to your brand, create a new SCSS file in the <block>/styles/themes directory with the name of
your theme. In this SCSS file, you just need to define the color palette for your theme (you can copy the default.scss
to view the current definitions):
$primary-color: #77A240;
$primary-color-dark: #597725;
$secondary-color: #a5c727;
$table-border-color: #111;
$table-header-bg-color: $primary-color;
Then, you need to create a new directory for the style resources with the name of
{{your_theme_name}}-style-resources (see the current folder structure for reference), that will get copied over
to the course package.
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If you new additional styles, you can create an additional SCSS file in the <block>/styles/themes folder with the
name {{your_theme_name}}_extra.scss. This file will get compiled in the final CSS file as well, appending and
overriding all the styles included to the base stylesheet. You can also make use of the color variables defined in the
other theme file.

4.3 Content Adaptation
These pages describe the process and scripts Digital Campus has used to adapt content to be optimised for OppiaMobile.

4.3.1 OpenWASH Content Adaptation Process
“OpenWASH is a set of innovative learning resources launched in 2016 by The Open University in partnership with World Vision Ethiopia and UNICEF through the ONEWASH PLUS programme, funded by
UK aid from the UK Government. OpenWASH supports the Government of Ethiopia’s One WASH National Programme which aims to radically improve the provision of safe water and sanitation and bring
significant benefits to millions of people.” OpenWASH website
Digital Campus, supported by mPowering Frontline Health Workers, has adapted these Creative Commons licensed
learning resources to be mobile optimised and run on the OppiaMobile learning platform. This document describes
the adaptation process.
1. Importing into a local Moodle
From the OpenLearn site, the resources may be downloaded in a variety of formats, however for this adaptation process
we required the courses in standard Moodle format, so that we could easily collaborate and edit/format the course.
Unfortunately, OpenLearn no longer provides the option to download courses in Moodle backup format, although it
used to. The format most suitable to us to import was the OUXML format - this is an internal OU format used for all
their courses, so can be then exported for print or web.
A script was developed to create a Moodle backup formatted file of all the XML content, plus images, which could
then be restored into a Moodle server.
The script and associated documentation can be found on GitHub:
OUXMLConverter

https://github.com/DigitalCampus/

2. Review of imported content
Once the content had been imported into Moodle, a first export to OppiaMobile was done and the initial quality check
performed. The key areas that we were looking for were:
• consistency in style sheet usage
• formating of info, definition, in-line question and case study boxes
• image importing
As a result of this first check the following updates were made:
• activity icons added, where activities/pages did not have a suitable icon
• formatting of the end-of-session self-assessment questions
• fixes to style sheet formatting where necessary
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3. Additional quiz questions
In the original course content, self-assessment questions (SAQs) are provided at the end of each study session. Many
of these questions are unsuitable for automatic marking within the OppiaMobile app - as, for example, they require
the student to write longer text or complete a table of information. These questions have been retained in the mobile
adapted version, but only as HTML pages, rather than as a quiz activity.
Additional self-assessment quiz questions (in Moodle quiz format) have been developed and added to each study session. These questions are of a more basic type than the original SAQs (eg short answer, multichoice) - however they
allow the student to have their responses marked automatically in the OppiaMobile app.
4. Quality assurance check
Note: Since these courses had already been very well developed by subject experts and copy edited, our QA check
did not include copy editing or validating the correctness of the content/information in these courses.
The courses were exported to OppiaMobile and the content reviewed again within the OppiaMobile app.
We also ran the quiz questions through our quiz checker script - which tests submitting each possible response through
our quiz engine to ensure that the marking and scoring is correct as well as helping with spelling and grammar checking.
5. Creating non-country specific version
The final part of the adaptation was to create a non-country specific version. The original courses have a lot of Ethiopia
specific references, so the idea of removing these is to make it easier to them adapt and re-use the course in other
countries.
Copies of each course were made and a database scan performed to identify the pages which include Ethiopia specific
references. These pages were then updated to provide more general references, the references updated include:
• Ethiopia
• woreda
• kebele
• health extension worker
• HEW
• health development army
• HDA
• health promotion worker
• Addis
• Oromo
• Oromia
• tigray
• amhara
• health post
• MoH
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• FMoH
• Adama
• korales
• Ministry of Water and Energy
• Mekelle University
• Bahir Dar
• Regional Health Bureau
• Ministry of Works and Urban Development
• MoWE
• MoWUD
• MFSH
• CLTSH
• Town Water Board
• Hawassa
• Wechale
• birr
• gondar
• Operation and Maintenance Department
• Wuha Agar
• National Fluorosis Mitigation Project
• debo
The script used to scan the content for these terms can be found here: https://github.com/DigitalCampus/
ou-content-adaptation-scripts/blob/master/helper/OpenWASH-global-editing-links.php
6. Final QA
A final export to OppiaMobile of both the Ethiopia specific and non-country specific versions, then reviewed again on
a mobile device.

4.3.2 Adapting Open University Moodle Content - under development
This describes the process and scripts Digital Campus has used to adapt content from the Open University (UK), for
example the HEAT and OpenWASH content.
This content is already very well structured and edited, however there are a few areas that need to be updated so the
courses display very well on OppiaMobile.
In terms of the ordering shown below, items 1 and 2 must be completed first, and there must always be a final quality
assurance check, however the other items may be completed in any order or in parallel, since they are not dependent
on each other.
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1. Import courses to your Moodle server
Import the Moodle course onto your own Moodle server - you will need to have full access to the Moodle installation
and database for this adaptation.
2. Apply scripts
Updating and applying the scripts that we used for the HEAT content adaptation. These remove OU specific stylesheets
and navigation.
These scripts should be run in exactly this order, confirming succesful completion and expected results before running
the next script. In Moodle you may need to purge the cache and/or save the course settings.
The scripts should be run from the command line - there is no user/web interface - and directly manipulate the Moodle
database. They ought to work for all versions of Moodle v2.4.x - v2.9.x.
Firstly make a copy of settings.php named local_settings.php and update the information for your Moodle instance.
1. 01-restructure-course.php - the original Moodle courses have all the activities in a single Moodle topic. This
script uses the activity numbering to determine which section a course will appear in.
2. 02-order-topics.php 3. 03-clean-course.php 3. Apply styles
Apply more general stylesheet, for example for the in-text questions, notes, warnings - using the same icons etc used
for the mobile adapted HEAT content.
Refer to helper/cleaning.php
4. Review of image and table content
Review of images and tables - to ensure they are resized/styled appropriately for display on mobile
5. Add activity icons/images
Adding activity icons/images
6. Adapt SAQs into Moodle quiz format
Adapt SAQs into Moodle quiz format - not all SAQ questions may be able to be adapted (depends on the complexity
and type of question)
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7. Quality Assurance and Review
QA check and review - the QA will focus on the layout/consistency of stylesheets/images/tables etc, but will not look
at the actual content, spelling/grammar etc (as assume has already been very well reviewed for these aspects)
Appendix - Additional Helper Scripts

4.4 Updating Content
Whilst a course for an Oppia implementation is being developed, and before the app in launched, course content can
be updated and published to the server as often as is necessary.
However, once a course has been launched, and is being used by learners, publishing updates should be well planned
and coordinated. Firstly to reduce the burden and potential confusion to users for having a lot of small, regular updates
and secondly, to ensure a good review can be made of the content before it is made live for learners.
For testing updates to a live course, there are several options:

4.4.1 Option 1: Publish as draft/test course
When you are exporting from Moodle, you can specify if the course is a draft/testing version or a live version.
If draft/test is selected the course shortname will automatically have “-draft” appended to it and be pushed as a draft
course to the Oppia server.
In this way, you’re able to push an updated draft/test version of a course that is already live to users, without overwriting
the currently live version of the course.
Once you are happy with all the updates, you can publish as a live course and then it will update the live version on the
Oppia server, and get pushed out to users.

4.4.2 Option 2: Publish to a staging server
If you have a separate staging server for Oppia, you can use this to publish your updated course to and test against this
server.
For testing in the app, first log out (if you’re already logged in and connected to a live server), then change the server
you’re connecting to to be your staging server.
Once you are happy with all the updates, you can publish as a live course on your live server, and get pushed out to
users. Or, if you prefer, publish as a draft course to you live server (as option 1 above), for a final test, before making
live.

4.4.3 Option 3: Combination of the above 2
You can publish a course as draft/testing or live to a staging server, although as it’s a staging server, it’s not live to all
your users (only your testers connected to the staging server).
You might want to go through the process of publishing as draft and then live on your staging server, to get familiar
with the process (and how users are notified about updates), but without impacting your actual users.
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4.4.4 How are users notified about course updates?
[we are working on ways to improve the course notification process]
When a course is updated and published live, users will be notified on their phone for courses that they already have
installed (when they have an internet connection available on their device).
Users will not be notified about:
• updates to courses that they don’t already have installed
• new courses
• courses that are no longer live
Note that users are not forced to update courses, it is their decision when to update a course (e.g. when they have access
to wifi, or good mobile internet connection)

4.4.5 How to deal with courses that are no longer live
If a course is not being updated, but instead being removed, currently, users are not notified that a course is no longer
in use.
The current/best approach will be to:
• Replace/update the course content to a single page to notify users they should remove the course from their
phones, and place the course in an ‘archive’ category.
• Then when users update the course, they will know that it is no longer valid.
Notes:
• If the course is just archived from the server side, users will not get any notification, and they may continue to
use it, not knowing that it is no longer in use. Although of course, new users will not be able to download this
course.
• Courses cannot be ‘remotely deleted’ from a users device. Similarly with course updates, if will be up to the
users to decide when to update a course on their device.

4.4.6 What happens to learner progress when a course is updated?
When a course is updated, any activities that have been changed (in any way, from a minor typo, to a rewrite), the old
version of the activity is essentially ‘detached’ from the new version of the course.
Any deleted activities are also just detached, and any new activities are just added. The tracker and quiz scores etc are
retained.
From a user perspective on their device, when they download the new version:
• if they haven’t yet completed the old version of the activity, there’s no real difference to them
• if they completed the old version of the activity, but not completed the course, the updated version of the activity
will now show as no longer completed
• if they have already completed the course and got the badge, then they will keep the badge, but the updated
version of the activity will now show as no longer completed
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4.4.7 What happens if a user continues to use an old version of a course?
If a user does not update (or remove) a course, they will be able to continue to use it on their devices as the version they
have installed. They will still get points for completing activities, but they will not be awarded a badge for completing
an old version of a course. Their usage information is still tracked on the server.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

IMPLEMENTERS GUIDE

5.1 OppiaMobile Implementers Guide
5.1.1 Dashboard Guide
The OppiaMobile server web interface allows you to:
• monitor the activity and progress of your learners.
• manage users and permissions
• manage courses and cohorts
Any user with an OppiaMobile account can log into the dashboard, but what they are able to view and the actions they
can perform will depend on their permissions (see OppiaMobile Server Permissions).
User and Permissions Management
Add a new user
Either:
1. Just register a new user (using the ‘Register’ link in the menu bar)
Or:
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Select ‘Add a new user’ and complete the form
Bulk upload users
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Upload users’
2. Prepare a CSV file with all the user info. You can create a CSV file in Excel. Note that the column names are
case sensitive and must be written exactly.
3. Upload the file
4. After processing you’ll receive a report detailing the results
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Remove a user

Warning: Removing a user will delete all their activity logs and course progress. If you would like to stop a user
from accessing Oppia, but without deleting all their activity logs, then use ‘Block a user account’ instead.
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
4. In the bottom left, click on ‘Delete’
5. You will be asked to confirm deletion of the user account
Block a user account
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
4. Untick the ‘active’ checkbox
5. Click on the save button (bottom right)
You can unblock a user account in a similar way - just tick the ‘active’ checkbox instead.
Reset user password

Note: There is no way to find out what the original password was, as the passwords are stored in an encrypted format.
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
4. Under the password field, follow the link and instructions to reset the password
Add/remove admin access permission

Warning: Admin accounts have permissions to add, edit and delete any or all of the data stored, as well as create
other Admin user accounts. Admin permissions should only be given to users who really need it, and consider
giving staff status instead.
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
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4. Tick/untick the ‘superuser status’ checkbox
5. Click on the save button (bottom right)
Add/remove staff access permission
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Users’ under the ‘Authentication and Authorization’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
4. Tick/untick the ‘staff status’ checkbox
5. Click on the save button (bottom right)
Add/remove permission to upload courses
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘User Profiles’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the user and select
4. Tick/untick the ‘Can upload’ checkbox
5. Click on the save button (bottom right)
Add permission to view draft course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Course Permissions’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Select ‘Add course permission’ from the top right
4. Select the user you wish to give permission to, and the specific course
5. Select ‘Viewer’ as the role
6. Click on the save button (bottom right)
Remove permission to view draft course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Course Permissions’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse/Search to find the user and course you’d like to remove the permission for and select this row, so you see
the entry edit field
4. Click on the delete button (bottom left) and confirm
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Add permission to republish a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Course Permissions’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Select ‘Add course permission’ from the top right
4. Select the user you wish to give permission to, and the specific course
5. Select ‘Manager’ as the role
6. Click on the save button (bottom right)
Remove permission to republish a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Course Permissions’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse/Search to find the user and course you’d like to remove the permission for and select this row, so you see
the entry edit field
4. Click on the delete button (bottom left) and confirm
Exclude a user from reporting analytics

Note: The exclusion (or re-inclusion) of a users activity only takes effect on the activity records that arrive at the server
after this flag has been changed. I.e. it is not automatically applied retrospectively. To apply changes retrospectively,
the update_summaries –fromstart command must be run.
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘User profiles’ from the ‘Profile’ section
3. Browse/Search to find the user you’d like to exclude, and click on their username, so you see the record edit form
4. Tick the ‘Exclude from reporting’ checkbox then save
Similarly, to re-include a user, untick this checkbox and save.
Course Management
Add a new course

Note: Usually courses would be added directly from Moodle during the export process
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Upload’
2. Select the course zip file that you exported from Moodle
3. Click on upload
4. Add or update the course tags and other information
5. Click save
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View all courses
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
View courses for specific tag
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. From the drop down list of tags at the top of the page, select the relevant tag
3. The page will refresh and show just the courses for the selected tag
Update course information (tags etc)
Currently this should be done during the course export process in Moodle.
Change the ownership of a course

Note: This is deprecated (as of server version 0.12.11) and should no longer be necessary to use this process. You
can now assign multiple managers to courses (see: Add permission to republish a course)
When a course is first published, the user publishing the course is the owner of this course, and only they can re-publish
the course. If a different user needs to publish the course, then the course ownership will need to be changed.
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Courses’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the course and select it
4. Change the user to the new owner
5. Click save
Publish a draft course
To publish a course that’s currently ‘draft’, republish the course from Moodle, selecting the “Live” option on export.
Alternatively (though deprecated):
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Courses’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the course and select it
4. Untick the ‘is draft’ checkbox
5. Click save
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Download course package
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. Browse to the relevant course row
3. On the right hand side of the row, click ‘download course’
Archive a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Courses’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the course and click on its link to edit it
4. Tick the ‘is archived’ checkbox
5. Click save
Delete a course

Warning: Deleting a course will remove all its activity logs, learner progress and quiz scores. Most likely archiving
a course is more appropriate
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Courses’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the course and click on its link to edit it
4. In the bottom left, click on ‘Delete’
5. You will be asked to confirm deletion of the course
Customising the Gamification (Points and Badges)

Note:
• Updated points will not be applied on the users devices until they download the updated version of the course.
• Changes to the course completion badge method will be applied straight away
The gamification events are defined as follows:
• course_downloaded - no points awarded for downloading the course
• quiz_first_attempt - no points for the first time the quiz is attempted
• quiz_attempt - no points each subsequent attempt at a quiz (max. once per day per quiz)
• quiz_first_attempt_threshold - the quiz score percentage needed to get the quiz_first_attempt_bonus
• quiz_first_attempt_bonus - bonus points for getting at least the quiz_first_attempt_threshold in the quiz on the
first attempt
• activity_completed - no points for the completing a page activity (max. once per day per activity)
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• media_started - no points for starting to play a media file (max. once per day per media)
• media_playing_interval - number of seconds the media needs to be played to get the media_playing_points_per_interval
• media_playing_points_per_interval - no points for each media_playing_interval
• media_max_points - maximum number of points available for each media view
Changing the Global/Default Points
You can edit the global/default points by:
1. Go to the Django Admin pages
2. Go to Gamification > Default Gamification Events
3. Select the event to change the points for and save
Customising Course and Activity Level Points
To customise the points for a particular course and its activities:
1. Go to the courses list in the Oppia server dashboard
2. Click on the Gamification Settings icon for the course to update (the icon on the far right of the row)

3. You’ll now see the gamification customisation screen:

4. If you’d like to change the points at the course level (e.g. so every quiz in the course has 50 points for the first
attempt, rather than the default of 20), then select the Course global settings, then Edit settings:
5.1. OppiaMobile Implementers Guide
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5. If you’d like to change the points just for a specfic activity, perhaps the final quiz gives users more points than
other quizzes, expand the relevant topic in the course structure and navigate to the activity you’d like to update,
then click the edit icon:

6. For updating the points for the media that are included in the course, these are listed at the end of the course
structure, under the Media elements section:

Note: Remember to click the save settings button at the end of the page after you are finished with editing the points.
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Change course complete badge award method
1. Go to the Django Admin pages
2. Go to Oppia > Badges
3. Click on the Course completed record to edit it
4. Change the default method field to the method you’d like to use, then save
Change percentage of activities needed to complete the course

Note: This setting is only used when the course complete badge award method is set to all_quizzes_plus_percent
1. Go to the Django Admin pages
2. Go to Settings > Settings
3. Click on the OPPIA_BADGES_PERCENT_COMPLETED record to edit it
4. Change the int value field to the percentage you’d like to use, then save
Cohort (Group) Management
Create a new cohort
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’
2. Click on ‘Add a cohort’ button
3. Complete the form and click ‘Save’
Add/remove a course from a cohort
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’
2. Browse to the row of the cohort you’d like to update
3. Select ‘Edit’
4. In the courses field, add or remove the relevant course shortname
5. Click ‘Save’
Add/remove a student from a cohort
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’
2. Browse to the row of the cohort you’d like to update
3. Select ‘Edit’
4. In the students field, add or remove the relevant username
5. Click ‘Save’
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Add/remove a teacher from a cohort
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’
2. Browse to the row of the cohort you’d like to update
3. Select ‘Edit’
4. In the teachers field, add or remove the relevant username
5. Click ‘Save’
Delete a cohort
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Admin’ > ‘Django Admin’
2. Select ‘Cohorts’ under the ‘Oppia’ section
3. Browse or search for the cohort and select it
4. In the bottom left, click on ‘Delete’
5. You will be asked to confirm deletion of the cohort
Add/remove custom criteria
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’.
2. Make sure there is at least one custom user field defined. The custom cohort criteria only applies to custom user
fields.
3. Select the option ‘Criteria based’.
4. Click on ‘Add cohort criteria’ button. A new panel should appear.
5. Now, for both students and teachers, you may select a custom user profile field and add a value for it.
6. For adding extra criteria, click on the ‘Add criteria’ button that is near the last criteria added.
7. For removing a criteria, click the ‘X’ button at the right side of the criteria you want to remove.
Activity and Progress Monitoring
View recent daily activity on server
The server dashboard homepage shows a graph of the daily activity for the last month:
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View daily/monthly activity on server between specific dates
Under the daily activity graph on the server homepage, you can select a date range and interval (days or months) to
update the graph:

Note: If you select the interval as ‘days’ and a long date range, it may take a long time to generate the graph - especially
if there has been a lot of activity on the server.
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View server summary activity
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Analytics’ > ‘Summary Overview’
2. You will see a series of graphs and charts for the data from the last year (grouped by month), such as:
• monthly activity
• user registrations, both monthly and cumulative
• activity by country and language
• course downloads, both monthly and cumulative
• most active courses, in the last month
View activity for specific course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. Browse to the course and click on its title
3. You will see the daily activity for the last month, and the option to select a date range and interval to view by.
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View activity for specific cohort (group)
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Cohorts’
2. Browse to the relevant cohort.
3. You can either select to view the activity for the whole cohort (click on the cohort title), or you can view the
activity for a specific course within a cohort (click on the course title)
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View activity for specific user
Wherever you see a users name, you can click on their name to go directly to view their activity.
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View activity for specific user on a particular course
From the user homepage, you can select which course to view the full detail from.

Download activity detail for a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. Browse to the course and click on its title
3. Select ‘Course Data Exports’
4. Then you can download the course activity to a CSV/Excel file
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Download quiz responses for a quiz in a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. Browse to the course and click on its title
3. Select ‘Course Data Exports’
4. Then you can select the quiz responses to download to a CSV/Excel file
Download feedback responses in a course
1. From the menu bar, select ‘Courses’
2. Browse to the course and click on its title
3. Select ‘Course Data Exports’
4. Then you can select the feedback responses to download to a CSV/Excel file

5.1.2 Permissions for Course Development - Quick Start
An overview of the permissions needed in Moodle and on the Oppia server for content creators to publish and review
their courses from Moodle to the Oppia app.
Permissions in Moodle
The content creator will need to have either/both:
• teacher permissions in the course/s they need to update (in the case of existing courses)
• course creator permissions in the category they are going to create courses in (in the case of creating new courses)
It shouldn’t be necessary for the content creator to need full admin permissons in Moodle. You can find more information on the Moodle roles and permissions system here: https://docs.moodle.org/en/Roles_and_permissions
Publishing/Pushing a new course to an Oppia server
If the content creator is publishing/pushing a new course to the Oppia server (i.e. one that doesn’t yet exist on the
specific Oppia server), then the course creator will need either:
• can upload permission in their user profile (see: Add/remove permission to upload courses)
• staff or admin permissions (see: Add/remove admin access permission and Add/remove staff access permission)
Updating a course on an Oppia server
To update a course, the content creator will need to have the permissions above for publishing a new course.
• If the course being updated is one that the content creator had already published, then they don’t need any extra
permissions.
• If the course being updated is one that someone else has previously published, the content creator will need
specific permission to publish this course (see: Add permission to republish a course)
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Draft vs Live Courses
When published to the Oppia server, draft and live courses are treated as independent courses, so you might find you
need to give permissions for each.
For example: If a course has been published live by another user, but there isn’t a draft for it, then the content creator will
be able to publish a new draft version with just the new course permissions. But they will need the update permissions
to publish the live version.
In this way you could have content creators who are able to push changes to the draft version, but different users being
able to finally publish as live.
Staging vs Live Servers
If you have separate staging and live Oppia servers, then these are independent instances of Oppia, so permissions need
to be set up separately on each instance.
You might also want to have different permissions for different users on staging vs live servers.

5.1.3 Permissions
This documentation details the permissions for the various components of OppiaMobile.
Course Development and Publishing Permissions
Course development
Since courses for OppiaMobile are developed in Moodle, the permissions for creating courses in Moodle and which
users are able to collaborate on and edit courses are determined by Moodle’s permission system (see: http://docs.
moodle.org/en/Permissions)
Publishing courses for OppiaMobile
Exporting for testing
Any user in Moodle may export a course to the OppiaMobile .zip format - which can then be copied directly onto the
phone for testing.
Course Publishing - Initial
Once a course has been developed and is ready for publishing onto an OppiaMobile server, only those users with
permission to upload courses to the OppiaMobile server may publish (see the server permissions page).
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Course Publishing - Updating
If a course has already been published and it is then updated and requires re-publishing to the OppiaMobile server, only
the user who originally published the app may update it (the original course owner). If necessary, in the OppiaMobile
server, you can change the course owner from the Django admin pages.
OppiaMobile App Permissions
In the OppiaMobile client (phone) app generally all users have the same functionality and permissions.
Restricting app permissions
There may be some cases (for example when using shared devices), where you may want to prevent app users from
installing or removing courses, or change the particular app settings. The app has the option to set an admin password,
which will then restrict access to options such as installing/removing courses. To enable this, go to the settings in the
app, check the box to “protect admin actions with password” and enter an admin password.
OppiaMobile Server Permissions
There are various permissions associated with users in OppiaMobile, some based on the default Django users system
and others based on extra permissions the user has been specifically given.
• Admin User - this is the standard Django superuser (https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/2.2/topics/auth/default/)
- a typical user with this role would be a system/server administrator. Admin users are able to add/edit/delete
any data directly from the Oppia Django Admin pages.
• Staff - this is the standard Django staff user (https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/2.2/topics/auth/default/) - a typical user would be a project manager/officer, college or ministry staff, essentially users who need to access all
the data/reports within the server, but not necessarily responsible for the technical maintenance or server level
admin. Staff users do not have any permissions to add/edit/delete data in the Oppia Django Admin pages.
• Teachers/Students - in Django permissions terms, both teachers and students are standard users. The only difference between them is that a teacher has been assigned the teacher status to a particular cohort of students. A
cohort is just a group of teachers and students assigned to a particular set of courses. A user may have the role
of teacher on one set of courses, but then be a student on other courses.
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Permissions on the OppiaMobile Server dashboard:

Activity/Action
Login
Access Django Admin
Upload Course
Update course categories
Update course status (draft/live)
Archive course
Delete course
Bulk Upload Users
View Cohorts
Add New Cohort
Edit Existing Cohort
View course list
View draft courses
View course recent activity
View course activity detail
Download course activity detail
Download quiz responses detail
Download feedback responses detail
View course quizzes
View student activity (all activity)
View student activity (for specific
course)
View student activity (for specific cohort)
View server level analytics
Upload media files
Upload activity logs
Change password and update user info

Admin User
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Staff
Yes
No (1)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Teacher
Yes
No
No (2)
No (9)
No (9)
No
No
No
Yes (3)
No
No
Yes (5)
No (8)
Yes (6)
Yes (6)
No
No
No
Yes (6)
No (6)
Yes (6)

Student
Yes
No
No (2)
No (9)
No (9)
No
No
No
No (4)
No
No
Yes (5)
No (8)
No (7)
No (7)
No
No
No
No (7)
No (7)
No (7)

Yes

Yes

Yes (6)

No (7)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (any user)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (any user)

Delete user account

Yes (from admin
pages)
Yes (own only)

No

No
No
No
Yes
only)
Yes
only)
Yes
only)

No
No
No
Yes
only)
Yes
only)
Yes
only)

Export user data

Yes
only)

(own

(own
(own
(own

(own
(own
(own

Notes:
1. Staff are able to access the Django admin URL, however they do not have permissions to view any of the data
models or actual data through this
2. Any user (teacher or student) may be given permissions to upload courses by changing the ‘can upload’ field in
their UserProfile to be true.
3. Teachers may only view cohorts that they are teachers in.
4. Students may view their own activity within a cohort
5. Students and Teachers may view all the courses available on the server, except those that are still in draft stage
6. A teacher may only view the activity for courses they are assigned to be teachers on, and then only for the students
in the cohorts they are teachers in.
7. Students may see their own activity within a course or cohort - but not anyone elses
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8. Any user may be given Course viewer permissions to be able to view a specific course that is currently draft
9. Any user may be given Course manager permissions to be able to update (republish) a course

5.1.4 Course Statuses
Draft
Designed for testing a course before being made available to users.
Only users with Admin/Staff permissions, or those specifically with course viewer permissions for the course will be
able to download this course to the app.
Live
Designed for releasing a course to all users.
All users will be able to download this course in the app.
New downloads disabled
Designed for making courses unavailable to new users
Users who already have the course installed can continue to use the course as normal, however new users will not be
able to download the course.
Read only
Designed so users can only view course content
Users who already have the course installed can continue to use it, although they will not be able to access/view any of
the quiz or feedback activities. New users will not be able to download the course.
Archived
Designed for courses which are no longer in use.
No users will be able to download this in the app (including Admin/staff users)
Deleted
Not strictly a status, as this means that the course has been deleted from the OppiaMobile server. Archiving a course
is usually much more appropriate.
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Changing a course status
If a course is status is changed, then this will affect who can access it in the app.
If a course becomes newly available to a user (eg moving from draft to live), they will get notified in the app that a new
course is available for them to download.
If a users has a course on their app and they no longer have access to this course (due to change in status, eg live to
archived), they will no longer be able to access the course in the app, they will get a message that it should be deleted
from their app.
Changing availability of statuses
In some cases you might not want to have all the statuses available on a particular server, for example, not having the
draft status available on a production server.
You can edit the statuses available on a server by editing the OPPIA_AVAILABLE_COURSE_STATUSES list in your
settings_secret.py file. Copy this list from the settings_base.py if it’s not already in your settings_secret.py file, and
then edit there.
The changes will take effect after you restart your webserver.
Note: If you are removing a status, first check that no course already uses this status, if this status is in use by courses,
then first either change the status of these courses or delete the course.

Status functionalities
App
Server Dashboard
Notes
a. Not applicable as courses with this status can’t be updated
b. Not applicable as learners cannot download a course with this status, or will be flagged as to delete if changed
to this status
c. Course will be deleted from the app if it is updated to have one of these statuses
d. Only for learners who already have the course installed
e. If the course is moved from another status to one of these statues, then the course will get flagged as to delete,
but depending on connectivity this might not happen instantly. So any pending activity will still get added to the
aggregated stats until the course is removed form the users device.
f. Changing the gamification is a change in the course, requiring an update to the course in the app, so needs to be
disabled if updating courses is disabled
g. Since assumes that the course has previously been live, so users could have activity in this
h. Users will not be able to access the quizzes or feedback, but they will be able to review their previous attempts/responses
i. Since the quizzes and feedback aren’t accessible they won’t create any new activity logs/trackers for these
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Restrictions on statuses when republishing from Moodle Block
The Moodle Oppia Export Block only allows courses to be pushed in either draft or live status, and so if a course has
been marked on the Oppia server as having (eg) read-only status, you will be prevented from re-publishing from the
Moodle Oppia Export Block. The combination of what status you can re-publish vs what status the course has on the
server is as follows:
The rationale for this is that new-download-disabled, read-only and archive statuses are for course that have previously
been live but are no longer being updated. For read-only and new-download-disabled, new users will not be able to
install these and archived course will get marked as to be removed from users devices.
Courses which have a status which is not draft or live, have been explicitly marked as such on the server, so should not
be updated from Moodle. If these course really do need to be updated and republished, then the status on the server
should be moved back to draft or live first.

5.1.5 Sideloading Content onto Devices
To prevent needing to download courses and media files from directly in the app (using wifi or mobile data connection),
courses and media files can be sideloaded onto devices. This means connecting the mobile device to laptop or computer
and directly copying the files from there onto the mobile device.
The base directory on the mobile device to copy content into is (eg):
/sdcard/Android/data/data/org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning/files/
The exact path will depend on whether the app is set up to store content on internal or external storage, and also the
specific package name of your app.
Sideloading courses
Firstly download the course zip file directly from the live Oppia server. The course needs to have been published as a
live course on the live server, and be a final version.
Copy the course zip file into:
/sdcard/Android/data/data/org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning/files/download/
There is no need to unzip the file.
When the app is next opened on the mobile device the course will be installed.
Sideloading media content
Firstly download the media files from the live Oppia server:
• Go to the Oppia server dashboard
• Go to the specific live course page
• Click on Related media
• Download the zip file of the media for the course
• Unzip the downloaded media file on your laptop/computer
Copy the media files into:
/sdcard/Android/data/data/org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning/files/media/
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Directory permissions on mobile devices
More recent versions of Android (eg v11+) might prevent direct access to the app data folders. This is a security feature
Google has built into Android to prevent apps being able to access data from other apps.
So you might need to install a specific file manager (eg https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
lonelycatgames.Xplore&hl=en_US&gl=US) to be able to access the app specific directories on Android 11+

5.1.6 Gamification - Points and Badges
OppiaMobile awards points and badges to users based on their usage of the app and content.
The points system is essentially a measure of engagement with the content - however it doesn’t really give a picture of
how much was understood. The badging provides confirmation that all the activities have been completed and that the
user has met at least the pass threshold for each quiz included in the course.
Points System
Points can be customised down to individual activity level, there are 3 levels of points:
• Activity Level Points - points which are defined for a particular activity.
• Course Level Points - points which are defined for a particular course. Each activity will use these points, unless
an activity has had custom points set up.
• Global/Default Level Points - if neither course nor activity level points have been defined, then the global/default
points will be used.
Global/Default Points
By default, points are awarded as follows:
• 100 – creating an account
• 50 – downloading a course
• 20 – first time a quiz is attempted
• ? – depends on percentage score for a first attempt at a quiz. E.g. if the score is 75% on the first attempt, 75
points will be awarded
• 50 – bonus for getting 100% on first attempt at a quiz
• 10 – each subsequent attempt at a quiz (max. once per day per quiz)
• 10 – completing an activity (max. once per day per activity)
• ? – video views – points are awarded for how long the video has been have watched, 5 points for every 30 seconds
watch, up to a maximum of 200 points. A bonus 20 points are given for the first time in a day a particular video
is watched
The points system is designed to encourage users to return to the courses regularly and engage in the activities.
To update the points see Customising the Gamification (Points and Badges)
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Badges and Completing Courses
Every activity has the concept of ‘completedness’. The definitions of activities being completed of each activity type
are given below:
• quiz - a quiz is completed if the user has obtained at least the pass threshold for the quiz.
• text/webpage - the page must be open for at least 3 seconds. Clearly this is not a very effective measure of
testing whether the user has fully read and understood the page content, however, currently it is the only way of
measuring that we currently have. We advise ensuring that the quiz questions provide an effective measure of
understanding the content.
• video - video/media files are embedded within text/web pages. The user must have the video running for at least
the length of the video. This may not correspond exactly to saying they have watched the whole video - for
example they may pause, fast-forward/rewind, and so have the video open for the required time, but not actually
have watched the video from start to finish.
• feedback - the user needs to answer all the questions
• file - the user simply needs to have opened the file
Course completed badge options
There are 4 options for the method to award a course completed badge:
• all_activities (default) - All activities must be completed, including all quizzes passed and all media viewed
• all_quizzes - All quizzes need to be completed and passed
• final_quiz - Only the final quiz needs to be completed and passed
• all_activities_plus_percent - All quizzes need to be completed and passed, and a percentage (default is
80%) of all other (non-quiz) activities completed. This percentage is configurable in the settings.
To update the badge award method, or to change the percentage for the all_activities_plus_percent method see
Customising the Gamification (Points and Badges)
Note: The badge awarding is performed by the Oppia cron task, so for badges to be awarded, please ensure that the
cron task is set up to run regularly.

5.1.7 Setting up Certificates
The Oppia server can automatically generate pdf certificates, which users can then download to save/print, and can be
automatically be emailed to users.
How to create certificates for courses
1. Create an image file for your certificate template. This should be a .jpg or .png, 842px wide by 595px high (to
match A4 landscape pdf at 72dpi)
2. In your image you can add the borders, layout, logos/text etc. You don’t need to put in the course title, as the pdf
generator can add this, but leave a space for the name.
3. Go to the Django admin pages for your Oppia server, then go to the Oppia section and click on Certificate
Templates.
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4. You can either add a new certificate template, or edit an existing one. Note that each course you want to award a
certificate for will need it’s own image file uploaded, but you can upload the same image for multiple courses.
5. When adding a new template, select the badge the certificate is related to (will usually be course completed), the
course and upload the image file.
6. Until you have the coordinates (eg user name, course title, date etc) lined up and outputting correctly on your
certificate, leave the certificate template disabled, else it will start sending out certificates before you have the
final settings.
7. From the listing of certificate templates, you click to see a preview/sample. If you haven’t adjusted any of the
other options and coordinates, all the data will be printed in the bottom left corner of the certificate.
8. So now we need to decide on which of the 3 data points will be included on the certificate (name, course title
and date), and adjust the positioning of these.
9. Just click to edit the template again, and you can decide which of the three data points will appear. For those that
you would like to appear, you’ll need to edit the corresponding X,Y coordinates.
10. The X, Y coordinates are measured in pixels from the bottom left of the template image, and denotes the bottom
middle of where the data point text will appear. So you can use the recommended certificate template image size
to help you get started.
11. Likely you’ll need to edit these settings and got back to the preview/sample a few times until you have all this
lined up correctly.
12. Once you are happy with the layout and positioning, you can then enable the certificate template. The certificates
will start getting generated very shortly, and will include creation of certificates for users who had previously
completed the course.
Notes and Comments
• If you find the course name is too long to automatically be printed on the certificate, you can pre-input the course
title on the certificate image template and untick the “include_course_title” on the certficiate template.
How are certificates awarded?
Certificates are created for the selected courses when a user completes the course and is awarded the badge. So the
criteria for getting the certificate is the same as that for the badge.
The certificate pdfs are generated and stored on the server, alongside the users badge. So if the course is updated and/or
the certificate template is changed, users will retain the certificate at the point in time they were awarded it.
How do users get their certificates?
Users can get their certificates from:
• Downloading in the Oppia app (from the badges screen)
• Downloading from the Oppia server
• As an attachment via email. Note that for certificates to be emailed, the OPPIA_EMAIL_CERTIFICATES setting
to be True, plus the user needs to have a valid email address
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Certificate validation
You can optionally add a verification code to the certificate, in the form of a URL link or QR core (for example to allow
supervisors or managers to check the certificate is valid).
When validation is enabled on the certificate template, the URL or QR code will link to the Oppia server to show if the
certificate is valid or not. Note that a user account is not required to validate a certificate.

5.1.8 Using Cohorts (Groups)
A cohort is a collection of courses, student users and teacher users, which allows the teacher users access to the server
dashboard to view the activity of the student users for the specific courses.
Example Use Cases
• A health worker supervisor needs to view the course activity for all courses for the health workers they supervise.
In this case, set up a cohort with the supervisor as the teacher, the health workers as the students and all the
courses.
• A course mentor needs to view the course activity for all the students in just the courses they are mentoring. In
this case, set up a cohort with the mentor as the teacher, all the students and the specific courses they need to
mentor.
• A regional health manager needs to view all the activity for all courses for all the health workers in their region.
In this case, set up a cohort with the manager as the teacher, all the courses, and the health workers (students)
the manager manages.
How to create/manage cohorts
Cohorts can be created from the Oppia server dashboard (select cohorts in the side menu), however only admin and
staff users are able to create cohorts.
Cohorts based on user profile fields
You can set up criteria to add users automatically to a particular cohort, instead of needing to add manually one-by-one,
see:
Custom cohort criteria
In some situations, you might want to create a cohort that depends on some custom criteria, for example:
• A cohort that includes all the students from a specific region.
• A cohort that includes all the teachers specialised in a field of knowledge.
In order to add or remove custom criteria in a cohort, an admin or a staff user can do it from the cohorts page in the
dashboard or directly in the admin panel.
Note: For the custom criteria panel to appear in the Django dashboard, there needs to be at least one custom user field
specified. See: Adding extra registration form fields.
The information required for creating a cohort criteria is:
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• The cohort to which this criteria applies.
• The role of the participants (students or teachers).
• User profile field: This is the name of the custom user field we want to filter by.
• User profile value: The value that the user custom field should have. This field accepts comma separated values
that will be treated as OR operations.
Note: Every custom criteria added for a specific cohort is additive, meaning that for a user to be added, they should
match ALL the criteria.

Updating the cohort participants
Once some custom criteria has been added to a cohort, we can update the cohort participants using the custom actions
in the cohorts page from the django admin panel.
These custom actions are:
1. Update cohort participants.
2. Refresh cohort participants.
1. Update cohort participants
When the Update cohort participants action is selected, users matching all the criteria will be added to the corresponding teacher/student role. No users will be removed, only added.
2. Refresh cohort participants
When the Refresh cohort participants action is selected, users matching all the criteria will be added to the corresponding teacher/student role. Users who no longer match the criteria will be removed.
What can teacher view
When a teacher logs into the Oppia dashboard, they will only be able to see the course/user activity for the cohorts they
have been assigned as a teacher.
For example, if a cohort has teacher A is the teacher, course 1 and course 2 as courses, and user x and user y as the
students, the teacher will only see the activity for those courses for those users. If user z is also participating in course
1, the teacher will not see any of user z’s activity.
Additional info on teacher permissions can be found at: OppiaMobile Server Permissions
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Additional notes
• To assign users (teachers or students) and courses to a cohort, these users and courses need to exist on the server
first. I.e. you can’t add users or courses to a cohort in preparation for users registering, or a course being uploaded
at a later date.
• You can add start and end dates to a cohort, however this is just for information purposes (eg a class of 2020, a
class of 2021), it doesn’t change the access the teachers or students have to the course.
• Oppia users can be both teachers and students, for example, they might be a student in one cohort, but be a teacher
in another.

5.1.9 Integration
Launching OppiaMobile from other applications
In order to allow other applications to launch specific courses and activities in the OppiaMobile app, this can be done
by using a standard weblink.
The main use-cases for this functionality are:
• data collection or other support tools needing to link directly to refresher information/activities
• being able to send via SMS, WhatsApp or similar a direct link to a specific activity
Using a link, rather than an Android intent, helps to direct the user to the activity online if the app is not installed,
though an Android intent can also be used (for example if additional data needs to be passed from the opening app)
The links used should be in the following format:
• To go directly to a specific activity: https://demo.oppia-mobile.org/view?digest=<digestUUID> The
digest is a unique identifier for the specific activity in OppiaMobile - these are available when viewing the course
structure in the Oppia server.
• To go directly to a specific course: https://demo.oppia-mobile.org/view?course=<shortname> The
shortname is the shortname of the course as defined in Moodle.
Notes:
• for different implementations, you’ll need to use the specific domain name for your Oppia server
• if linking to a specifc activity, and this activity is then changes/updated, this will generate a new UUID, so you
will need to update your links
Overview/Example of the process from user perspective
Here is an example of a link appearing in a text message (of course this link could also be in other apps):
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As the app is registered to open these kinds of links, when the user click on digest URL, Android will prompt her for
which app to open the link with. If the user select the OppiaMobile app it will directly load the activity, independently
of whether the user has an active internet connection or not. If there is no logged in user right now, it will show that
information instead:

If the course that contains the activity is not installed in the device, the app won’t find the activity by its digest, and it
will show the message:
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If the user selects to open the digest link with the Chrome browser, the activity info will be shown. If the user clicks
the “open in app” button, the browser will try to open the app passing the activity digest info. If the user doesn’t have
the app installed, it will redirect him to the Google Play store page for the app.

For the browser option, the user needs an active internet connection on the device. Without it, the browser will just
show a “No connection” error as with any other web page.
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xAPI Integration
Note: This development is a work in progress, so not everything may be completed and tested well. We’d welcome
any feedback and suggestions on how we can improve on what has already been done.
xAPI (Experience API) is a learning technology standard to collect data about users’ interaction with learning content
from a variety of sources (see: https://xapi.com/)
Oppia has a very initial implementation for exporting data in xAPI format, but there is more info
in this document about the rationale and our future plans:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1SlhcS2GjzxZbSSCjzhnPdPPrEUd2W8lxLhNWpu17jbs/edit
DHIS2 Integration
Note: This development is a work in progress, so not everything may be completed and tested well. We’d welcome
any feedback and suggestions on how we can improve on what has already been done.
This is a very initial version of an integration, at the moment the DHIS2 integration just allows Oppia admins to
download a CSV file with a monthly summary of the users who have used the Oppia app in that month, the number of
activities and quizzes they have completed and the number of points earned.

5.1.10 Visualizations
Setting up the User Map Visualization
To set up the user map visualization to reflect the your users’ location on your server:
1. Create accounts on:
• ipstack
• cartodb
2. Set up a public map/table called oppiamobile_users in your CartoDB account with the following field
names/types:
• lat (number)
• lng (number)
• country_code (string)
• source_site (string)
• total_hits (number)
3. In the Django admin pages, go to the Settings > Setting Properties model, and update the string values for the
following settings, to enter your specific API keys etc:
• OPPIA_CARBODB_ACCOUNT
• OPPIA_CARBODB_KEY
• OPPIA_IPSTACK_APIKEY
4. Again, in the Settings, change the OPPIA_MAP_VISUALISATION_ENABLED boolean value to be true
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5. Create a cron script to run the Django management commands ip2location and cartodb_update. For example:
#!/bin/bash
cd /home/oppia/
source env/bin/activate
python ./django-oppia/manage.py ip2location
python ./django-oppia/manage.py cartodb_update
6. Set up this cron task to run regularly, for example once per day. After the cron task has been run at least once,
you should start to see the user locations appearing on the map.
Creating visualisations of the data in OppiaMobile is a work-in-progress, currently there are 2 main visualisations
available:
Summary Overview
This gives a one-page overview of the activity on your OppiaMobile server and can only be access by users with the
is_staff status. The summary overview page gives graphical representations of:
• User Registrations
• Activity by Country
• Course Downloads
• Course Activity
Note: All the statistics in the summary overview and map will exclude any activity made by users who have the is_staff
status.

User Map
This shows a map of the locations of the users and activity on your OppiaMobile server.
Note: By default this map shows the users from the http://demo.oppia-mobile.org server. To see a map of the users
on your server, you will need to configure this, see the user map setup instructions.

5.1.11 Supporting fully offline users
The section describes the features in Oppia for implementations where users devices will almost always offline, so there
is a need for users to be able to register, get course/media content and have their activity logged, even if their devices
may never be connected to the internet.
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Offline Registration
If enabled in the Oppia app (a configuration setting when the app is compiled, see General settings), users will be able
to register an account in the app even when no connection is available.
Basic Workflow
1. The user tries to register, but no internet connection is available at the moment.
2. The app prompts the user if he wants to be registered offline

1. If the user accepts, all his user data is saved locally and flagged as an offline user. He is then logged in, ready to
start using the app as normal
2. Once a connection becomes available, the app will upload the user registration in the background with the related
activity trackers.
3. Alternatively, the user activity can be exported into an activity log file (see Downloading Activity Logs for more
info in this topic), that in this case will include the registration data.
4. Once this activity log is tranferred to the server, the user will be created if it did not exist yet.
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Activity log
If the offline registered user is in an environment where there is no chances of having an internet connection, the option
to track the user activity is to export it into an activity log file. Since the user is not registered in the server yet, this
activity logs will include also all the information introduced in the registration form. The password is hashed using a
SHA-1 algorithm, so it is safe to be transferred.
Username collisions
Currently, the system does not take into account the possible (although unlikely) scenario where two users are registered
offline using the same username and the data is exported and the updated to the server from an intermediate user that
got the activity logs transferred.
So as of this moment, when activity data arrives at the server not posted by its original user (that includes ApiKey
authentication), i.e. activity that has been transferred from an offline device, the server implies that if there is already
a registered user with the username included in the activity log file, the activity trackers belong to that user.
A recommended approach is to set some criteria for the usernames to reduce the probability of collision, like using as
username a combination of the user last name and some unique identifier (e.g. health worker ID).
Using Bluetooth to transfer between devices
Bluetooth can be used to share course content and media files directly between devices, so users without an internet
connection can still get updates.
For this to be possible, when a course is installed or updated in the device, a backup copy of the installation package is
saved under the backup/ folder of the app.
Note: If you had the app installed prior to the update in which this functionality was added, the courses that were
previously installed will not appear in the transfer section, as the backup files are not available.

General Workflow
1. Course content is updated or new courses are added, with new/updated media files.
2. A supervisor or project staff member downloads the updated course/media content onto their device, when they
are in an area with internet connection, or by sideloading the updated content.
3. When the supervisor visits their health workers in an area where no internet connectivity is available, they can
synchronise the updated course/media content from the supervisors device onto the health workers device, using
the bluetooth Sync option in the main OppiaMobile menu.
4. This will move all the selected content and media onto the health workers device.
5. The health worker could then also share these updates in the same way with her colleagues.
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The Sync transfer view
To access the Bluetooth sharing functionality, select the “Sync” option from the main menu. This will get you to the
Synchronize view, where there are two different tabs: the “Transfer” tab to connect and transfer course contents between
devices, and the “Activity” tab, related to the student activity tracking and how it gets synchronized in the server. We
will focus in the first one, where you have the following components

• The status title shows the current state of the Bluetooth connection
• Under the status, you can see the information of the connected device
• A button to set your device in Discovery mode
• A button to connect to another device
Pairing Devices
To start transferring courses between two devices using Bluetooth, we need to make the Bluetooth connection them
first. For this, you have to choose on of the devices to be the one that starts the connection.
If its the first time those two devices are establishing a connection, we need to pair them first. The pairing process
is only needed the first time as a security measure to ensure that both devices recognize each other and grant the
communication. The next time, this process can be done automatically.
Bluetooth pairing is generally initiated manually by a device user. The Bluetooth pairing process is typically triggered
automatically the first time a device receives a connection request from a device with which it is not yet paired. In
order that Bluetooth pairing may occur, a password has will be exchanged between the two devices. This password or
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“Passkey” as it is more correctly termed is a code shared by both Bluetooth devices, used to ensure that both users have
agreed to pair with each other.
Even if you have a Bluetooth-enabled accessory near a Bluetooth-enabled device, they won’t be able to see each other
until you put them into discovery mode. In this state, the device will be “discoverable” by other devices for 5 minutes.
Note that is not need to make a device discoverable if you’ll be connecting from it. You only need to make a device
discoverable if you’re connecting to it.
To make the device discoverable from within the app, press the “Discovery mode” button. A permission request dialog
will appear, asking you for permissions to make the device visible. Once you press this, you can start making the
connection from the other device, using the connect button in the status bar.
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If both devices were previously paired, the device name should appear under the “Paired devices” list. If not, you can
press the SCAN button to start scanning for Bluetooth devices:
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After selecting the device, since it is the first time they are making a connection, a dialog will appear in both screens
requesting you to allow the pairing process. Once this is granted in both devices, the connection will be made and the
the status bar will show the name of the device it is connected to.
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Transferring courses
Once the connection has been established, a list of the available courses will show up. Under each course title, you can
see the total transfer size for this course, that includes the course package and the related media files. Pressing the send
action to the right of a course will start the transfer process to the other device.

While a transfer is in progress, the number of files and the total size pending to transfer are shown in the status bar
of the sender device. The user can select more courses to transfer, that will get queued to transfer under the current
pending files. In the receiver side, the screen will show a loading message until the last transfer finishes.
After all the files are successfully transferred, the courses will be automatically installed in the receiver device
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Downloading Activity Logs
During the normal functioning of the app in a setting where there is a chance that internet connection is available, the
app sends student activity trackers to the server automatically. But in a no-internet access environment, this data cannot
be uploaded to the server that way, so there is the need for a different mechanism to fulfill this need.
Basic Workflow
1. The user completes course activities, quizzes and media as normal, and her activity is tracked.
2. Under the Sync menu, the trackers are exported into an activity log file
3. A supervisor or project staff member transfers the exported activity logs onto their device via Bluetooth
4. When they are in an area with internet connection, the activity trackers are automatically sent to the server.
5. Alternatively, the staff member can download these activity log files and upload them manually in the server.
The Sync > Activity view
To access the Activity logs functionality, select the “Sync” option from the main menu. This will get you to the
Synchronize view, where there are two different tabs. There, you have to select the Activity tab.

In this view, you have a summary of the activity logged in the device:
• To export: Activity trackers registered in the device (i.e., activity performed by one user logged in in the device),
that have not been exported nor submitted to the server yet.
• To submit: Activity trackers registered in the device that have been exported to an activity log in the device, but
not sent to the server yet
• Submitted: Activity registered in the device that is already registered in the server
The action to submit to server is used to manually trigger the tracker uploading (of both exported activity logs
saved in the device, and user activity pending to submit). This is also performed automatically by the app periodically.
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The action to Export activity will fetch all the activity that is not yet exported nor submitted, and will create an
activity log file, in the form of a JSON file containing all the activity trackers and basic user information, and will show
the file (and any other remaining activity log files to transfer in the list below the actions. Once those activity trackers
are exported, they get marked in the local register as “exported”, so the figure in the “to export” summary will go back
to zero, and the next time the user uses this functionality, they will not be included in the new activity log file.

Using the share icon that appears to the side of each log file will open the share dialog, prompting you to select an app
to share the file with. Note that this will transfer the file out of the realm of the app, so the user will have to upload
it manually later.
Sharing log activity files
Instead of using the share option, we can transfer the activity log files between devices using the app. This will keep
the file inside the app storage, making it possible to be automatically upload to the server once an internet connection
becomes available. For this, once two devices are connected via Bluetooth (see the “Bluetooth” section), if a device
has some activity log file pending to transfer, a message will appear below the status bar:

Pressing the Send now button will send the activity log files to the other device and remove them from the current one.
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Manual upload
If the file was not transfer from within the app, the activity log file will be outside of the realm of action of the app,
and has to be manually uploaded to the server. To do so, the user has to log in the server, select the option to upload an
activity log, and attach the file to the Upload activity log form.

5.1.12 User Testing
Gathering user feedback
As well as the quantitative data gathered by users activity in the Oppia app, most implementations will also want to
gather qualitative data on how users manage to use the Oppia app and content.
Most approaches to this would use surveys, interviews and/or focus groups to ask users about how they manage to use
the app and ask questions such as what you like/dislike about the app, or to get information about specific difficulties
users may be having.
However, some users may be hesitant to admit they are having difficulties in using the app and content, so the qualitative
data might not be representative.
An alternative approach to asking specific questions is to give users a set of short tasks to perform in the app and with
the content, watching the users doing the task and noting any particular issues they are having.
This approach is modeled on the concept of ‘guerilla’ usability testing.
An overview of the process is:
• Design the tasks - each task should be specific and discrete
• Introduce the project and what you are doing and why. Specifically emphasise that this is about you testing the
product, not the users ability to complete the task
• Ask the user to think out loud as they are going through each task - this gives an idea about users thought processes
• Reset the device back to either the Android main screen, or the app homepage, before each task
• If possible video the user whilst they are doing the task, as this is a useful reference for later
• The facilitator should take notes as the user is doing each task, especially noting where users have difficulties, or
get confused
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In terms of the number of users needed for this type of usability testing, even a small number of users (5-10), providing
they are representative users, can give an idea of priority areas to update in the app and/or content.
Some suggested specific tasks for Oppia might be:
For end users:
• Register in the app and download course X
• Download the media files for course X
• Find how many points you have earned for course X
• Complete quiz X and tell us your score and the number of points you earned
• Play media file X
• Find out how many activities you have completed in course X
• Find out how many points you earned on course X in the last month
For supervisors:
• Find out how many activities has the user completed in the last week on course X
• Transfer new courses and media files from your device to another device
• Download the activity logs from a users device and submit them to the server
A very similar approach can be applied for testing the Oppia server dashboard.
Are your quizzes useful?
This approach is likely to be best for end of course assessment, rather than general self-assessment quizzes.
Difficulty Index
The item difficulty index is one of the most useful, and most frequently reported, item analysis statistics. It is a measure
of the proportion of examinees who answered the item correctly; for this reason it is frequently called the p-value. As
the proportion of examinees who got the item right, the p-value might more properly be called the item easiness index,
rather than the item difficulty. It can range between 0.0 and 1.0, with a higher value indicating that a greater proportion
of examinees responded to the item correctly, and it was thus an easier item.
Difficulty index (P score) = (Total true response of the item / Total responses) × 100
Where Total responses= (True response + Wrong response + Not responded)
For a maximum discrimination between high and low achievers, the optimal levels (adjusting for guessing) are:
• 2 alternatives true and false = .75
• 3 alternatives multiple-choice = .67
• 4 alternatives multiple-choice = .63
• 5 alternatives multiple-choice = .60
Items with difficulties less than 30 percent or more than 90 percent definitely need attention. Such items should either
be revised or replaced.
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Discriminating index
The item discrimination index is a measure of how well an item is able to distinguish between examinees who are
knowledgeable and those who are not, or between masters and non-masters.
Total score for each individual student is calculated and arranged in descending order from highest score to lowest
score. Upper 1/3 students are selected to include in higher group (H) and lower 1/3 students are selected to include in
lower group (L).
Item Discriminating index is calculated by the following formula:
Discriminating index (D-score) = (HT-LT / T) × 2
where:
• HT = Number of correct responses in Upper Group,
• LT = Number of correct responses in Lower Group
• T = Total number of responses in both group.
Accessing the D-score:
• Negative D-score - Unacceptable - check item for error
• 0% - 24% - Usually unacceptable - might be approved
• 25% - 39% - Good item
• 40% - 100% - Excellent item
The maximum item discrimination difference is 100 percent. This would occur if all those in the upper group answered
correctly and all those in the lower group answered incorrectly. Zero discrimination occurs when equal numbers in
both groups answer correctly. Negative discrimination occurs when more students in the lower group than the upper
group answer correctly (indicating an error in the analysis).

5.1.13 Analytics
Note: The options for analytics and reporting are currently being expanded, these docs will be updated as this work
progresses

Reports
In addition to the graphs/visualisations that appear on the dashboard homepage, course and user pages, there is a specific
analytics/reports section.
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Exporting/Downloading data
In almost all cases where a graph appears, there is the option to download a CSV file of the data that has been used to
generate the graph.
For each course, there is a “Course Data Export” option, from here you can download (as CSVs) files of all the activity/tracker logs, quiz and feedback responses, including previous versions of quizzes and feedback that have been in
the course.
Custom Analytics/Reporting
For more detailed or custom reporting, it is possible to set up permissions to connect directly to the SQL database, for
example, using a tool such as MySQL Workbench.
Access for this needs a specific user account creating in MySQL (it’s not connected to your Oppia user account), and
also needs some understanding of the database structure to extract meaningful and correct data/reports directly from
the database.
Database Summary Tables
Definitions:
• attempted - an activity that was tried, not necessarily that the activity was completed. Main difference here is for
quizzes, if a user does a quiz, but does not pass, it will be included in attempted but not as completed.
• submitted_date - based on the date the activity log was submitted to the server, as recorded by the server date/time
• attempted_date/tracker_date - based on the date the activity occured on the device, recorded as the date/time the
users device is set to
summary_coursedailystats
Overall summary of activity in particular course.
Columns:
• id - unique identifier for row in table
• course_id - id number of the course
• day - day/month/year, based on the tracker attempted date
• type - type of activity (eg page, quiz, media, download)
• total - total number of attempts for the defined type
Used for:
• Reports for course activity, downloads and searches
• Dashboard graphs for homepage and courses
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summary_usercoursedailysummary
Summary of activity and time spent by day, user, course and activity type
Columns:
• id - unique identifier for row in table
• day - day/month/year
• type - type of activity (eg page, quiz, media, download)
• time_spent_submitted - time spent for activity type based on submitted date
• time_spent_tracked - time spent for activity type based on tracked date
• total_submitted - number of attempts for activity type based on submitted date
• total_tracked -number of attempts for activity type based on tracked date
• course_id - id number of the course
• user_id - id number of the user
Used for:
• Reports for active/inactive users and time spent
summary_usercoursesummary
Summary of users progress in a course
Columns:
• id - unique identifier for row in table
• points - number of points awarded for the user/course
• total_downloads - number of times the user has downloaded the course by downloading from the app when
connecting to the server. Sideloaded courses will not count here, nor will courses who have been installed by
other users
• total_activity - total number of activities attempted, for all versions of the course, so this number will equal
total_activity_current + total_activity_previous
• quizzes_passed - unique number of quizzes passed, passing the same quiz twice or more will only count once.
Only quizzes that are in the current version of the course will be counted.
• badges_achieved - number of badges a user has obtained for the course. Users can earn multiple badges if the
pass the criteria for different versions of the course.
• pretest_score - percentage score in the pre-test, only applicable if the pre-test approach used is Creating pre-tests
• media_viewed - unique number of media viewed, reaching the threshold to mark the media as completed. Watching the media twice (and reaching the completion threshold) will only count once. Only media in the current
version of the course will be counted.
• completed_activities - total number of activities completed, each activity will only be counted once, and based
on the current version of the course.
• course_id - id number of the course
• user_id - id number of the user
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• total_activity_current - total number of activities attempted, for the current version of the course. If the same
activity is in multiple versions of the course (including the current version), then it will be counted here.
• total_activity_previous - total number of activities attempted, for any previous version of the course. Only activities that are no longer in the current course version will be counted here.
Used for:
• Throughout the dashboard for graphs and showing users progress in courses
• Reports for course completion rates
summary_userpointssummary
Total points and badges achieved by user
Columns:
• id - unique identifier for row in table
• points - total number of points awarded to the user
• badges - total number of badges awarded to the user
• user_id - id number of the user
Used for:
• Leaderboards
Database Views
Database views are essentially pre-saved SQL queries, and can help to hide the database structure complexity. All the
actual data comes from other tables, but these views can be queried and joined in the same way as tables (for SELECT
queries only).
Notes:
• All the views are designed to be helpers only, they will need filtering and usually distinct values extracted (due
to the user profile fields or other property values).
• Users who are listed as staff, admins or who are marked as excluded from reporting are already removed from
these views.
reports_viewusercoursecompletepercent
User course completion data, linked to user profile fields.
Columns:
• id - id number from user profile field
• userid
• username
• first_name
• last_name
• email
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• phone_number
• profile_field_name - user profile field name
• profile_field_value_int - integer user profile field value
• profile_field_value_str - string user profile field value
• profile_field_value_bool - boolean user profile field value
• course_id
• course_title
• no_activities_completed - number of activities the user has completed, based on the completed_activities
column in summary_usercoursesummary
• total_no_activities - total number of activities in the current version of the course
• percent_complete - percentage based on no_activities_completed and total_no_activities
Note: Calculating the total_no_activities (and hence percent_complete) column, causes the view to be very slow.

reports_viewuserquizscores
User quiz attempts, linked to user profile fields.
Columns:
• id - id number from user profile field
• userid
• username
• first_name
• last_name
• email
• phone_number
• profile_field_name - user profile field name
• profile_field_value_int - integer user profile field value
• profile_field_value_str - string user profile field value
• profile_field_value_bool - boolean user profile field value
• quizid
• quiz_title
• quiz_property_name - courseversion and/or moodle_quiz_id only
• quiz_property_value - course version number or moodle_quiz_id number
• quiz_attempt_date - date the user attempted the quiz, date is from the users device (not the Oppia server)
• user_score - score the user achieved
• quiz_maxscore - maximum score available for this quiz
• score_percent - user score as percentage
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Users included in the visualisations and reports
Admin and Staff users are automatically excluded from reports and visualisation graphs.
As of server version 0.13.1, specific users can be flagged to be excluded from some reports and visualisations, for
example test users, project managers etc. If flagged these users will be excluded from the following (the ones based on
data from the summary_coursedailystats table):
• Homepage activity graph
• Course homepage activity graph
• Course activity report
• Course downloads report
• Search report
To flag a user to be excluded from these, see Exclude a user from reporting analytics

5.2 Restricting course access to specific cohorts
Cohorts can be used to restrict access to some courses to a specific set of users. To use this functionality, an admin or
a staff user has to do the following:
• Create a cohort with the course (or courses) that wants to apply restricted access
• Add in this cohort the users that will have access to this course
• Edit the course settings from the “Courses” section, and check the field “Restricted” for it
If a course is in multiple cohorts, then it will be available to all users in any of the cohorts, independently of the role
within the cohort, but no other users. This applies both to the app and the server dashboard.

5.2.1 How course restrictions affect app functionalities
The most obvious functionality for courses with restricted access from within the app is that new learners that don’t
belong to the course’s cohort do not see the course listed to download.
If a cohort is updated (users or courses are added/removed), a new cohort is created or the restricted/unrestricted
property of the course is updated, the next time the app updates the course statuses the changes implied by the new
scenario will be reflected, i.e. the users logged-in in the app will gain or lose access to those courses.
If a course is restricted to a user (whether it is because the user downloaded it in the app before it became restricted or
because there are multiple users logged-in in the device and not all of them have access to that course), the following
applies:
• The course won’t appear under the course list in the app
• The user won’t receive notifications for course updates
• The course contents won’t appear under search results
• The course won’t be accessible for that user through weblinks
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CHAPTER

SIX

USER GUIDE

6.1 User Guide
This is a template user guide, based on the core Oppia app, which can be adapted/edited to fit a particular implementation.

6.1.1 OppiaMobile App User Guide
This is a template user guide, based on the core Oppia app, which can be adapted/edited to fit a particular implementation.
Introduction
OppiaMobile is a mobile learning platform specifically designed for learners in low connectivity environments. Course
content can be accessed even when you are offline, although initially you will need an internet connection to install the
app, register and get the courses.
Installing the app
You can download the OppiaMobile app from the Google Play Store at: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning
When you first open the OppiaMobile app, you will be asked to confirm the following permissions:
• Read phone state and identity - this is to check the internet connectivity status
• Read and modify contents of the SD card - this is to be able to store the course contents locally on your phone
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Please allow the OppiaMobile app access to both of these permissions, they are required to ensure the app can function
correctly.
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Registering or Logging In

To use OppiaMobile you will need to either login or register.
If you already have an account, or a username/password has been given to you, then please just press the button to
login.
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If you do not have an account, then please press the register button and complete the required information to create an
account. The exact information you need to register will depend on the specific implementation, and the information
they require for you to register.
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Installing Courses
After logging in or registering, you will then need to download the courses to access. When you have no courses
installed, you will see this screen:
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Click on the manage courses button to go through and select the courses you would like to download. Course are
divided into categories, so you can select the appropriate category:
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For example, selecting the OpenWASH - Ethiopia category, will then show you the courses available:
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You can then download each course separately, by clicking on the download icon next to each course. Alternatively
you can select all the courses to download from the menu button in the top right of the screen:

Even after you have downloaded some initial courses, you can always get back to install more. From the main Oppia
app page, click on the sidebar menu:
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Then select Download courses:

Then you will taken back to the course categories page to select the courses you would like to download.
Installing Media
If the courses you have installed also have some media embedded (eg videos or audio content), you will need to download these separately. On the Oppia homepage it will give you a notification if there are any missing media files for the
courses you have downloaded:

Click the Download button and follow the instructions to download any media files that you do not already have
installed.
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Navigating Courses
On the Oppia app homepage, you will see a list of all the courses you have installed:

Click on a course to enter it and start the activities, each course has an index of all the sections and activities:
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When you select an activity, the activty will load:
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You can swipe left/right to navigate through all the activities inside that section.
Some courses have a pre-test quiz that you will need to complete before you can access the full course content.
Points and Badges
You will earn points and badges for taking part in activities and completing courses.
Points are awarded based on your interaction with the course content, eg completing an activity or quiz.
Badges are awarded when you complete a course, this means completing every activity, including watching all the
course media content and passing every quiz.
You will see the number of points and badges that you have been awarded in the menu bar.
Scorecard
There are two scorecard formats in the Oppia app. One shows the progress overall for all the courses that are installed.
This can be accessed from the bottom menu bar on the app homepage:
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The second one shows more detailed scorecard for a particular course. This can be accessed from the specific course
index page and clicking on the scorecard icon in the menu bar:
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Changing your preferences
You can change your preferences, for example the default text size, points notifications etc from the main app settings
screen. From the app homepage:

Then select Settings:
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You can then update the settings you would like to change:
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Course Updates
When courses that you have installed are updated, for example for new/updated content, you will be automatically
notified in the standard Android home menu bar, from the notification you can go directly to download the updated
course. Note that you will need to have regular internet connection to be able to receive these notifications.
You can always check manually for course updates, and install additional courses, by following the instructions above
for downloading courses.
Help, Support and Feedback
In most cases, if you need help or support, then you should first contact your project coordinator. They will try to help
you, and if they are not sure, they will raise the query with the OppiaMobile developer team.
You can also get support directly from the OppiaMobile Community site: https://community.oppia-mobile.org/

6.1.2 Moodle Export Block User Guide
This is a user guide for the Moodle Export Block. In the following pages, you can find the configuration options during
the export process.
Publishing your Moodle Course to Oppia
When you have completed author, or at least, are ready to test your course in the OppiaMobile app, then you will need
to publish your course to the OppiaMobile server.
From the OppiaMobile Export Block in your Moodle course:
1. Select the connection you would like to use (see below: Server Connections - Explained).
2. Select the Course design you would like to use.
3. Select the Course status, either Draft/testing or Live
4. Press the Export to Oppia Package button.
5. On the next page, you will see some options for quizzes and general course settings (see below: export_options_explained)
Server Connections - Explained
There is not a 1-1 connection between a particular Moodle course and an OppiaMobile server. A Moodle course could
be published to several OppiaMobile servers, and conversely, an OppiaMobile server could host courses from different
Moodle servers.
So when you export a course from Moodle to OppiaMobile, you need to specify which OppiaMobile server you want
to export to.
If you do not see the OppiaMobile server you’d like to export to, then you’ll need to Add a new server connection,
providing:
1. Server name - this is just your reference
2. The url to the OppiaMobile server
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Export Step 1 - Course Configuration
Course Priority
To help specify the order in which courses should appear when users go to download courses in the given tag/category.
And also when the course is displayed in the app main menu listing. For example, if you would like your courses to
display in a particular order in which users should complete them.
Otherwise courses will display in alphabetical order in the app.
Course Categories
You must specify at least one category for your course, these are used as the categories in the app. If no categories are
given then users will not be able to find your course in the app course downloads.
Course default language
The ISO-639 code that should be used as the default language for the course content when displayed to users.
Note: In general you do not need to change this from the default en if your course has been set up correctly for
multilingual content (see: translations)

Course Sequencing
By default, this is set to none so a user will be able to jump around the course activities however they would like (with
the exception of having completed the pre-test).
To prevent users ‘jumping’ around in this way, you can force users to complete the course content either by section/topic (select Sequencing within a section) or though the whole course (select Sequencing through
whole course).
Note: If your course includes quizzes, and you select Sequencing within a section or Sequencing through
whole course, users must get at least the quiz pass threshold to be able to progress to the next activity.

Quiz Question Formatting
If your quiz content contains HTML tags for formatting of quiz questions, response options and question feedback,
then select this option. Otherwise all the HTML formatting will be stripped from the quiz question, response options
and question feedback.
Note: The display of formatted HTML is only supported in version 7.3.2 or higher of the Oppia app. If you tick this
option and users have a version below this, then they will see the HTML tags displayed in the quiz, i.e. <b>Question</b>
instead of Question.
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Play button overlay for media files
In some cases, you would create a poster/thumbnail image with a “play” icon to represent that the image is a video,
to make more evident for your users that the image can be clicked to play some media content. Instead of adding this
overlay manually, you can rely on the OppiaMobile export block to handle the process for you.
In the first step of the export process, you can check the “Video overlay” option to apply the “play” button overlay on
top of the poster image for all the embedded videos in the course. If a video has a thumbnail image, during the export
process some additional styling will be apply to the page content, adding a button that looks like this:

The styling of the button will apply the same color scheme of the currently selected theme (view Using stylesheets and
javascript in your course). The background color for the button will take primary-color value as the color to apply.
Thumbnail icon sizes
Used to specify the size and dimensions of the icon images that appear in the app for activities and topics. By default
these will be set to 256x256px for topic icons and 135x90px for activity icons, but these defaults can be changed in the
main block settings.
Export Step 2 - Quizzes and Feedback Configuration
Quizzes
If your course has quizzes, then you will see a table of the quizzes with some options to select:
1. No random questions - if you don’t want all the questions to show to the user then select the number of questions
that should be shown. They will appear in a random order, so don’t use this if certain questions depend on
information from previous questions or info.
2. Show feedback - when (if ever) should feedback about the users response be shown.
3. Pass Threshold (%) - what’s the threshold (in percent) for the user to pass this quiz.
4. Max number of attempts - how many attempts can a user have at this quiz.
Note: If the quiz is a pre-test, then only the No random questions option will be used, all other options will be
ignored. The user will not receive any feedback for pre-test questions, there is no pass threshold and the user can only
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attempt the quiz once.

Feedback Activities
If your course has feedback activities, you will see them listed in this page with some options to configure:
Grade Boundaries

Note: This functionality requires version 1.4.0 or higher of the Moodle Export Block and version v7.4.0 or higher of
OppiaMobile App.
Each feedback activity that contains at least one question of type ‘Multiple choice (rated)’ can be configured to display
specific completion messages depending on the learner’s final score for that feedback activity.
This is how it looks in Moodle:

Some instructions on how to configure grade boundaries:
1. Add extra rows using the
2. Remove rows using the

button. The new row will be added between the rows where the button is located.
button.

3. Only the rows containing a message will be saved. If you don’t want to configure grade boundaries for a
specific feedback activity, make sure all the rows for that feedback activity are completely empty.
4. The message of a row will be displayed if the learner get a score greater or equals than the grade indicated in
the row.
5. The order is important. Grades should be set in descending order for each feedback activity.
6. No duplicate grades. There cannot be two or more rows with the same grade value for each feedback activity.
7. You can use the following placeholders that will be replace with the real value in the app:
• {{user_score}} - Final score the learner obtained in the feedback activity.
• {{max_score}} - Maximum score possible for the feedback activity.
• {{score_percentage}} - Percentage value of the score the learner obtained.
Note: The double curly braces in placeholder names are important
This is how it looks in the App:
Considering the following grade boundaries table:
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Grade Message
100% PERFORMANCE SCORE: This learner scored a total of {{user_score}} out of {{max_score}} points
({{score_percentage}}%). They received a HIGH score.
>=
PERFORMANCE SCORE: This learner scored a total of {{user_score}} out of {{max_score}} points
50% ({{score_percentage}}%). They received a ADEQUATE score.
>=
PERFORMANCE SCORE: This learner scored a total of {{user_score}} out of {{max_score}} points
0%
({{score_percentage}}%). They received a LOW score.
The following result will be shown in the app:
Learner score = 100%

Learner score = 75%

Learner score = 37.5%

Export Step 5 - Preserving Activity Identifiers when Updating Content
When activity content is updated a new identifier is generated, as the identifier is the MD5 hash of the activity content.
The rationale for this is so that the specific version of an activity can be identified, and analysis can show if learners
have been using older versions of the content.
The downside to this approach is that any change (even a single character) then generates a new identifier, making
it hard to analyse users activity in content where they may only be very minor changes, for example fixing typos or
phrasing that doesn’t really affect the learning content being presented.
As of block version 1.3.5 you have the option to keep the previous activity identifier. This needs to be flagged manually
since it’s not possible for Oppia to know how significant a change is and so whether or not this should be classed as a
new version of an activity, or just a minor update to and existing one.
Where an activity has been updated, as part of the export process you’ll be given the option to retain the previous
identifier. Although in some cases changes will not allow you to retain the previous identifier. The basis for whether
or not you have the retain identifier option is specific to the activity type:
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Page activities
Option given to retain identifier when:
• Any change in the activity title, description or content
Quiz activities
Option given to retain identifier when:
• Changing the quiz settings (eg pass threshold, no attempts, password)
• Changing question text, scoring, responses
New identifier will be created and no option to retain the identfier will be given when:
• Changing the number of questions
Feedback activities
Option given to retain identifier when:
• Changing the feedback settings (eg no attempts, password)
• Changing question text, responses
• Changing the skip logic
New identifier will be created and no option to retain the identfier will be given when:
• Changing the number of questions
File/Resource activities
Option given to retain identifier when:
• Changing the file, either renaming the file, or changing the file content
Identifier is retained even if the title/description is changed
URL activities
Option given to retain identifier when:
• Changing the URL
Identifier is retained even if the title/description is changed
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General Notes
• The previous activity identifier is the one that has been pushed to the Oppia server, so it is specific to the combination of the Oppia server it has been published with and the status it was published with.
Notes for Quiz and Feedback activities
There are several cases where you will be given the option to retain, but in most cases you should not retain the previous
identifier:
• changes in the learning content, where users do need to be aware that the information in the content is different
to the previous version
• replacing a question in a quiz or feedback activity, but retaining the same number of questions overall
• changing the settings for a quiz, for example pass threshold, number of attempts allowed, password protection
• changing the skip logic in a feedback activity
• changing the scoring for a question
The comparison of previous vs updated activity content identifiers doesn’t take into account what these changes specifically are, only that there has been a change. In these cases retaining the previous identifier could result in:
• Odd results when reviewing quiz responses, for example responses from an old question matching to the new
question, both in the app (for users) and when exporting/downloading quiz responses from the dashboard (for
analytics)
• Different users being scored on different criteria/basis. For example, if user A passes a quiz based on a single
attempt allowed and a threshold of 80%, then user B passes the quiz when the no attempts allowed are changed
and the threshold reduced to 50%, but the quiz activity identifier has been retained, then users are not being
compared like-for-like. This will affect the badge and certificate awarding as well as M&E analysis.

6.2 Data Collected and Usage
6.2.1 What data is collected?
When you use the Oppia app the following data is collected:
• your registration information (for example email address, phone number) - the exact information will depend on
the implementation
• which courses you have downloaded, when you access any course activity, how long you spend in each activity,
including your quiz scores, feedback responses, and media watched
• your IP address is associated with each activity you take in the courses
• your network connectivity status
Additionally, if there is a problem with the Oppia app, we use an automated bug reporting system, this will provide us
with additional information:
• your network provider
• the version of Android you are using and the make/model of your device
• system memory capacity and usage
• debug output of the error
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6.2.2 How is your data used?
The data above is collected to:
• Provide a personalised experience in the app, monitor what percentage of course activities you have completed
and passed; in order to award points and badges
• Determine the countries users are accesing from (using the IP address)
• Implementing organisations will often use anonymised or summary data to help analyse, monitor and evaluate
the effectiveness of the training courses provided. In this instance exactly how your data is used will depend on
the implementing organisation.
• Bug reporting data is used to help fix technical issues and bugs in the Oppia app.

6.2.3 How can you download your data?
You can download all your data from the Oppia server, you can log into the server with the same username and password
that you used to register in the app, then:
• Go to ‘Profile’ > ‘Edit Profile’
• Click on ‘Export’ button
• Then select the data you would like to download

6.2.4 How can you remove all your data?
You can delete all the records and information that Oppia stores about you by going to the Oppia server, you can log
into the server with the same username and password that you used to register in the app, then:
• Go to ‘Profile’ > ‘Edit Profile’
• Click on ‘Delete Account’ button
• Then follow the instructions
Note that if you delete your account, to use the app again you will need to create a new account.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

TRAINING & SUPPORT

7.1 Standard Operating Procedures for OppiaMobile
7.1.1 Rapid Deployment of OppiaMobile Implementation
This page describes the processes for a rapid set up and deployment of OppiaMobile
Prerequisites
• A technical person/team with experience in deploying OppiaMobile
• An AWS account, or admin (root) access to a locally hosted server
• A Google Play developer account, preferably a Ministry or government account
Oppia Server
• Create a clone/fork of the OppiaMobile core server code (from:
django-oppia)

https://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• Either:
1. set up a new local server for Oppia (see: Server - Manual Installation)
2. launch and instance of the Oppia AWS server (see: Installing on Amazon Web Services)
• Set up a domain name to point to this servers IP address
• The server theme can be updated, but likely this can be dealt with later.
Oppia App
• Create a clone/fork of the OppiaMobile core app code (from:
oppia-mobile-android)

https://github.com/DigitalCampus/

• Import into Android Studio
• Follow the instructions here to update the app - OppiaMobile Android App Customisation
• Submit the app to the Google Play store
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Content
• Preferably any new content should be written and developed with mobile adaptation in mind from the start.
Otherwise the content adaptation will take much longer.
• Ensure a full review of the content takes place on an actual device
Deployment to users
• For quickest deployment, the users can be pregistered in the app, and the content pre-loaded, although this is not
possible for users who might be remotely installing the app themselves
• Adapt or re-use the Initial Workshop for Users new to Android & Oppia

7.2 OppiaMobile Training
This set of documentation describes the various training sessions and workshops that Digital Campus has used on a
variety of projects to support the implementation of OppiaMobile.

7.2.1 Initial Workshop for Users new to Android & Oppia
This is the initial workshop we use when introducing users to Android and OppiaMobile. We usually run this over
2 days, much will depend on the previous knowledge your users may have of Android and also how much specific
information is needed to introduce them to your project/implementation.
Workshop Preparation and Set-up
Documents to prepare and print out:
• Participant workshop attendance sheet
• List of phones - to include IMEI no, serial no, phone no, Google account and Oppia account
• Smartphone and solar lamp/chargers user agreement and receipt forms (2 for each attendee - 1 for us and 1 for
them to keep)
• Participant consent form (2 for each attendee - 1 for us and 1 for them to keep)
• Contact sheet of all project members (name, role, phone no, email, location) (1 for each attendee)
• Training evaluation form (1 for each attendee to complete). To contain basic feedback questions/comments about
the training (what they liked, didn’t like, what they learnt, general feedback etc).
• Participant Surveys (Mobile phone usage and PNC & ANC skills / attitudes)
• Competency checklists
Many of these (those that don’t need signatures etc) can be completed in Excel - instead of printing out and completing
(and then needing to write everything up after).
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Resources
• Laptop & projector
• Flipchart paper
• Post it notes
• Pens and notebooks (for each attendee)
• Digital/phone camera
• Ideally a wifi connection (if not available then need to use data connection - if neither available then training can
still proceed, but some activities may need to be rescheduled for another time)
Setting up the Smartphones
Setting up the phones is likely to be time consuming (approx half hour per phone), so best to have this done as far in
advance as possible - especially if there may be any issues (eg in connection to install apps etc).
• Create an OppiaMobile account for each user
• Charge up phone
• When starting phone either create an new Google account or use an existing one
• From Google Play install:
– OppiaMobile - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.digitalcampus.mobile.learning
– WhatsApp - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.whatsapp
– ES file explorer - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.estrongs.android.pop
• Start Oppia, log in with the user account and download all the required courses (or copy as zip files)
• Copy any required video resources onto the phone SD card.
• Record all the details of the user accounts used etc in the list of phones. Also mark inside the phone (using
permanent marker or similar) a unique identifier for the phone.
Session 1: Course Introduction
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To introduce the project (what/why/how)
• To get to know the participants and for them to get to know the project team
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Activities
• Ice breaker activity
• Presentation/description of the project and explain the roles of each member of the project team - hand out the
contact sheet
• Overview of the training sessions and what we’ll do (the sessions/activities below)
• Explain the participants role in the project and our expectations of them (active participation and attendance at
workshop sessions, giving us honest and open feedback)
• Stress that we’re also looking to learn how to develop the system and content to help support them better, and
we’re open to feedback/suggestions etc (so don’t be shy!)
M&E
• Complete participants attendance sheet
• Sign consent forms
Session 2: A Primer on Mobile Health
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To understand what is mobile health (mHealth)
• To introduce the local (e.g. Ministry of Health) strategy for mHealth
• To understand what is mobile learning and how can it be helpful to improve their teaching and learning
Activities
• Participants will fill-out a survey about their use of mobile phones and Internet.
• The facilitator will do an introduction to basic concepts of mhealth, the local strategy for mHealth and mobile
learning concepts.
• Group activity (3-4 people in each group). 15 minutes. Write down and discuss among them what they think are
the main challenges of HEWs training and their professional career development.
• Ask each group to share back to the whole group. Facilitators to identify common themes and ask questions
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M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Analyse participants mobile phone and internet survey responses
• Complete a summary of the session discussions
Session 3: PNC & ANC challenges and barriers
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To get to know the current postnatal (PNC) and antenatal (ANC) coverage, challenges and barriers in Tigray and
Ethiopia
• To understand how HEWs can effectively contribute to improve PNC & ANC.
• To understand how MHealth can help improving maternal and child health
Activities
• Participants will fill-out a survey on their PNC & ANC skills and attitudes
• The facilitator will introduce the latest research and data on PNC & ANC in Ethiopia
• Group activity (3-4 people in each group). 15 minutes. Write down what are the main PNC challenges and
barriers in their districts and give ideas how they could improve it.
• At the end of the previous activity, ask each group to share back to the whole group. Facilitators to identify
common themes and ask questions
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Analyse participants survey responses.
• Complete a summary of the session discussions
Session 4: A typical working day
Time: 1 hour
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Objectives
• To understand the typical workflow during their working day
• To understand how their day is broken down (how much time spent doing different activities)
Activities
• Group activity (3-4 people in each group). 15 minutes. Using a clock face drawn on flipchart paper, ask the
participants to write on what they usually do on a normal working day. Will include start/finish work times, breaks
etc. For tutors may include amount of time spent in the classroom, preparation time, doing marking/assessment
activities and general admin work, etc. For HEWs may include time spent seeing patients at health post, time
spent visiting patients at their homes, time spent doing admin work, time spent on training activities, etc
• Can give an example first by one of the facilitators
• At the end of the activity, ask each group to share back to the whole group. Facilitators to identify common
themes and ask questions
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Take a photo of each of the flipcharts created
• Complete a summary of the session discussions / main ideas.
Session 5: Distribution of Phones
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To assign phones to each participant
Activities
• Give overview of the phones - how do they differ from the basic phones they may be used to
• Explain our expectations of them - taking care of the phones, reporting and problems (including
loss/breakage/theft of phone), return of phones to the project if they leave/change job/role
• Explain what they can expect from us - prompt response to any issues raised, providing regular top-up (50 ETB
per month)
• Hand out phones and show participants how to turn them on
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M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete the list of phones (if not already done)
• Sign the phone receipt form
• Complete a summary of the session main ideas.
Session 6: General Android Functions
Time: 2 hours
Objectives
• To perform the following basic functions of the phone:
– Turning the phone on and off
– Plugging in the charger
– Replacing/adding sim card
– Switching between sim cards (assuming a dual sim phone)
– Make a phone call
– Receive a phone call
– Adjust volume
– Send an SMS message
– Reply to an SMS message
– Add a contact (suggest they try adding the facilitators contact details)
Activities
• Follow up any questions/queries after their play/experimentation with the phones following session 5.
• Facilitators to demonstrate each of the above functions in turn and allow participants time to practice
• Encourage peer support - if there are strong participants who pick up the functions quickly - ask them to help
any participants who may be struggling.
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete the competency checklist for each of the functions listed in the objectives. Facilitators to verify with
each participant that they can perform each function
• Complete a summary of the session issues/difficulties participants had.
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Session 7: Care of phone and battery/file management
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• Understand how to take care of the phone
• How to manage battery life/charging
• How to manage files on the phone
• To perform the following functions of the phone: * Turn on /off wifi * Turn on/off data connection * Turn on/off
GPS * Turn on/off airplane mode * Manage camera images
Activities
• Explain the differences in smartphones vs basic phones, esp regarding battery life
• Explain that smartphones are more sensitive to dust/water/dropping than basic phones
• Explain the factors that can affect battery life
• Facilitators to demonstrate each of the above functions in turn and allow participants time to practice
• Encourage peer support - if there are strong participants who pick up the functions quickly - ask them to help
any participants who may be struggling.
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete the competency checklist for each of the functions listed in the objectives. Facilitators to verify with
each participant that they can perform each function
Session 8: Introduction to OppiaMobile
Time: 2 hours
Objectives
• To open and navigate the courses in the app
• To use the following functions in the app:
– complete a quiz
– play a video
– logging in/out of the app
– viewing progress using the scorecard
• Understand what the points/badges mean
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Activities
• Facilitators to demonstrate each of the above functions in turn and allow participants time to practice
• Encourage peer support - if there are strong participants who pick up the functions quickly - ask them to help
any participants who may be struggling.
• Facilitators to give overview of the points system - essentially that the more regularly they complete/access
activities, the more points they’ll get
• Explain the tracking information - so they’re aware that we get information about their activity
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete the competency checklist for each of the functions listed in the objective 2
• Facilitators to verify with each participant that they can perform each function.
Session 9: How to install and use the courses in OppiaMobile
Time: 2 hours
Objectives
• To check that all participants have the relevant courses and video/media content installed
• To be able to install new courses
• To be able to navigate courses in OppiaMobile
• To be able to complete quizzes in OppiaMobile
• To understand how to use the additional content during their upgrade training course and afterwards
Activities
• Facilitators to verify that all participants have all 21 courses installed and all necessary media/videos
• Demonstrate how to install a new course
• Group activity (4-5 people in each group). 15 minutes. Discuss and write down what/ how could be the most
useful way of using the additional content during their training and afterwards.
• At the end of the previous activity, ask each group to share back to the whole group. Facilitators to identify
common themes and ask questions
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M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Facilitators to verify that all the HEAT courses are installed
• Facilitators to check that all participants have installed another course
Session 10 : How to use other mobile applications (Apps)
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To understand the idea of ‘apps’
• How new apps can be installed (using Google Play)
• How to use the internet on the phone (perform a search)
Activities
• Explain what apps are, and that there are many apps available. Note differences between paid for vs free
• Demonstrate a practice using Google Play store to search for apps and install a new one
• Demonstrate using the phone browser to do a search of the internet
• Encourage peer support - if there are strong participants who pick up the functions quickly - ask them to help
any participants who may be struggling.
• Explain that some apps will use their data connection/wifi
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete the competency checklist for each of the functions listed in the objective
• Facilitators to verify with each participant that they can perform each function
Session 11-A (Health workers): Oppia student scorecard and learning progress monitoring
Time: 1 hour
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Objectives
• To teach HEWs on how to use the Oppia learning scorecard/ dashboard for their study progress monitoring.
• To get feedback from HEWs on what progress monitoring may be useful to them to help improving their learning
Activities
• Facilitators to demonstrate the Oppia learning scorecard / dashboard function and allow students time to practice.
• Facilitators to give overview of the points system - essentially that the more regularly they complete/access
activities, the more points they’ll get.
• Encourage peer support - if there are strong participants who pick up the function quickly - ask them to help any
participants who may be struggling.
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete a summary of the session discussions / main ideas.
Session 11-B (Tutors): How to use the Oppia scorecard for learning progress monitoring
Time: 1.5 hours
Objectives
• To teach Tutors / trainers on how to use the Oppia scorecard/ dashboard for their students progress monitoring.
• To get feedback from Tutors on what additional progress monitoring tools may be useful to them.
• To understand the different monitoring strategies to improve students learning process.
Activities
• Open discussion on what tutors currently do to monitor their students learning progress. Identify students learning monitoring challenges and barriers.
• Facilitators to demonstrate the Oppia scorecard / dashboard function and allow tutors time to practice.
• Facilitator to explain different monitoring methods tutors may use to improve students knowledge and skills
retention over time.
• Group activity (4-5 people in each group). Brain-storm and write down what / how could be the most useful
ways of monitoring students learning during their current training and afterwards.
• At the end of the previous activity, ask each group to share back to the whole group. Facilitators to identify
common ideas and ask questions
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M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete a summary of the session main ideas/ topics.
Session 12: Closing/wrap-up
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
• To summarise what we’ve covered during all the workshop sessions
• To respond to any outstanding questions/queries
• To explain / re-iterate the project process (and next follow-up workshop date)
• Give per-diems and mobile top-up cards
Activities
• Facilitators to explain and summarise the main topics discussed during this workshop
• General Q & A
• Fill-out and sign per-diems and mobile top-up cards receipt forms
M&E
• Complete attendance sheet (if being run on different day to the other sessions)
• Complete per-diems and mobile top-up card receipt forms
• Complete a summary of the workshop main action points.
Competency Checklist
Session 6: General Android Functions
• Turning the phone on and off
• Plugging in the charger
• Replacing/adding sim card
• Switching between sim cards (assuming a dual sim phone)
• Make a phone call
• Receive a phone call
• Adjust volume
• Send an SMS message
• Reply to an SMS message
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• Add a contact (suggest they try adding the facilitators contact details)
Session 7: Care of phone and battery/file management
• Turn on /off wifi
• Turn on/off data connection
• Turn on/off GPS
• Turn on/off airplane mode
• Manage camera images
Session 8: Introduction to OppiaMobile
• complete a quiz
• play a video
• logging in/out of the app
• how to see their progress using the scorecard

7.2.2 Content Development
This is designed to train content developers in how to create courses for OppiaMobile.
The training is designed to be run remotely (via skype/teleconference) with a small group of participants (max 5).
There should be a break of at least 2-3 days between each session, to allow participants time to complete the follow up
activities, practice what has been learned so far and review any recommended documentation.
Participants will require a good internet connection during the actual sessions.
Preparation and Set Up
• Ensure everyone has a Moodle account with necessary permissions.
• Create a test course area for each participant on Moodle and with permissions to export to an OppiaMobile server.
• Ensure everyone has an Android phone with the OppiaMobile app installed for testing.
Session 1: Overview of OppiaMobile and Creating First Learning Activity
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Describe the components of OppiaMobile platform and functions of each
• Describe the function of Moodle within the OppiaMobile platform
• Create a learning activity in Moodle and export to Oppia
• Add an image to the learning activity
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Activities
• Introductions
• Describe key features of OppiaMobile (see: OppiaMobile Key Features)
• Describe architecture and components of OppiaMobile, especially Moodle for course authoring
• Access a Moodle course and turn editing on
• Basic course structure, levels of activities and how they get represented when exported to OppiaMobile
• Activity types supporting in OppiaMobile (see: Activity types supported)
• Adding a section/topic title
• Adding an HTML page activity
• Adding an image to the page
• Exporting to OppiaMobile server - options available on export
• Test viewing the course on the device
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Review full documentation for course development (see: Creating your course in Moodle).
• Add some more pages to their course and review how it appears in the OppiaMobile app.
Session 2: Adding a Quiz to a Course in OppiaMobile
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Create a quiz for OppiaMobile
• Create a baseline/pre-test
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Using Moodle quizzes and question bank
• Creating a true/false question
• Creating multiple choice question
• Creating other types of questions - and review of question types supported
• Exporting the course to OppiaMobile server and the export options
• How to add a baseline/pre-test so the user must complete before accessing the rest of the course
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Follow up and preparation for next session
• Create more types of quiz questions
• Create a baseline/pre-test quiz for your course
Session 3: Embedding Video Content
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Describe how OppiaMobile handles video content
• Describe the factors that affect video content delivery in low-bandwidth environments
• Include a video in their OppiaMobile course
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Describe how OppiaMobile handles video content (and why)
• Considerations for video formats and file sizes
• Embedding video in Moodle
• Adding a video image
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Practice adding other videos, exporting the course and running on your device
• Review the OppiaMobile dashboard guide (Dashboard Guide)
• Review the OppiaMobile permissions documentation (Permissions)
Session 4: Activity Monitoring and Reporting
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Access the OppiaMobile dashboard
• Create new user accounts
• Create cohorts of teachers and students
• Review course and user progress in courses
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Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Explanation of the function of the dashboard
• Walk through of the dashboard structure and navigation
• How to create new user accounts
• Permissions levels and how to assign them to users (refer to Permissions)
• Finding specific activity for a user and/or course
• Pre-defined reports
• Custom reporting
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Test creating new users on both the mobile device and server
• Test activity on their device and check the user/course progress in the dashboard
Session 5: Putting it all together & review
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Publish their course to make available for students
• Update courses once they have already been made live
• Prepare the next steps in their implementation
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• How to publish and make available to your students
• Updating courses once already been made live
• Phone set up and initial user training
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Advanced topics
There are several features that we haven’t covered during this training, these may be useful if you have specific requirements in your implementation, for example adding multilingual content, using stylesheets and javascript within your
course pages, specific server settings for the criteria for awarding points and badges and generating custom reports.
Please discuss with us if you have any particular requirements in these areas.

7.2.3 Technical Training and Support (course under development)
This course is designed for local IT teams, to equip them with the skills needed to support and maintain an OppiaMobile
implementation.
Prerequisites
• Background/qualification in IT
• Active internet connection
Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course, participants will be able to:
• Describe the platform components of OppiaMobile and the functions of each
• Install and set up the technical tools required for supporting Oppia
• Install and configure an OppiaMobile server instance on Amazon Web Services
• Install and configure Moodle with the OppiaMobile Export block
• Create a clone of the OppiaMobile app and submit to Google Play Store
Sessions
Session 1: Overview of components and technical tools
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Describe the architecture and components of OppiaMobile
• Describe the frameworks and developer tools used for OppiaMobile
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Activities
• Introductions
• Overview of the OppiaPlatform components - OppiaMobile Platform Architecture and Workflow
• Overview of developer tools used in supporting and maintaining OppiaMobile:
– Developer environments - Eclipse, PyCharm and Android Studio
– Git and GitHub
• Overview of frameworks used:
– Android
– Django
– Moodle
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Read up on OppiaMobile developer documentation - OppiaMobile Technical Documentation
• Install Git and read overview documentation - https://git-scm.com/
• Create account on GitHub - https://github.com/
• Check Github training (https://training.github.com/classes/) and help (https://help.github.com/)
• Create account on Amazon Web Services - http://aws.amazon.com/ - creating an account is free, although you
will need to give credit card details
Session 2: Installing an OppiaMobile AWS machine
Time: 2 hours
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Set up an AWS machine with default core version of OppiaMobile server
• Change the default passwords on the AWS machine image
• Set up a static IP address for the machine
• Upgrade the server code from the core OppiaMobile server codebase
• Describe the regular server admin/maintenance tasks
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Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Set up an OppiaMobile AWS machine image (see: Installing on Amazon Web Services)
• Update passwords
• Create an elastic (static) IP address for the machine
• Update the server code from the core OppiaMobile server repository
• Keeping the server up to date (apt-get, backup)
Advanced
• Configure domain name to point to the server
• Configure the server code to point to clone of core OppiaMobile server
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Download and install Moodle - https://moodle.org
Session 3: Installing and configuring Moodle and OppiaMobile export block
Time: 1 hour
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Install the OppiaMobile Moodle Export Block
• Configure server connection to their OppiaMobile server instance on AWS
• Publish a course from Moodle directly to their OppiaMobile server
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Installing the Moodle block (see: Moodle Block Installation)
• Setting up the server connection to new instance on AWS
• Creating a test course and export
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Follow up and preparation for next session
• Create a Google Play Developer account (Google charges for this - currently 25 USD, but it’s a one-off cost for
as many apps as you like)
• Install Android Studio: https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
Session 4: Creating own version of OppiaMobile app
Time: 2 hours
Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Create, compile and run their own version of the app
• Publish the app on the Google Play Store
• Describe how to set their own app name/logo and default settings
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Clone the OppiaMobile Android app into their own repository
• Set up project in Android Studio
• Make the necessary (required) changes to the code (see: Configuring your own version of the app)
• Review of the optional changes and settings
• Export a signed application package
• Submit to Google Play Store
Follow up and preparation for next session
• Test out the various optional settings in the app
• Add your own logo and name to the app
• Complete Google Play Store app listing
Session 5: Final review and next steps
Time: 1 hour
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Objectives
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• Keep their app and server up to date with the core version
• Describe options for hosting multiple instances of OppiaMobile server
• Submit bug/issue reports
• Know where to go to get ongoing help and support
Activities
• Review of previous session, any questions/queries
• Recap process for updating from the core version (both app and server), and why this is important
• Explain options for hosting multiple instances of server - and pros/cons of each approach
• How/where to submit bugs/issues/feature requests
• Help and support forum
Follow up
• Sign up to OppiaMobile Community site

7.3 Troubleshooting an Oppia Implementation
7.3.1 Troubleshooting OppiaMobile App
Course doesn’t show up in the app course download list
• The course is marked as archived on the Oppia server. If a course is marked as archived, then it will not appear
for any user in the app. Check that the course is not marked as archived on the server.
• The course is marked as draft on the Oppia server. If a course is marked as draft then only admin/staff users will
be able to view it in the app. Either log in to the app as an admin/staff user, or remove the draft status from the
course in the server.
• The course has not been given any tags when being published. To view the course in the download courses part
of the app, each course must be given at least one tag when it has been published. If a course is updated and
re-published, then the tags must be given again (the original tags should be pre-filled in the course publishing
form).
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Cannot install app - check for system updates
First item to check is that the phone has all the available system updates installed. It is good practice to keep the phones
up to date with system updates, for bugs and security issues. To check if any updates are available, go to (from the
main Android settings): Settings -> About Phone -> System Updates. The exact sequence to check for updates may
vary slightly on different versions of Android.
Cannot connect to server - Longer Connection and Response Timeout
If you are on a particularly slow connection (for example when trying to register or log in the OppiaMobile app), the
connection may timeout before a response has been received.
In the Oppia app settings, you can increase the ‘connection timeout’ and ‘response timeout’. The default is 60000
(milliseconds, so one minute), so try to increase to 120000 (two minutes).
Cannot connect to server - Check Phone Date Setting
Check that the phone system date is set to the correct date. When connecting to an Oppia server using a secure
connection (SSL, https), the server certificates are valid for a particular date range. If the phone date is incorrect,
and falls outside the security certificate validity period, then the phone will refuse the connection.
Cannot connect to server - Check Server Name
Check that the server name (under the Oppia settings) is correct. The app should automatically add a trailing ‘/’ to the
server name if one hasn’t been entered already. By default most OppiaMobile implementations will try to use an SSL
connection, however some older versions of Android may not have the trusted certificate authority certificates installed,
in which case you may need to fall back to using a non-SSL connection, so replace ‘https://. . . ’ with ‘http://. . . ’ at the
beginning of the server name.

7.3.2 Troubleshooting OppiaMobile Server
Activity for a user doesn’t appear in the server
• The course has been updated. When a course is updated the unique references to the activities may change and
if the user has the old version of the course on their device, their version may not match the course version on
the server. Check that the users device has the most recent version of the course.
• For server performance reasons, the data used to generate the dashboard activity graphs are cached, and are only
updated when the server cron task is run. On installations based on the Oppia AWS machine the cron task is
pre-configured to run every 15 mins, so check that this is running correctly.
• If the users device is not connected to the internet (or it is pointing at the wrong OppiaMobile server) then the
users activity will not be reaching the Oppia server. In the app check that the server is set correctly (in menu >
settings > server) and that all the users activity has been sent to the server (menu > about > activity).
• If the user is an admin or staff user, then the activity is not shown in the dashboard graphs. Similarly, if the user
is set up as a teacher for the course, then their course activity is not reflected in the dashboard activity graphs
either.
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Unable to publish a course due to permissions issue
There are three potential issues:
1. The username/password used is incorrect. Check the user can log in using the same username/password into the
Oppia server dashboard.
2. The user does not have permissions to upload courses on the server, see: Add/remove permission to upload
courses
3. The course was originally published by a different user, see: Change the ownership of a course

7.3.3 Troubleshooting Moodle Oppia Export Block
Warning about missing “poster” image for media element
This will occur if you do not specify a poster image for a media file that you have put in your content.
The video can still be played in the app, only that users will only see a text link to start the video, rather than an image.
To remove this warning, you should go back to edit the activity and media file to add a poster image, see: Using Media
Content in OppiaMobile Courses
Duplicated digest error
This will occur if you have identical activities in the same course. The digest is an identifier based on the activity title
and content, if the activity title and content is identical for 2 or more activities in the course you will get this error
message and be unable to export the course.
If it was an error to repeat the same activity, then go back to the course and remove the duplicated activity.
If it was deliberate that there are two identical activities in the course, then the best solution is to add some ‘hidden’
HTML in the activity (eg, adding a name or id attibute to one of the HTML tags)

7.3.4 Troubleshooting Multilingual Content
OppiaMobile uses the in-built Moodle functionality for authoring courses in multiple languages.
For troubleshooting translations it is best to start trying to fix a single page, and ensuring that when the page is displayed
in Moodle, the language switching is working correctly. If the language switching is not working in Moodle, then it
will not work when the course is exported to Oppia either.
The Moodle documentation has some information on how to fix common problems.
Additional problems we have noticed:
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Using mismatching single or double quotes
Be careful to check that the single or double quotes in the HTML tags are of matching types. In the examples below
(shown as large image as well as plain text), the first example uses a different type of double quotes. The multilanguage
filter in Moodle then cannot understand what is meant by the HTML code, and so fails to recognise that we are trying
to enter multilingual content.
Example 1 (incorrect):

class="multilang”
Example 2 (correct):

class="multilang"
In the Moodle inline HTML editor, it is very difficult to see that different types of quotes have been used. It is much
easier to notice if the page HTML is cut and pasted into a plain text editor (eg Notepad or similar) with a large font size
selected. Here is an example of mismatching quotes in the Moodle inline HTML editor:

The likely cause of having different types of quotes is from cutting and pasting from different sources.
Additional style attribute used in page and topic titles
For page and topic/section titles, when the multilang span tags include additional attributes, this seems to stop the
Moodle multilang filter functioning correctly, but applies to the titles only, not the page content.
Example 1 (does not work):
<span lang="ur" class="multilang" style="font-size: 1rem;">
˓→class="multilang" style="font-size: 1rem;">
</span>

</span><span lang="ar"␣

Example 2 (does work):
<span lang="ur" class="multilang">

</span><span lang="ar" class="multilang">

The difference being that the style="font-size:
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7.3.5 Capturing Oppia app Debug Log Output
To help with fixing bugs, there may be some times when having access to the full app debug log from the phone can
be very useful. The steps below describe how to capture the Oppia debug log output to assist with bug fixing:
1. Install
adb
on
your
laptop
(see:
how-to-install-and-use-abd-the-android-debug-bridge-utility/)

https://www.howtogeek.com/125769/

2. Enable USB debugging on your phone/device (under Settings > System > Developer Options, you may need to
enable developer options first - see: https://android.tutorials.how/enable-developer-options/)
3. Connect your phone to the laptop
4. Open the Oppia app on your phone
5. On the command line on your laptop run one of the following commands ( depending on which operating system
your laptop has):
• Ubuntu/Linux: adb logcat | tee ~/oppia-output.txt
• Windows: adb logcat >> C:\oppia-output.txt
6. Go through the steps/process to recreate the error on your phone.
7. After you have caused the error, you can press Ctrl+C to stop the debug log capturing.
Note: If the developer options have been enabled on a users phone/device, it would be best to disable the developer
options after the log output has been saved (again, see: https://android.tutorials.how/enable-developer-options/)

7.4 Support and Help
The best place to get help and support is to post a message on the OppiaMobile Community site
When posting a message about any difficulties you might be having, the more information you’re able to give about the
problem and how to recreate it, the quicker it will be for us to help resolve the issue.
As a guide, this is usually the basic information we would need, though it will depend on the specific problem/issue:
• Expected vs actual outcome
• Steps to reproduce
• Full text of any error messages shown
• Screenshots/images
• App or server version number you are using
• Links to Oppia server dashboard (especially for server issues)
• Links to Moodle (especially for content issues)
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